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We consider the inventory management problem of procurement and alloca-
tion for a non-stationary equipment overhaul problemwith stochastic demands
for multiple job types requiring different combinations of service parts over a
finite horizon. Because the service parts involved tend to be expensive, inven-
tory needs to be managed carefully in order to operate in a cost-effective man-
ner. This problem is complex because the procurement lead times tend to be
long. We incorporate into our model holding costs for unused service parts and
backordering costs for outstanding jobs. Using linear programs to approximate
the value function which appears in the dynamic programming formulation,
we derive a non-standard allocation procedure which is neither first-come-first-
served nor myopic. To obtain procurement decisions, we decompose the orig-
inal problem into multiple single-part-multi-job-type sub-problems using dual
variables. These sub-problems may be tackled by another layer of decompo-
sition using the classical result of Clark and Scarf (1960). Using independent
order-up-to procurement and myopic allocation as the bench mark, our policy
performs better for the canonical “N” system with two service parts and two
job types and also for larger problems.
In the second part of this dissertation, we focus on a single-part-single-job-
type problem where backorders accumulate increasing per-period backlogging
charges. We show that the state space may still be collapsed into the single-
dimensional inventory position using a non-traditional dynamic program for-
mulation where the immediate cost function consists of all the expected holding
and backordering charges associated with the procured units. We use stopping-
time random variables to capture the periods in which the procured units are
matched up with customer requests. Using this alternate cost accounting mech-
anism, we independently show the optimality of base-stock policies, a result
also obtained by Huh et al. (2011) using a more traditional approach. This
dynamic program is suitable for computation and it allows us to compute the
optimal base-stock levels.
Finally, we extend these results to two-echelon inventory distribution sys-
tems with aging backorders. Because the first-come-first-served allocation of
inventory is not necessarily optimal in a distribution network, we modify our
cost-accounting mechanism at the level of the upper echelon and derive a dy-
namic program which is a lower bound for the exact problem. This lower-
bound dynamic program has the advantage of using a state vector that does
not need to distinguish among backorders of different ages. We decompose this
lower-bound dynamic program using Clark and Scarf’s (1960) approach to de-
rive yet another lower bound consisting only of single-location problems with
single-dimensional state variables. A numerical study is carried out to see how
the performance of an operating policy driven by this decomposition compares
with the lower bound obtained.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Our interest in this problem originated in a project by Yap et al. (2005) and
Al-Gwaiz et al. (2006) with the aerospace unit of Honeywell. In order to more
consistently attain the service levels prescribed in its commitment to its cus-
tomers, Honeywell wanted to reduce its turnaround time of a typical job repair.
The inventory control problem faced by Honeywell Aerospace is made more
difficult by the fact that such a complex piece of equipment as a jet engine could
require many different combinations of service parts to repair. At the time the
problem was taken on, the optimization was carried out at Honeywell assum-
ing that the demands for the different service parts were independent. Without
taking the correlated demands into account, one neglects situations when the
presence of a service part may be of no use at all unless coupled with another
part. Another layer of complexity is added by the competition for the same
parts by demands and backorders that differ not only in the subset of service
parts required, but also in the level of urgency. Using as their objectives the
maximization of fill-rate as well as the minimization of average waiting time,
Yap et al. (2005) and Al-Gwaiz et al. (2006) proposed methods that incorporate
correlations and found cases in which these methods outperformed algorithms
with assumptions of independence.
One of the challenges involved in studying this type of equipment overhaul
problem is howwe should model the correlated demand processes of the differ-
ent service parts using historical data. An interesting and difficult problem in its
own right, this statistical problem was tackled using clustering analysis by Al-
Gwaiz et al. (2006). As a result of such analysis, we may view the demands for
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service parts in the system as being triggered by a set of job types each having
their distinct bill-of-material requirements, levels of urgency as well as arrival
patterns over time. The schematic diagram below illustrates this modeling ap-
proach. It also gives the reader some idea of the difficulty of the equipment
overhaul problem.
L
1
lead time
L
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L
3
L
4
L
5
D
1
demand
D
2
D
3
PARTS
JOB
TYPES
Figure 1.1: This figure illustrates an equipment overhaul system with 5
service parts and 3 job types. The service parts have associated
with them different procurement lead times and the demand
processes for the three job types are different. The connections
between the service parts and the job types illustrate the bill-
of-material requirements.
In this dissertation, we focus on the sequential decision-making problem by
assuming that all of these parameters have been provided. The goal of our re-
search is to derive computationally-tractable algorithms which can be applied
to manage the logistics involved in these problems in a manner that is more ef-
fective than first-come-first-served or myopic allocation and independent pro-
curement. Our solution approach makes use of a stochastic dynamic program
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whose objective is to minimize the total expected holding and backorder costs
incurred over a finite horizon. While the holding cost of inventory can be es-
timated by considering its storage and maintenance costs, the backorder cost
of unfulfilled demands is a management parameter which can be adjusted in
practice until desirable fill-rates are obtained. The minimization of total holding
and backorder cost is therefore linked to the minimization of such performance
measures as fill-rates and average waiting times. At each decision point, we
determine how on-hand inventory should be allocated among existing backo-
rders and how much inventory should be purchased in expectation of future
demands. A challenge of the equipment overhaul problem is the interplay be-
tween allocation and procurement decisions.
Discrete-time stochastic dynamic programming is a very useful tool for ana-
lyzing sequential decision-making problems under uncertainty. We start in each
period of the planning horizon with some information pertaining to the state of
the system. Taking into account this information and our expectation on what
might happen in future periods, a decision is made and the system undergoes
some random events and transitions to the next period. Given a suitable ter-
minal boundary function VT+1(), the Bellman’s equation below can be used to
find the optimal policy which may be used to operate the system assuming that
the objective is to minimize the total cost incurred over the finite horizon:
Vt(xt) = min
at2At(xt)
fE[Ct(xt; at;Wt)] + E[Vt+1 (xt+1(xt; at;Wt))]g : (1.1)
The function Vt(xt) is called a value function and it captures the minimum total
expected cost incurred over the planning horizon starting in period t if we em-
ploy the optimal policy starting in period t in state xt. The set At(xt) consists of
all the actions (decisions) we can take (make) given that we are in state xt at the
beginning of period t. Our decision at has both short-term and long-term cost
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effects. Depending on the outcome of the random eventWt that is to take place
between period t and period t + 1, we incur a one-period cost of Ct(xt; at;Wt)
while transitioning to period t+1. The E[Vt+1 (xt+1(xt; at;Wt))] part of (1.1) cap-
tures the long-term impact of our decision at in the form of the total expected
cost incurred under the optimal policy starting at t + 1 in state xt+1(xt; at;Wt)
which in turn depends not only on xt and Wt but also on the decision at. This
part of the equation is also known as the cost-to-go function.
By formulating the equipment overhaul problem as a finite-horizon cost
minimization problemwith sequential decision-making, one could theoretically
solve the Bellman’s equation using backward recursion. Unfortunately, for a
problem of this type where the state vector keeps track of the on-hand, and on-
order inventory of every service part in addition to the number of backorders
of each job type, and the action space consists of all possible combinations of al-
location and procurement decisions, the number of states to consider explodes
in size for all but trivial problems. The approach of backward recursion be-
comes quickly intractable. Therefore, one must resort to approximation ideas
to efficiently tackle this problem, while not relaxing it to the point of losing the
essence of the demand correlation structure.
We start with a first-order approximation of the cost-to-go function appear-
ing in the Bellman’s equation. Whereas a myopic allocation policy completely
ignores the value of holding inventory until the next period and the hidden cost
of carrying backorders to the next period, we estimate them using deterministic
linear programs with sampled future demands. This approximation leads to an
improved allocation policy. Unfortunately, a first-order approximation of the
cost-to-go function renders procurement decisions indeterminate in the sense
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that the relaxed Bellman’s equation where the cost-to-go function is replaced by
its linear approximation does not tell us how much inventory should be pur-
chased when it is desirable to place an order because the linear approximation
ignores the decreasing marginal benefits of extra inventory in the system.
In solving the procurement part of the equipment overhaul problem, which
consists of multiple job types and multiple service parts, we use a decompo-
sition technique to break it up into many single-part-multi-job-type problems.
Resembling a distribution network where demands occur for the different job
types but an inventory of service parts is kept centrally, these single-part-multi-
job-type problems are solved using another layer of decomposition following
the work of Clark and Scarf (1960). This layer of decomposition breaks the
single-part-multi-job-type problems into multiple single-part problems.
The chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows. Chapter 2 formu-
lates the equipment overhaul problem with linear holding and backorder costs,
and outlines our proposed allocation policy using a first-order approximation
of the value function appearing in the Bellman’s equation. It then considers a
non-linear approximation of the value function which allows us to separate the
original problem intomultiple single-part-multi-job type problems. We describe
how Clark-and-Scarf’s decomposition can be applied to solve these subprob-
lems. Numerical results are presented to show the advantage of our policy over
ones that make use only of myopic allocation and independent procurement.
In contractual repair settings where customers impose service penalties for
failing to meet promised repair times such as in the equipment overhaul prob-
lem, a linear cost model which ignores the ages of outstanding backorders could
become insufficient. So, in Chapter 3, we consider an alternate cost structure
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where backorders accumulate increasing per-period backorder costs as they
age. In the context of a single-location single-item problem, as shown in Huh
et al. (2011), we characterize the optimal policy as a base-stock policy but we
use a different cost-accounting mechanism from that used by Huh et al. (2011).
This cost-accounting mechanism considers the matching of procured units with
future demands at the time of purchase. Using this same cost-accounting mech-
anism, we extend the analysis to a two-echelon inventory distribution system
with aging backorders in Chapter 4. While the optimality of base-stock policies
cannot be proven, we propose a computationally tractable algorithm for solving
this new problem also using Clark-and-Scarf’s approach which results in multi-
ple dynamic programs with single-dimensional state spaces. The results of our
short numerical study are presented in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4. The results
of Chapter 4 can be applied to solve the single-part-multi-job-type subproblems
which arise in a version of the equipment overhaul problem where increasing
per-period costs are used for aging backorders.
The chapters in this dissertation are written in a manner which generally
allows them to be read independently of one another. But with Chapter 4 being
an extension of the work presented in Chapter 3, the reader will be guided to
refer to results found in Chapter 3 where needed.
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CHAPTER 2
AN OVERALL DECOMPOSITION APPROACH FOR THE SERVICE
PARTS MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
2.1 Chapter Abstract
We consider the problem of procuring and allocating service parts for a non-
stationary equipment overhaul problem with stochastic and coupled demands
for service parts due to the presence of multiple job types requiring different
combinations of service parts. We incorporate into our model holding costs for
unused service parts and backordering costs for outstanding jobs. In practice,
for tractability, one would assume that parts in such a system are procured inde-
pendently of one another and according to an order-up-to procurement policy.
Similarly, when parts must be allocated among competing uses, one might prac-
tically assume that a myopic allocation rule would be used. Accordingly, we
set as a benchmark for our study the use of independent order-up-to procure-
ment policies and myopic allocation policies. Because of the correlated nature
of the demands, it is reasonable to expect that such policies, though tractable,
may significantly fall short of more coordinated policies. Therefore, we formu-
late the problem as a dynamic program without any a priori restriction on the
form of the procurement and allocation policies. In order to make the resulting
dynamic program solvable in a computationally tractable manner, we make a
linear approximation of the value function using deterministic linear programs.
This leads to a price-driven allocation policy that takes into account the hidden
cost of using on-hand inventory which is neglected in a first-come-first-served
policy typically assumed in the literature. For procurement decisions, we use
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decomposition to break up the original problem into many single-service-part
subproblems. This leads to a non-linear approximation of the value function
which is tighter than the linear approximation. To evaluate the effectiveness of
these value function approximations, we focus first on a simple system consist-
ing of two service parts and two job types, in which one of the service parts is
required by both job types. For this so-called “N” structure, we identify con-
ditions under which the value function approximation approach dominates the
traditional benchmark approach. We then repeat the study for larger systems.
2.2 Introduction
In this chapter, we consider an equipment overhaul problem in which coupled
demands are observed for the service parts which are required to repair arriv-
ing jobs. For example, several parts in the same module in a jet engine are often
replaced together. Because the service parts involved tend to be expensive, in-
ventory needs to be managed carefully in order to operate in a cost-effective
manner. A good inventory policy should strive to balance the cost of holding
expensive service parts against the cost of delaying job completions. This prob-
lem is complicated by the fact that the time it takes to procure the service parts
tends to be long compared to the time it takes to diagnose and actually repair
a job. We model this inventory planning problem by introducing purchasing,
holding and backordering costs. We aim to minimize the total cost over a finite
planning horizon.
We consider a periodic-review model in which allocation and procurement
decisions are made in each period. Each service part has associated with it a
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known constant procurement lead time. Holding costs are incurred for unused
on-hand components after allocation decisions are made. While the exact dy-
namic program can be formulated easily, backward induction cannot be used
in practice due to the sizes of the state and action spaces. We propose to esti-
mate the value functions appearing in the dynamic program formulation using
deterministic linear programs. Solutions to these linear programs allow us to
estimate the value of being in a state. We use the dual prices obtained to drive
our allocation decisions. While this approach yields good allocation decisions,
these prices unfortunately render procurement decisions indeterminate in that
purchase quantities would be set either at zero or infinity. Consequently, to de-
termine a procurement policy, we further decompose the problem into multiple
single-part-multi-job-type problems with adjusted backordering costs. We use
Clark and Scarf’s approach (Clark and Scarf (1960)) to solve these sub-problems
in order to get procurement quantities.
The contributions of this chapter include the application of a linear-program-
based decomposition approach to equipment overhaul problems as well as the
derivation of an alternate algorithm which is computationally tractable. We test
this algorithm on a simple so-called “N” system and some larger systems and
find many cases in which the extra computational effort of this approach yields
superior results to the simple benchmark approach.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section reviews
each relevant area of research. We describe the mathematical model in section
2.4. In section 2.5, we outline the deterministic and randomized linear pro-
grams underlying the optimal control problem and discuss their use in deriving
an allocation policy. The dual variables from these mathematical programs lead
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naturally to the decomposition method which we propose to use for the pro-
curement part of the problem. This procedure is outlined in section 2.6. The de-
composition reduces the original problem into single-part-multi-job-type prob-
lems and we describe in section 2.7 how they may be solved using the classical
approach outlined by Clark and Scarf (1960). Numerical experiments were run
to test the performance of our proposed inventory policy. Their results are sum-
marized in section 2.8 and the chapter is concluded with further remarks in the
last section.
2.3 Literature Review
The equipment overhaul literature is concerned with supply chains involving
service parts. Of special relevance here is research focused on planning at the
tactical and operational levels. Together with Nahmias (1981), Guide et al.
(1997) and Kennedy et al. (2002), Muckstadt (2005) gives a good overview of
up-to-date research on the analysis and algorithms used for service parts sup-
ply chains. At the tactical level, the interest is in the levels of inventory required
at each entity of the supply chain to reach a certain performance level. It is of-
ten the case that such optimization is carried out assuming that the system is
in a steady state. At the operational level, the interest is in decisions made in
real-time pertaining to how a job should be responded to based on the state of
the system. An area that awaits further exploration in this literature is where
demands for different service parts are correlated. The recent work of Vliegen
(2009) considers the integrated planning for service tools and spare parts for
capital goods in a service parts supply chain network. Approximation methods
are outlined for various performance measures including fill rates. Base-stock
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optimization is carried out based on these estimations. We focus in this chap-
ter on a one-location problem and treat both the procurement and allocation of
service parts as real-time decisions that depend on the state of the system, as
opposed to tactical planning decisions (Muckstadt (2005)) which are considered
in Vliegen (2009).
A literature which is highly related to our problem is that of assemble-to-
order (ATO) systems. Such systems are characterized by the stocking of inven-
tory only at the part level. These parts are assembled into final products for
which random future demands arise. The time it takes to assemble these final
products is considered negligible which explains why stocking is done only at
the part level. Assemble-to-order systems are difficult to analyze and optimize
due to the need of coordinating procurement and allocation decisions for differ-
ent parts. Song and Zipkin (2003) provide an excellent overview of assemble-
to-order systems. Another related problem is that of job-kit optimization. An
example of such work can be found in Mamer and Smith (2001). We now fo-
cus on the subset of work in the ATO literature that aligns with the choices we
make in modeling our system. Two special cases of an assemble-to-order sys-
tem are worth mentioning: a distribution system which consists of one single
part required by multiple job types and an assembly system which consists of
multiple parts but just one job type. Clark and Scarf’s seminal paper (Clark
and Scarf (1960)) solves a serial system to optimality and demonstrates that
their approach would also solve the distribution problem to optimality if cer-
tain balance assumptions hold. This approach in general gives rise to lower
bounds for the value functions appearing in the exact dynamic program formu-
lations. Federgruen and Zipkin (1984) give an alternate approach that relaxes
the non-negative shipment constraint of each of the downstream-locations. This
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method is further refined by Kunnumkal and Topaloglu (2008) by introducing
Lagrangian variables for these non-negative shipment constraints. Also worth
mentioning here is Rosling (1989) who successfully reduces a pure assembly
system into an equivalent serial system with properly adjusted lead times and
echelon inventory positions. With a long-run balance assumption satisfied, the
optimal inventory policy for such an assembly system is characterized com-
pletely.
A general assemble-to-order systemwith arbitrary parameters does not have
a characterized optimal solution. The recent work of Dogru et al. (2010) show
an optimal policy for an ATO system with three parts and two job types (a “W”
system) where the supply lead times of the service parts are all deterministic
and identical. Using a two-stage stochastic program with recourse to bound the
value function appearing in the problem formulation from below, a policy is
derived that attains this lower bound and hence for the first time, an optimal
policy is obtained for a non-trivial assemble-to-order system. Departing from
the restrictive assumption of equal lead times, the problem complicates very
quickly. Much of the work in the literature, therefore, pertains to certain sub-
classes of inventory policies and is focused on the estimation of performance
measures or the (approximate) optimization over such subclasses of policies.
In continuous-review models, some form of first-come-first-served (FCFS)
allocation and base-stock procurement are typically assumed. It is generally the
case that arrivals follow some form of Poisson process. Optimization problems
considered in such contexts involve performance measures such as order fill
rate and average number of backorders which themselves need to be estimated.
Some works focus on these estimation techniques such as Song (1998), Song
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et al. (1999), Song (2000), Song (2002) and Lu et al. (2003). In a similar spirit,
Glasserman and Wang (1998) study the tradeoff between inventory investment
and the length of the time window within which customer demands for final
products are satisfied at various fixed fill-rates (the number of demands satisfied
within the time window). When the fill rate is high, the tradeoff is linear and
a way of computing this rate of compensation is proposed. These estimation
problems are themselves difficult.
Given estimates and bounds for the fill rate and the average number of back-
orders, Lu et al. (2005), Song and Yao (2002) consider constrained optimization
problems involving these measures in their constraints (e.g. some minimum fill
rate needs to be satisfied) or objectives (e.g. the minimization of a weighted
average number of backorders). In Lu and Song (2005), an unconstrained op-
timization problem is solved to optimality assuming the FCFS (with commit-
ment) allocation of components. Rather than enforcing a constraint that stip-
ulates the service level of the ATO system, product-based backorder costs are
introduced into the model. Assuming that the service parts are managed inde-
pendently, the optimal base-stock levels for this multi-part-multi-product ATO
system are derived. An approximation scheme is also proposed where product
backordering cost rates are transformed into imputed item backordering cost
rates. From a different perspective, Lu et al. (2010) study the kind of cost struc-
tures that renders no-hold-back allocation policies superior to all other alloca-
tion policies when items are managed independently using base-stock policies.
A no-hold-back allocation policy is one that allows a job to be backordered if
and only if at least one of its required parts is missing.
For periodic-review models, Gerchak et al. (1988) study the advantage of
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having common components for multiple products in a one-period ATO sys-
tem. Such problem belongs to a class of general problems known as the news-
vendor network problems (see e.g. Van Mieghem and Rudi (2002)). One-period
ATO problems are two-stage stochastic programs with recourse where procure-
ment decisions are made in the first stage followed by allocation in the second
stage. Gerchak and Henig (2006) show that the one-period result extends to a
myopic-allocation and base-stock-procurement policy which is optimal in the
multiple-period case when the lead times are zero and sales are lost. Just as the
simple newsvendor problem has its importance in studying a single-location-
single-item periodic-review problem, the one-period ATO problem is important
in studying a general ATO system. Similar to the continuous-review case, some
work in the literature focuses on the estimation of performance measures while
others also work on an optimization problem involving these performance mea-
sures. In terms of allocation, the order in which jobs arrive within the same pe-
riod is not well defined and there exist variants of the FCFS policy. Base-stock
levels are typically considered in the procurement of parts. In Hausman et al.
(1998), the joint demand fill-rate is estimated and a constrained optimization
problem involving a budget requirement is studied. In Zhang (2009), the total
inventory in the system is minimized assuming that FCFS allocation and order-
up-to procurement policies are employed and that minimal requirements on fill
rates are enforced. A “fair-share” FCFS allocation policy is considered which
“breaks the ties” among orders that arrived in the same period. Base stock lev-
els that go with this allocation policy are optimized. Cheng et al. (2002) consider
fill-rate constraints and an objective function that involves the holding cost of
components.
The linear approximation and its resulting price-driven decomposition ap-
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proach which we make use of in this chapter have their origins in other set-
tings and are techniques used in approximate dynamic programming. Both
Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) and Powell (2007) provide a great introduction
and overview of the subject. The problem we deal with is weakly coupled ac-
cording to Adelman and Mersereau (2008). In weakly coupled problems, the
original problem can be decomposed by relaxing certain constraints that link
the state of the system. An area of application where these techniques have been
extensively employed is revenue management. For example, Topaloglu (2009),
Kunnumkal and Topaloglu (2009) consider the use of such methods in network
revenue management problems. In addition, the use of price-driven decompo-
sition is considered in a job scheduling problem in Erdelyi and Topaloglu (2009)
where jobs arrive at a workshop with finite daily capacities.
2.4 Dynamic Program Formulation
To capture the coupled demands for service parts, we define a set of recurring
job types J = f1; 2; :::; Jg, a set of service parts I = f1; 2; :::; Ig as well as a
matrix R whose (i; j)-th entry, rij , corresponds to the number of parts of type i
required by a job of type j. We call R the bill of materials. We let period 1 be the
first period of the planning horizon and we let T be the last period in which a
demand arises. Period T is also the last period in which orders for service parts
can be placed. We allow the allocation of service parts to outstanding jobs up to
period T 0 where T 0 = T + maxi2I Li = T + L and Li is the deterministic order
lead time of parts of type i. In other words, T is the procurement horizon and T 0
is the allocation horizon. We use fj to denote the per-period backordering cost
associated with a job of type j. In our discrete-time model, we assume that once
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a job is allocated all of its required service parts, it will incur no more charges in
subsequent periods. We call the job repaired or completed. This is the same as
assuming that assembly times are negligible in an assemble-to-order system.
Let hi denote the per-period holding cost of service part i and let ci denote the
per-unit procurement cost of service part i. The total cost incurred during the
entire length of the time horizon is simply the sum of all inventory purchasing
and holding costs plus the sum of all penalty costs for delaying job completions.
The sequence of events in period t is as follows: (1) procured service parts
arrive, (2) the random demand (arriving jobs) for period t, Dt (a J-component
vector), is realized, and (3) allocation and procurement decisions are made for
the current period. Following the arrival of procured parts, we use xt (an I-
component vector whose i-th entry is xti) to denote the vector of all on-hand
inventory and we use bt (a J-component vector whose j-th entry is btj) to denote
the vector of all outstanding jobs. Note that these are the outstanding jobs which
are carried over from previous time periods and do not include the demands to
be realized in the current time period. Let Dt (with components Dtj , j = 1; :::; J)
denote the vector of realized demands. Furthermore, we use Qt to capture the
on-order inventory. In particular, Qt is an I by L matrix whose (i; s)-th entry,
qt+si , is the number of parts of type i scheduled to arrive at the beginning of
period t+ s (i.e. this order was placed at time t+ s  Li). We use qt+s to denote
the s-th column of Q. This is the vector of all service parts scheduled to arrive
at time t+ s.
To capture allocation decisions, we use a J-component vector, wt. The j-th
entry of wt is denoted as wtj and it corresponds to the number of jobs of type j
to repair in the current period. To capture procurement decisions, we use an I-
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component vector ~qtwhose i-th entry, qt+Lii corresponds to the number of service
parts of type i to purchase in period t. Observe that we do not allocate parts to a
job unless all the service parts necessary for job completion are allocated. Hence,
the relevant decision is how many jobs to complete. Let F(xt; bt; Dt; R) = fw 
0 : 0  w  bt+Dt; xt Rw  0; w integersg be the space of all feasible allocation
decisions given the current state of the system.
In terms of dynamics, the on-hand inventory after receiving the inventory
scheduled to arrive at t+ 1 is given by:
xt+1 = xt  Rwt + qt+1 (2.1)
and the number of backorders at t+ 1 before Dt+1 is realized is given by
bt+1 = bt +Dt   wt: (2.2)
As for Qt+1, the matrix of on-order inventory, we start by defining ekl to be the
k-component unit vector whose l-th component is 1. We setKi to be eIi (e
L
Li
)T (an
I by L matrix with a 1 in position (i; Li) and 0 everywhere else). Now define
SL to be a shift-left operator for matrices that deletes the left most column of a
matrix, shifts every entry to the left by one column, and appends a 0 column to
the right. These allow us to write Qt+1 = SL(Qt +
P
i2I Kiq
t+Li
i ).
The exact formulation of the Equipment Overhaul Problem (EOP) can be
written as the following dynamic program recursion, for 1  t  T 0:
EOP: Vt
 
xt; bt; Dt; Qt

= min
(wt;~qt)2F(xt;bt;Dt;R)(Z+[f0g)I
(X
j2J
fj(b
t
j +D
t
j   wtj)
+
X
i2I
ciq
t+Li
i +
X
i2I
hi
 
xti  
X
j2J
rijw
t
j
!
+EVt+1
 
xt  Rwt + qt+1; bt +Dt   wt; Dt+1; SL(Qt +
X
i2I
Kiq
t+Li
i )
!)
(2.3)
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where VT 0+1  0, and for t > T , we set Dt to be deterministically zero and
enforce ~qt to be equal to zero.
The sizes of the state space and decision space render the exact formulation
difficult to solve in a computationally tractable manner. We discuss approxi-
mate solutions in the rest of this chapter.
2.5 Deterministic and Randomized Linear Programs
Because we have assumed linear holding, acquisition, and backorder costs, the
equipment overhaul problem could be formulated as a linear program if the
demands were known quantities at the beginning of the time horizon and if we
relax the integer constraints. Using the same notation as defined in the previous
section, the deterministic equipment overhaul problem for periods t through T 0
is given below, with further explanations to follow:
Deterministic EOP: min
X
j2J
X
tT 0
fj b
+1
j +
X
i2I
X
tT 0
 
hi~x

i + ciq
+Li
i

; (2.4)
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subject to
X
j2J
rijw
t
j + ~x
t
i = x
t
i; i 2 I; (2.5)
X
j2J
rijw

j   ~x 1i + ~xi = qi ; t <  < t+ Li; i 2 I; (2.6)
X
j2J
rijw

j   ~x 1i   qi + ~xi = 0; t+ Li    T + Li; i 2 I; (2.7)
X
j2J
rijw

j   ~x 1i + ~xi = 0; T + Li <   T 0; i 2 I; (2.8)
wtj + b
t+1
j = b
t
j +D
t
j; j 2 J ; (2.9)
wj   bj + b+1j = Dj ; t+ 1    T 0; j 2 J ; (2.10)
qi  0; i 2 I; t+ Li    T + Li; ~xi  0; i 2 I; t    T 0;
wj  0; j 2 J ; t    T 0; bj  0; j 2 J ; t <   T 0 + 1:
The objective function corresponds to the total cost incurred from period t until
period T 0. Holding costs and backorder costs are charged based on the on-hand
inventory and outstanding backorders at the end of each time period. With
xi defined to be the amount of on-hand inventory of part i at the beginning
of period  , ~xi corresponds to the amount of on-hand inventory of part i at
the end of period  after allocation decisions are made. These appear in the
above optimization problem as decision variables because they depend on the
allocation and procurement decisions. The decision variable b+1j corresponds
to the number of backorders of type j left at the beginning of period  + 1 and
it is dependent on the allocation and procurement decisions made in previous
time periods. Because bj is defined to the the number of outstanding backorders
of type j at the beginning of time period  before demand Dt is realized, bj also
corresponds to the number of outstanding backorders at the end of    1 after
allocation decisions are made.
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Terms consisting of decision variables (allocation and procurement deci-
sions, as well as on-hand inventory and backorders after receiving inventory
and allocation) are included on the left-hand side of the constraint equations
and parameters related to the state of the system at the beginning of period t
(on-hand inventory, on-order inventory, existing backorders and the demand
just realized) are included on the right-hand side. In particular, note that qi is a
parameter if t <  < t+Li since it is part ofQt. Otherwise, if t+Li    T +Li,
it is a decision variable as it pertains to a procurement decision to be made now
or later in the time horizon.
Equations (2.5) to (2.8) are balance equations pertaining to the service parts
in the system from time t to T 0. The ending inventory in period  is equal to the
ending inventory in period    1 plus the inventory arriving at the beginning
of  minus the inventory allocated to outstanding jobs in period  . Similarly,
equations (2.9) to (2.10) are balance equations pertaining to the backorders in
the system from period t through period T 0. The number of backorders at the
beginning of  + 1 is equal to the number of backorders at the beginning of 
plus the demand realized at  minus the number of jobs completed in period  .
Using a result from the stochastic programming literature (Birge and Lou-
veaux, 1997), an immediate lower-bound result is given below:
Proposition 2.1. Using L(xt; bt; Dt; Qt; fDgt<T 0) to denote the optimal objective
value of the deterministic EOP, we have
L(xt; bt; Dt; Qt; fEDj gj2J ; t<T 0)  EL(xt; bt; Dt; Qt; fDj gj2J t<T 0)
 Vt(xt; bt; Dt; Qt):
Suppose we solve the deterministic EOP with demands replaced by their ex-
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pected values and obtain dual variables i for the first three sets of constraints
(2.5) to (2.8) and j for the remaining sets (2.9) to (2.10). Note that i has the in-
terpretation of the value of having a service part of type i in the system at time  ,
while j has the interpretation of the cost of having a job of type j backordered
at time  . By the proposition above, we may linearly approximate from below
the value function for the current period t using:
Vt(x
t; bt; Dt; Qt) 
X
i2I
(
 tixti  
t+Li 1X
=t+1
i q

i
)
+
X
j2J
(
tj(b
t
j +D
t
j) +
T 0X
=t+1
jE[Dj ]
)
= L(xt; bt; Dt; Qt; fEDj gj2J ; t<T 0)
Given this linear approximation, we may approximate EVt+1 appearing in (2.3)
using:
EVt+1(xt+1; bt+1; Dt+1; Qt+1) 
X
i2I
(
 t+1i xt+1i  
t+LiX
=t+2
i q

i
)
+
X
j2J
(
t+1j (b
t+1
j + ED
t+1
j ) +
T 0X
=t+2
jE[Dj ]
)
Noting that the on-hand inventory and the number of backorders evolve ac-
cording to equations (2.1) and (2.2) which are both functions of the current state
and decision variables, we may substitute them into the above approximation
and then plug the result into the Bellman’s recursion (neglecting all constant
terms not involving decision variables) to arrive at the following single period
integer program which can be used to drive our decisions:
Multi-Job, Multi-Part, Single-Period Approximation Problem:
min
X
j2J
 
 fj  
X
i2I
hirij +
X
i2I
t+1i rij   t+1j
!
wtj +
X
i2I
 
ci   t+Lii

qt+Lii
(2.11)
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subject to 0  wtj  btj +Dtj; 8j 2 J ;
qt+Lii  0; 8i 2 I;X
j2J
rijw
t
j  xti; 8i 2 I; (2.12)
qt+Lii ; w
t
j integers; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J :
The solution to this integer program provides us with a guide on how to allocate
the on-hand inventory among outstanding backorders. Because we have used
the dual variables from the deterministic linear program to drive our allocation
decisions, we call it a price-driven allocation policy. It is our conjecture that
such an allocation policy will outperform a myopic allocation policy and other
standard allocation policies assumed in the literature such as the first-come-
first-served policy.
Looking at the integer program obtained above, one quickly notices that the
linearization of value functions renders procurement decisions indeterminate.
According to this first-order approximation, the policy would choose to pur-
chase nothing if ci   t+Lii > 0. With the dual constraints
ci   t+Lii  0; (2.13)
it is not possible to tell how much one should order when ci   t+Lii = 0 (i.e.
when ci is equal to the value of a part of type i a lead time from now). To solve
this problem, we consider a tighter but nonlinear approximation of the value
function in the next section.
In view of the result stated in Proposition 2.1, instead of solving the linear
program just once with the demand parameters replaced by their expected val-
ues, we may solve randomized linear programs by sampling future demands
and use the average of the dual values obtained instead. Because the expected
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value of the randomized LP optimum provides a tighter bound for the value
function, we will make use of randomized linear programs when we use the
price-driven allocation policy.
We conclude this section by restating the optimization problem we solve in
each period to obtain the allocation decisions under our proposed policy:
Multi-Job, Multi-Part, Allocation Problem:
min
X
j2J
 
 fj  
X
i2I
hirij +
X
i2I
t+1i rij   
t+1
j
!
wtj (2.14)
subject to 0  wtj  btj +Dtj; 8j 2 J ;X
j2J
rijw
t
j  xti; 8i 2 I; (2.15)
wtj integers; 8j 2 J :
Here, t+1i and 
t+1
j correspond to the averages of the dual values obtained af-
ter solving many instances of the deterministic EOP with sampled future de-
mands. Observe that a myopic allocation policy would correspond to one that
gives priority to the job type with the highest per-period backorder cost, fj , plus
the per-period holding cost of all of its required service parts,
P
i2I hirij . The in-
corporation of 
t+1
j helps augment this myopic cost by the cost of having this
job type backordered at the end of the next time period. Furthermore, the incor-
poration of
P
i2I 
t+1
i rij helps discount this myopic cost by the value of having
certain service parts available in the next time period, should we not repair this
job type in the current period.
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2.6 Decomposition by Service Part Type
It is possible to get a tighter bound than that given by the deterministic linear
program in (2.4) where the parameters Dj are replaced by their expected val-
ues. We let f i gi2I;tT 0 be the dual variables associated with the balance
equations for the various service parts in this deterministic linear program. We
dualize all of these constraints except for those associated with a specific service
part l 2 I. Doing this, we get:
min
X
j2J
X
tT 0
0@fj + X
i2Inflg
rij
 
+1i 1f<T 0g   i
1A b+1j
+
X
tT 0

hl~x

l + clq
+Ll
l

+
X
i2Inflg
X
tT 0
 
hi   +1i 1f<T 0g + i

~xi
+
X
i2Inflg
X
tT
 
ci   +Lii

q+Lii +
X
i2Inflg
(
( ti)xti  
X
t<<t+Li
i q

i
+ti
X
j2J
rij
 
btj +D
t
j

+
X
t<T 0
i
X
j2J
rijEDj
)
:
The remaining constraints for this relaxed linear program are analogous to those
found in (2.5)- (2.10). The only difference is that we are now focused on only one
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of the I service parts:
X
j2J
rljw
t
j + ~x
t
l = x
t
l ;
X
j2J
rljw

j   ~x 1l + ~xl = ql ; t <  < t+ Ll;
X
j2J
rljw

j   ~x 1l   ql + ~xl = 0; t+ Ll    T + Ll;
X
j2J
rljw

j   ~x 1l + ~xl = 0; T + Ll <   T 0;
wtj + b
t+1
j = b
t
j +D
t
j; j 2 J ;
wj   bj + b+1j = Dj ; t+ 1    T 0; j 2 J ;
qi  0; i 2 I; t+ Li    T + Li; ~xi  0; i 2 I; t    T 0;
wj  0; j 2 J ; t    T 0; bj  0; j 2 J ; t <   T 0 + 1:
Note that because all feasible solutions to the non-relaxed LP are still feasible for
this relaxed problem with identical objective values, the solution to the relaxed
problem gives an overall lower bound because of an enlarged feasible region.
It is also worth pointing out that expression enclosed in curly brackets which
appears last in the objective function consists of constant terms which are inde-
pendent of the decision variables. These terms are linear in the state variables
fxtigi2Inflg, bt and Dt as well as the rows of Qt for i 2 I n flg.
It turns out that
 
hi   +1i 1f<T 0g + i
  0 (2.16)
and
 
ci   +Lii
  0, as given in (2.13), in the objective function by the dual
constraints of the deterministic EOP. Associated with these coefficients are the
decision variables ~xi and q
+Li
i for i 2 I n flg. Because these non-negative deci-
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sion variables do not appear anywhere in the constraints and this is a minimiza-
tion problem, they must all be set to zero in the optimal solution. Ignoring these
terms in the objective function, we now have a linear programwhich is identical
in form to the original non-relaxed linear program, except that it is for a single
service part and the objective function coefficients have been modified. We now
have only the balance equations for a specific service part in the constraints.
Using Proposition 2.1 in the previous section, we recognize that this relaxed lin-
ear program above provides a lower bound for a value function satisfying the
following Bellman’s recursion:
Single-Part, Multi-Job-Type Approximate DP:
vlt
 
xtl ; b
t; Dt; Qtl

= min
(wt;q
t+Ll
l )2
F(xtl ;bt;Dt;Rl)(Z+[f0g)
8<:X
j2J
0@fj + X
i2Inflg
rij
 
1ft<T 0gt+1i   ti
1A (btj +Dtj   wtj)
+ clq
t+Ll
l + hl
 
xtl  Rlwt

+ Evlt+1
 
xtl  Rlwt + qt+1l ; bt+1; Dt+1; Qt+1l
)
: (2.17)
Here, Rl and Qtl are row vectors extracted from R and Q
t. Note that the dual
values ti are obtained by solving the deterministic linear program in (2.4) once
by replacing the random variables Dt with their expected values. We call For-
mulation (2.17) the single-part-multi-job-type problem. With the single-part-
multi-job-type problem defined, we give a second lower bound result below.
Proposition 2.2. Decomposing Vt(xt; bt; Dt; Qt) into single-part-multi-job-type prob-
lems gives rise to a tighter lower bound than the value obtained using the deterministic
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linear program. In particular,
L(xt; bt; Dt; Qt; fEDj gj2J ; t<T 0)
 vlt
 
xtl ; b
t; Dt; Qtl

+
X
i2Inflg
(
( ti)xti  
X
t<<t+Li
i q

i
+ti
X
j2J
rij
 
btj +D
t
j

+
X
t<T 0
i
X
j2J
rijEDj
)
 Vt(xt; bt; Dt; Qt):
Proof: The first inequality follows from Proposition 2.1 as explained. The
second inequality can be shown using induction. We define the feasible set
G(xt; bt; Dt; R) = f(wt; ~xt)  0 : Rwtj + ~xt = xt; wt  bt + Dtg. Assume as the
induction hypothesis the result for t+ 1. Recall that we have Vt defined as:
Vt
 
xt; bt; Dt; Qt

= min
(wt;~xt;~qt)2
G(xt;bt;Dt;R)(Z+[f0g)I
(X
j2J
fj(b
t
j +D
t
j   wtj) +
X
i2I
ciq
t+Li
i +
X
i2I
hi~x
t
i
+EVt+1
 
xt+1; bt+1; Dt+1; Qt+1
)
:
In addition to using the induction hypothesis, we first relax all the part-type
constraints associated with i 2 I n flg. The constraint for part i 2 I n flg is
dualized with  ti and incorporated into the objective function. Doing this, we
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get that
Vt
 
xt; bt; Dt; Qt

 min
(wt;~xtl ;~q
t)2
G(xtl ;bt;Dt;Rl)(Z+[f0g)I
(X
j2J
fj(b
t
j +D
t
j   wtj) +
X
i2I
ciq
t+Li
i +
X
i2I
hi~x
t
i
+E
24vlt+1(xt+1l ; Dt+1; Bt+1; Qt+1l ) + X
i2Inflg
(
( t+1i )xt+1i  
t+LiX
=t+2
i q

i
+t+1i
X
j2J
rij(D
t+1
j + b
t+1
j ) +
T 0X
=t+2
i
X
j2J
rijEDj
#)
 
X
i2Inflg
ti
 
xti  
X
j2J
rijw
t
j   ~xti
!9=; :
Note again that the last term appears here because of the dualization of some of
the constraints. We now substitute in the evolution equations for xt+1 and bt+1
using (2.1) and (2.2). Furthermore, we add and subtract
P
i2Inflg 
t
i
P
j2J rij(b
t
j+
Dtj). A careful rearrangement of the terms will yield that the right hand side of
the above is equivalent to the right hand side of the following:
Vt
 
xt; bt; Dt; Qt


X
i2Inflg
(
 tixti  
X
t<<t+Li
i q

i + 
t
i
X
j2J
rij(b
t
j +D
t
j) +
T 0X
=t+1
i
X
j2J
rijEDj
)
+ min
(wt;~xtl ;~q
t)2
G(xtl ;bt;Dt;Rl)
(Z+[f0g)I
8<:X
j2J
0@fj + X
i2Inflg
rij
 
1ft<T 0gt+1i   ti
1A (btj +Dtj   wtj)
+clq
t+Ll
l + hl~x
t
l + Evlt+1
 
xt+1l ; b
t+1; Dt+1; Qt+1l

+
X
i2Inflg
(ci   t+Lii )qt+Lii
+
X
i2Inflg
 
hi   t+1i 1ft<T 0g + ti

~xti
)
:
Note that as given by the dual constraints (2.13) and (2.16) of the deterministic
EOP, the coefficients of ~xti and q
t+Li
i are non-negative. Because ~x
t
i and q
t+Li
i for i 2
I n flg do not interact with any other constraints in the minimization problem,
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they must be equal to zero in the optimal solution. The right hand side of the
above can therefore be shown to be equal to the right hand side of the following:
Vt
 
xt; bt; Dt; Qt


X
i2Inflg
(
( ti)xti  
X
t<<t+Li
i q

i + 
t
i
X
j2J
rij
 
Dtj + b
t
j

+
X
t<T 0
i
X
j2J
rijEDj
)
+ vlt
 
xtl ; b
t; Dt; Qtl

:
This completes our proof. 2
This result shows that we can approximate the original value function with
a value function which depends only on the vector of outstanding jobs and the
inventory of one service part plus linear terms associated with other service
parts. The value function corresponds to the single-part-multi-job-type prob-
lem defined in (2.17) and the linear terms are dependent on the state variables
for all the other service parts. Although the state space dimension of the new
dynamic program is much reduced compared to the original problem, it is still
too difficult to solve exactly using backward recursion for large problem sizes.
In the next section, we discuss a second layer of decomposition that allows us
to solve this problem in a computationally tractable manner.
2.7 The Single-Part-Multi-Job-Type Problem
In this section, we focus on the single-part-multi-job-type problem (2.17) that
arises from the approximation of the original value function described in the
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previous section:
vlt
 
xtl ; b
t; Dt; Qtl

= min
(wt;q
t+Ll
l )2
F(xtl ;bt;Dt;Rl)(Z+[f0g)
8<:X
j2J
0@fj + X
i2Inflg
rij
 
1ft<T 0gt+1i   ti
1A (btj +Dtj   wtj)
+ clq
t+Ll
l + hl
 
xtl  Rlwt

+ Evlt+1
 
xtl  Rlwt + qt+1l ; bt+1; Dt+1; Qt+1l
)
:
Note that with the dual variables included, the per-period backordering cost
becomes dependent on time. Depending on the magnitude of the dual vari-
ables, these backorder costs may become negative. When this cost is negative,
it is valuable to backorder the job for an extra period. This could translate to
reserving inventory for a job type with higher-priority demands anticipated to
arrive in the near future. Alternately, this could mean that other service parts
needed for job completion in the original problem are not available until later.
In this section, we describe how to use the Clark-and-Scarf decomposition ap-
proach (Clark and Scarf, 1960) to solve the single-part-multi-job-type problem.
The Clark-and-Scarf decomposition was developed in the context of a multi-
echelon inventory system. The single-part-multi-job-type problem is analogous
to a two-echelon distribution problem consisting of a central order location and
a number of demand nodes where demands arise and where backorders accu-
mulate. The lead time at the central order location corresponds to the order
lead time of the service part but unlike the analogous distribution system, the
demand nodes have no order lead times because “shipments” to these demand
nodes from the central order location correspond to the (instantaneous) alloca-
tion of service parts among different job types.
We need tomake one further relaxation in order to apply the Clark-and-Scarf
decomposition. As presented above and in (2.17), the single-part-multi-job-type
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problem distinguishes between the service part and the various job types. In
this section, we assume that outstanding jobs are kept track of as outstanding
demands for service parts. Since rlj corresponds to the number of parts of type
l required by a job of type j, if there exist btj +Dtj backorders of type j, there are
rlj(b
t
j + D
t
j) outstanding orders for parts of type l. Similarly, repairing wtj jobs
of type j means using up rljwtj parts of type l. Replacing wtj with ~wtj = rljwtj ,
and also btj and Dtj with ~btj = rljbtj and ~D
j
t = rljD
j
t respectively, we obtain the
following modified single-part-multi-job-type problem:
vlt

xtl ;
~bt; ~Dt; Qtl

= min
~wt integer0;
0 ~wt~bt+ ~Dt;
xt  ~wt0;
q
t+Ll
l 0:
(X
j2J
fj +
P
i2Inflg rij
 
1ft<T 0gt+1i   ti

rlj
(~btj + ~D
t
j   ~wtj)
+ clq
t+Ll
l + hl
 
xtl   ~wt

+ Evlt+1

xtl   ~wt + qt+1l ;~bt+1; ~Dt+1; Qt+1l
)
: (2.18)
We assume without loss of generality here that rlj > 0 for all j 2 J . If this is not
the case, jobs with rlj = 0 can simply be removed from the set J . The modified
single-part-multi-job-type problem differs in that both xtl and ~b
t are counted in
terms of service parts. While it is possible to characterize the distribution of
~Djt = rljD
j
t exactly, the modified single-part-multi-job-type problem potentially
admits solutions which consist of the allocation of only some of the rlj service
parts of type l required by a job of type j. It is therefore a relaxation of the
original single-part-multi-job type problem.
We consider the modified single-part-multi-job-type subproblem consisting
only of the generic service part l 2 I in the rest of the section. Because there
is only one service part involved, we suppress the subscript l 2 I for clarity
in this section. There remain multiple job types in this subproblem and we use
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subscript j 2 J to distinguish among them. We continue to let T be the last
period in which a demand arises and we continue to allow the allocation of
parts to outstanding jobs until T 0 := T + L where L is a number greater than
or equal to the order lead time, L, of the service part. (In decomposing the
original problem into many single-part-multi-job-type subproblems, we set L
to be maxi2IfLig.)
We start by introducing some notation that will help usmore succinctly write
out the modified single-part-multi-job-type problem. We let zt0 be the net inven-
tory of the generic service part after the demand in period t is realized.
Furthermore, we let ztj; j = 1; :::; J be the net inventory level of the generic
service part committed to jobs of type j in period t after the demand in this
period has been realized. Much like the notion of echelon net inventory in the
context of multi-echelon systems, the advantage of having zt0 is that it evolves
in a manner independent of the allocation decisions. While ~wtj decreases the
number of backorders of type j, it also decreases the on-hand inventory. Since
net-inventory is defined to be on-hand inventory minus backorders, the alloca-
tion decision ~wtj does not affect the dynamics of zt0.
Observe that (ztj) , the negative part of ztj , captures the number of backo-
rders of type j that are outstanding prior to allocation in period t. Therefore, ztj
as defined is equal to  (~bjt + ~Dtj) =  rlj(btj + Dtj) if there are no service parts
committed to jobs of type j. Note that zt0  
P
j2J z
t
j represents the number of
units that are on-hand which are not already committed to a job type after the
demand in period t is realized.
We let Qt = (qt+1; qt+2; :::; qt+L 1) be the vector of on-order units for the
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generic service part at time t. The quantity qs was ordered at s   L and it is
scheduled to arrive at time s. The sequence of events at t (where 1  t  T 0) is
as follows:
1. The order placed a lead time ago at t  L arrives.
2. The demand vector ~Dt = ( ~Dt0; ~Dt1; :::; ~DtJ) where ~D
t
0 =
JP
j=1
~Dtj is observed.
(Note that the random variables ~Dtj; j = 1; :::; J could be correlated. Also,
note that ~Dtj = 0 for j 2 J and for T < t  T 0.)
3. The vector zt = (zt0; zt1; :::; ztJ) is updated. This vector keeps track of the net-
inventory of the system as well as the pre-allocation backorders of each
type.
4. The vector ~wt = ( ~wt1; ~wt2; :::; ~wtJ) captures the allocation decisions. We also
decide to procure qt+L  0 if t  T . Note that with zt0 
P
j2J z
t
j represent-
ing the number of units that are on-hand which are not already committed
to a job type after the demand in period t is realized, we need to ensure
that
P
j2J ~w
t
j  zt0  
P
j2J z
t
j .
If we start with ztj  0 in period t after demand is realized, we can restrict the
decision variable ~wtj in such a way that ztj + ~wtj  0. Setting wtj > (ztj)  means
committing a service part to jobs of type j before the jobs actually materialize.
This cannot help to lower cost. The one-period backorder cost of type j incurred
after allocation is, therefore, equal to ~f tj ((ztj+ ~wtj) ) =   ~f tj (ztj+ ~wtj) at time twhere
~f tj is equal to
fj+
P
i2Inflg rij

1ft<T 0gt+1i  ti

rlj
which appears in Formulation (2.18).
Note once again the dependence of ~f tj on t. Here, (ztj + ~wtj)  is the number
of backorders of type j which are left in period t after allocation decisions are
made. At the end of period t, on-hand inventory is equal to net-inventory plus
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backorders which is zt0  
P
j2J (z
t
j + ~w
t
j). Therefore, the one-period holding cost
for period t is equal to h
"
zt0  
P
j2J
(ztj + ~w
t
j)
#
where h is the per-period per-unit
holding cost. We now define
Ljt(z
t
j + ~w
t
j) = (  ~f tj   h)(ztj + ~wtj); ztj + ~wtj  0; j = 1; :::; J; t = 1; :::; T 0;
(2.19)
and
L0t(z
t
0) = h(z
t
0); t = 1; :::; T
0: (2.20)
We let ytj = ztj+ ~wtj be the allocation level for j = 1; :::; J . With c defined to be the
per unit procurement cost, the dynamic program for the modified single-part-
multi-job-type problem in (2.18) can be rewritten as
Vt
 
zt; Qt

= min
ztjytj0; j2J ;
qt+L0 if tT; qt+L=0 if t>T;P
j2J
ytjzt0:
(
cqt+L + L0t(z
t
0) +
JX
j=1
Ljt(y
t
j)
+ EVt+1

zt+1(zt; yt; qt+1; ~Dt); Qt+1
)
(2.21)
with boundary condition VT 0+1 = 0. The constraint
P
j2J y
t
j  zt0 is equivalent
by definition to
P
j2J ~w
t
j  zt0 
P
j2J z
t
j where the right-hand side represents the
number of units that are on-hand which are not already committed to a job after
the demand in t is realized. Not requiring
P
j2J y
t
j to exactly equal zt0 allows us
to have backorders and unallocated on-hand inventory simultaneously, in light
of zt0 being defined as the net inventory and ytj being defined as the allocation
level for j.
For example, if J = 2, it is possible to have zt0 at  1, zt1 at  5, zt2 at  2 where
we want to raise zt1 to yt1 = 0 and set yt2 = zt2 =  2. Here we start off with
zt0  (zt1+ zt2) =  1  ( 5 2) = 6 units of inventory after the arrival of the order
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placed a lead time ago and we have 5 units of backorder for jobs of type 1, and
2 units for jobs of type 2, after the demand for the current period is realized. We
might allocate 5 units to jobs of type 1 and 0 to jobs of type 2 perhaps because it
is desirable to have these backorders in the system for this time period.
Note that zt evolves according to zt+1j = y
t
j   ~Djt for j = 1; :::; J and zt+10 =
zt0+q
t+1  ~Dt0; andQt+1 is the vector (qt+1; :::; qt+L). We now apply the Clark-and-
Scarf decomposition approach to solve Problem (2.21). In particular, Problem
(2.21) is decomposed into a single-location inventory problem and J job-type
problems. We start by defining these job-type problems and the single-location
order problem. We will then relate them to Problem (2.21) above.
Define the terminal value function vj;T 0+1 to be 0 for j = 1; :::; J . The job-type
problems are as follows:
vjt(z) = min
zy0
fLjt(y) + Evj;t+1(y   ~Dt+1j )g; z  0; j = 1; :::; J; 1  t  T 0:(2.22)
Let gjt(y) = Ljt(y) + Evj;t+1(y   ~Dt+1j ). Then
vjt(z) = min
zy0
gjt(y): (2.23)
Proposition 2.3. Either y = 0 or y = z is a minimizer for the minimization problem
appearing in (2.22). As a result, gjt(y) and vjt(z) are affine in y 2 ( 1; 0] and z 2
( 1; 0] respectively for all j and for all t.
Proof: Assume as the induction hypothesis that vj;t+1 is affine on z 2 ( 1; 0].
This is trivially true for vt;T 0+1. Because vj;t+1 is affine on (1; 0] by the induction
hypothesis, Evj;t+1(y   ~Dt+1j ) is affine on y 2 ( 1; 0]. Since Ljt(y) = ~f tj (y )  
hy = (  ~f tj h)y is linear in y on ( 1; 0], it is clear that gjt(y) is affine on ( 1; 0].
Therefore, minzy0 gjt(y) has its minimum attained either at y = 0 or at y = z.
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Furthermore, if gjt(z) > gjt(0) for any value of z < 0, then g(z) > g(0) for all
values of z < 0. Consequently,
vjt(z) =
8>><>>:
gjt(0); if gjt() > gjt(0) for any  < 0;
gjt(z); otherwise,
(2.24)
and vjt is affine in z provided z  0. This establishes the induction hypothesis
and proves the proposition. 2
According to this proposition, we should either set the allocation level to
zero for jobs of type j or we should allocate nothing so that the net inventory
committed to jobs of type j remains at ztj . If the backorder cost per period is
strictly positive, it is not optimal to keep backorders in the system when we
have the option of satisfying them with on-hand inventory. But with the ad-
justed backorder cost ~f tj in our subproblem being unrestricted in sign, it may
be desirable to keep backorders in the system. This is when y = z is the min-
imizer for the minimization problem appearing in (2.22). As discussed earlier,
these could correspond to the reservation of inventory for a job type that has
higher-priority demands anticipated to arrive in the near future, or the current
unavailability of other service parts needed for job completion in the original
multi-part-multi-job-type problem.
That the minimizer is either y = 0 or y = z in the minimization problem
appearing in (2.22) partitions the set J into two. We define J t to be the subset
of job types in J which are participating in the allocation problem. That is,
j 2 J t if and only if the minimizer used to define vjt is equal to 0. For j 2 J t , it
is desirable to satisfy all the backorders in period t after the demand is realized.
We include in J t also those job types whose objective functions appearing in
(2.22) are constant over z  y  0.
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If j 2 J nJ t , it does not get allocated any inventory because it is desirable to
have backorders of type j remain in the system in period t. Observe, in addition,
the following corollary regarding the value functions for j 2 J n J t coming
directly from the proof of Proposition 2.3:
Corollary 2.4. For j 2 J n J t , the value function vjt(ztj) decreases linearly to  1 as
ztj decreases to  1.
Consider the single-part, multi-job-type allocation problem represented
by:
Gt(z
t) = min
ztjyj0; j2J ;P
j2J yjzt0
(X
j2J
gjt(yj)
)
: (2.25)
We seek a lower bound for Gt(zt) that is separable by job type. In doing so, we
make use of the following equivalent representation of Gt(zt):
Lemma 2.5. Define H(yjzt;J ;J t ) to be the set of y satisfying ztj  yj  0; j 2 J t
and
P
j2J t yj  zt0  
P
j2JnJ t z
t
j , we have
Gt(z
t) =
X
j2J
vjt(z
t
j) + min
y2H(yjzt;J ;J t )
8<:X
j2J t
[gjt(yj)  gjt(0)]
9=; :
Proof: By Proposition 2.3, we know that
X
j2J
vjt(z
t
j) =
X
j2J t
gjt(0) +
X
j2JnJ t
gjt(z
t
j): (2.26)
Now consider theminimization problemwhich definesGt(zt) in (2.25). With the
constraints ztj  yj  0; j 2 J and
P
j2J yj  zt0, the optimal solution to (2.25)
must have yj = ztj for j 2 J nJ t . Suppose this is not the case and yj = ztj+  0
for some  > 0 and some j 2 J n J t . Since j 2 J n J t , vjt(z) decreases linearly
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to  1 as z !  1 by Corollary 2.4. Therefore, we can construct an alternate
solution to the constraints of (2.25) where yj is set to be equal to ztj  ztj+ . That
we have another feasible solution which gives a strictly lower objective value
contradicts the optimality of the given solution where yj = ztj +   0 for some
 > 0 and some j 2 J n J t .
Therefore, we can set yj = ztj for j 2 J n J t in (2.25). Doing this, we get
Gt(z
t) = min
y2H(yjzt;J ;J t )
8<:X
j2J t
gjt(yj)
9=;+ X
j2JnJ t
gjt(z
t
j)
= min
y2H(yjzt;J ;J t )
8<:X
j2J t
[gjt(yj)  gjt(0)]
9=;+ X
j2JnJ t
gjt(z
t
j) +
X
j2J t
gjt(0)
= min
y2H(yjzt;J ;J t )
8<:X
j2J t
[gjt(yj)  gjt(0)]
9=;+X
j2J
vjt(z
t
j) (2.27)
where the second inequality followed by adding and subtracting
P
j2J t gjt(0)
and the last inequality follows by (2.26). 2
Note that the first term (2.27) is always positive because for j 2 J t , yj = 0 is
the minimizer of gjt(yj) over yj  0 and y 2 H(yjzt;J ;J t ) implies that yj  0
for j 2 J t .
Consider the following penalty function
J t (z
t
0) = min
yj0;j2J t ;P
j2Jt
yjzt0
8<:X
j2J t
[gjt(yj)  gjt(0)]
9=; : (2.28)
In the special case thatJ t = J which is when all the job types participate in allo-
cation, we have the result belowwhich follows directly from Lemma 2.5 because
fyj  0; j 2 J t ;
P
j2J t yj  zt0g is a relaxation of the feasible setH(yjzt;J ;J t ):
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Corollary 2.6. If J t = J , we have the following lower bound for Gt(zt):
Gt(z
t)  J t (zt0) +
X
j2J
vjt(z
j
t ):
That is, Gt(zt) admits a separable lower bound consisting of a non-trivial
penalty function whenever J t = J . In general, we rely on the modified penalty
function
t(z
t
0) = 1fJ t =JgJ (z
t
0): (2.29)
Corollary 2.7. We have the following lower bound for Gt(zt):
Gt(z
t)  t(zt0) +
X
j2J
vjt(z
j
t ):
With t(zt0) = 0 whenever J t 6= J , this is a much looser lower bound than
the special case where J t = J , and so its value in practice will depend on how
frequently this special situation arises.
Using the Clark-and-Scarf decomposition approach, one would solve the
job-type problems in (2.22) to determine the allocate-up-to backorder level for
each of the job types. In deciding how much inventory to purchase, one con-
siders a single-location inventory problem where the one-period cost function
involves L0t as defined in (2.20). In addition, one incorporates into the one-
period cost function the penalty function defined in (2.29) for cases when the
net-inventory is not enough to cover the desired allocate-up-to backorder levels
of all the job types.
In the original single-part-multi-job-type problem, procurement decisions
are made up to period T and allocation decisions are made up to T 0. The one-
period cost function appearing in the single-location inventory problem corre-
sponds to the expected cost incurred at the end of the period a lead time later.
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If we let v0;T+1 be the terminal function for the single-location inventory prob-
lem, it needs to count the cost incurred between T + 1 + L and T 0 for an exact
comparison with the original single-part-multi-job-type problem. Therefore, as-
suming ~z to be the inventory position at the beginning of T + 1, the terminal
value function is
v0;T+1(~z) =
T 0X
s=T+1+L
EL0s (~z) +
T 0X
s=T+1+L
Es(~z): (2.30)
With this boundary condition defined, we formulate the following single-
location inventory problem which can be used to compute the order quantity
for the service part under consideration:
v0t(~z) = min
y~z
c(y   ~z) + EL0;t+L
 
y  
t+LX
u=t+1
~Du0
!
+Et+L(y  
t+LX
s=t+1
~Ds0) + Ev0;t+1(y   ~Dt+10 ); 1  t  T: (2.31)
As in the terminal function (2.30), the argument ~z should be interpreted as an
inventory position which corresponds to the net-inventory plus the on-order in-
ventory. The decision variable y appearing in the minimization problem should
be interpreted as an order-up-to inventory position level. If we order up to y
at time t after the realization of ~Dt0, the net-inventory at the beginning of pe-
riod t + L after the realization of ~Dt+L0 is equal to y  
Pt+L
u=t+1
~Du0 . Formulation
(2.31) can be used to obtain the desired order quantity for the service part under
consideration.
Before we show how the single-location inventory problem and the job-type
problems relate to the value function of the modified single-part-multi-job-type
problem, we define the function F0t(zt0; Qt) to keep track of the unavoidable cost
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L0t incurred between t and t+ L  1 given state variables zt0 and Qt:
F0t(z
t
0; Q
t) =
t+L 1X
s=t
EL0s
 
zt0 +
sX
u=t+1
qu  
sX
u=t+1
~Du0
!
: (2.32)
This cost is unavoidable because the random net-inventory zt0 +
Ps
u=t+1 q
u  Ps
u=t+1
~Du0 in period s, where t  s  t+L 1, cannot be altered by the decision
made at time t. Together with another term that keeps track of the unavoidable
penalty incurred between t and t+L  1, the Clark and Scarf decomposition for
1  t  T is given below:
~Vt(z
t; Qt) = F0t(z
t
0; Q
t) +
t+L 1X
s=t
Es(zt0 +
sX
u=t+1
qu  
sX
u=t+1
~Du0 )
+ v0t(z
t
0 +
t+L 1X
s=t+1
qs) +
X
j2J
vjt(z
t
j) (2.33)
def
= ~v0t(z
t
0; Q
t) +
JX
j=1
vjt(z
t
j): (2.34)
In general, the decomposition provides a lower bound for the value function
(2.21) of the modified single-part-multi-job-type problem:
Proposition 2.8. ~Vt(zt; Qt)  Vt(zt; Qt):
Proof: This can be shown using induction. Because the notation becomes very
cumbersome with a general lead time and no insights are gained by considering
the general case, we fix L to be equal to 1 here. With L = 1, Qt is an empty set
and we drop its appearance wherever applicable. Also note that when L = 1,
the net inventory zt0 is also the inventory position before the order qt+1 is placed
at time t. The result of the proposition can be easily shown for t = T , and
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assuming that we have the result for t+ 1, we immediately get that
Vt(zt) = min
ztjytj0; j2J ;
qt+L0;P
j2J
ytjzt0
(
cqt+1 + L0t(z
t
0) +
JX
j=1
Ljt(y
t
j) + EVt+1
 
zt+1
)
 min
ztjytj0; j2J ;
yzt0;P
j2J
ytjzt0
(
c(y   zt0) + L0t(zt0) +
JX
j=1
Ljt(y
t
j)
+E~v0;t+1(y   ~Dt+10 ) +
X
j2J
Evj;t+1(ytj   ~Dtj)
)
:
Based on the definition of ~v0t given in (2.34), E~v0;t+1(zt+10 ) = EL0;t+1(zt+10 ) +
E(zt+10 )+Ev0;t+1(zt+10 ). Substituting this in and splitting the optimization prob-
lem above where there are no interactions among the decision variables, we get
that:
Vt(z
t)  Lt0(zt0) + min
yzt0
(
c(y   zt+10 ) + EL0;t+1(y   ~Dt+10 )
+Et+1(y   ~Dt+10 ) + Ev0;t+1(y   ~Dt+10 )
)
+ min
ztjytj0; j2JP
j2J
ytjzt0
(X
j2J

Ljt(y
t
j) + Evj;t+1(ytj   ~Djt )
)
= Lt0(z
t
0) + v0t(z
t
0) + min
ztjytj0; j2JP
j2J
ytjzt0
(X
j2J

Ljt(y
t
j) + Evj;t+1(ytj   ~Djt )
)
= Lt0(z
t
0) + v0t(z
t
0) +Gt(z
t)
So we have recovered F0t(zt0) = Lt0(zt0) and v0t(zt0). Using Corollary 2.7, we may
now conclude that
Vt(z
t)  F0t(zt0) + v0t(zt0) + t(zt0) +
X
1jJ
vjt(z
t
j) = ~Vt(z
t):
2
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This result allows us to solve a lower-bound approximation to the modi-
fied single-part-multi-job-type problem in a computationally tractable manner.
Instead of dealing with the multi-dimensional state space, we may now decom-
pose the single-part-multi-job-type problem further into a single-location inven-
tory problem (2.31) and J job-type problems (2.22). Each of these problems em-
ploys a one-dimensional state space.
Finally, as discussed earlier, our definition of t() makes it non-zero only
if J t = J . If any job type exhibits a negative backordering cost after the dual
variables from the linear program solution have been incorporated, the penalty
termwill be equal to zero. A negative backordering cost for a particular job type
economically indicates the temporary infeasibility of allocating to this job type
any on-hand inventory in view of what is currently on-hand and on-order as
well as in anticipation of what may be arriving in the future. It is not hard to
imagine cases in which this bound becomes too loose and leads to a procure-
ment quantity which is too low despite perhaps not even having enough inven-
tory in the system (on-hand and on-order) to satisfy all outstanding orders. In
our numerical experiments, we also consider obtaining order quantities via the
following dynamic program:
v0t(~z) = min
y~z
c(y   ~z) + EL0;t+L
 
y  
t+LX
u=t+1
~Du0
!
+EJ t+L(y  
t+LX
s=t+1
~Ds0) + Ev0;t+1(y   ~Dt+10 ); 1  t  T: (2.35)
The function J t+L was defined in (2.28) and it takes into account only those
job types that participate in allocation. For solutions derived in this manner,
however, we cannot claim that they correspond to a lower bound on the value
functions of the modified single-part-multi-job-type problem.
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2.8 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we report numerical results that illustrate the performance of
our policy. For comparison purposes, we define a benchmark policy in terms
of a benchmark procurement policy and a benchmark allocation policy. The
benchmark procurement policy optimizes the order-up-to level for each service
part under the assumption that the demand streams for the different service
parts are independent. The benchmark allocation rule is a myopic allocation
rule inwhich Equation (2.3) is solved under the assumption that the future value
function is zero, Vt+1 = 0. We describe the benchmark procurement rule in detail
in the following subsection.
2.8.1 The Benchmark Procurement Rule
We now describe the benchmark independent order-up-to procurement rule.
By independent, we mean that the policy will assume the arrival processes of
the different job types to be independent. Imputed part-based backordering
costs will be calculated. The service parts will be managed independently of
each other and the order-up-to level for a service part will depend solely on
its imputed inventory positions. Consider part i 2 I, we define its imputed
backordering cost per period as:
i =
1
T
TX
t=1
0@ X
j2J :rij>0
"
E[Dtj]rijP
j2J E[Dtj]rij
# 
~f tj
rij
!1A (2.36)
This is similar to that defined in Lu and Song (2005) when they considered the
item-based optimization problem as an approximation. The imputed demand
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for part i in period t is defined as
~Dti =
X
j2J
rijD
t
j: (2.37)
We consider two types of demand distributions in this chapter: Poisson and
negative binomial. In the case that Dtj has a Poisson distribution with mean tj ,
we approximate ~Dti using a Poisson distribution with mean
P
j2J rij
t
j . In the
case that Dtj has a negative binomial distribution with mean tj , we assume that
they all have the same underlying variance to mean ratios and we approximate
~Dti using a negative binomial distribution with mean
P
j2J rij
t
j and the same
variance to mean ratio as each of the Dtj . The Poisson and negative binomial
assumptions allow us to easily estimate the lead time demand for each of the
service parts because the sum of independent Poisson variables still has a Pois-
son distribution and the sum of independent negative binomial variables still
has a negative binomial distribution provided they share the same variance to
mean ratio.
Consider the standard single-part-single-demand-stream subproblem for
service part i 2 I. Given state vector (xt; Dt; Bt; Qt) following the arrival of
jobs in time period t, the imputed inventory position for part i is equal to
~zti = x
t
i +
Li 1X
s=1
qt+si  
X
j2J
rijD
t
j  
X
j2J
rijb
t
j: (2.38)
The following dynamic program for 1  t  T with terminal condition
V iT+1() = 0 is solved to obtain the independent order-up-to level for service
part i 2 I:
V it (~z
t
i) = min
yti~zti
8<:c(yti   ~zti) + hiE
 
yti  
t+LiX
s=t+1
~Dti
!+
+ iE
 
t+LiX
s=t+1
~Dti   yti
!+
+ EV it+1(yti   ~Dt+1i )
9=; : (2.39)
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The order-up-to levels obtained using this formulation are the benchmark pro-
curement quantities for part i 2 I in each period. This is the benchmark pro-
curement policy.
2.8.2 A Canonical Example: Two Service Parts and Two Job
Types
To gain insights into some algorithms, it is typical to begin analysis with canoni-
cal systems. See, for example, the “W” system involving three service parts and
two job types in the work of Dogru et al. (2010). We consider in this section the
“N” system that consists of two job types and two service parts. A service part
of type 1 is required by both job types (1 and 2), and a service part of type 2 is
required only by a job of type 2. The figure below illustrates this system.
1 2
1 2
Service Parts
Job Types
Figure 2.1: This figure illustrates our canonical example: an “N” system
with two service parts and two job types.
In terms of allocation, we have in section 2.5 and earlier in this section de-
scribed the price-driven and myopic approaches. In terms of procurement, we
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described the independent order-up-to approach in the previous subsection and
we described in sections 2.6 and 2.7 the Clark and Scarf (C&S) decomposition
approach. At the end of section 2.7, we noted a version of Clark and Scarf
decomposition where job types with negative backordering costs are removed
from consideration in determining the procurement quantities. The policies that
we compare have their characteristics summarized in Table (2.1). We will refer
to these policies by their acronyms.
Policy Allocation Procurement
MYBS myopic independent order-up-to
PDBS price-driven independent order-up-to
PDCS price-driven C&S decomposition
PDCS(*) price-driven C&S decomposition
excluding negative-cost job types
Table 2.1: Description of the tested policies
Where dual variables were employed to drive allocation and procurement
decisions, we sampled future demand trajectories, solved multiple linear pro-
grams and took the average of the dual values obtained, as discussed in section
2.5. In all cases, each set of linear programs consisted of 50 randomly generated
samples. It is a postulate that better results may be obtained using multiple LPs
due to Proposition 2.1.
The performance of our policy was tested extensively over the parameter
space. We group the simulations into three general sets. In the first set, the per-
period demand for each of the job types follows a Poisson distribution and is
stationary over time. In the second set, the per-period demand still follows a
Poisson distribution but it varies over time in a periodic manner. In the last set,
it follows a negative binomial distribution. A base case was selected in each of
the three sets.
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Table 2.2 summarizes the parameters used for the three base cases. The time
horizon has 32 periods for all of the simulations. Holding costs, h1 and h2, for
the two service parts are both set equal to five. The lead time, L1, of the com-
mon component is set to six, which is twice the lead time, L2, of the unique
component. Job type 2 is the more complex assembly as it requires both service
parts. The backorder cost, f2, of the complex assembly is 20, which is twice the
backorder cost, f1, of the simple assembly. These numbers are chosen to create
a situation in which a coordinated policy is likely to outperform the benchmark
policy.
In the stationary Poisson demand set, the mean of the one-period demand is
4 for the more complex job type and 2 for the other. The base case in the periodic
Poisson demand set has the same parameters except every four periods, the
mean of the per-period demand doubles for both job types. As for the base case
in the stationary negative binomial demand set, the values of the parameters are
also chosen to be the same as for the Poisson case, with the additional parameter,
the coefficient of variation, set at 1 for the more complex job type. Recall that
to ensure that demands over lead times for the parts convolute easily, all the
negative binomial demand distributions must have the same variance to mean
ratio. Hence, once the coefficient of variation parameter is specified for the more
complex job type, it is also completely determined for the other job type (1.4, in
this case).
From each of the base cases, we generate other parameter sets as follows.
Along any one of the dimensions of the parameter space, we put the base case
in the “center” and go in both directions changing the value of one specific pa-
rameter. For example, in testing the effect of the procurement lead time of the
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Demands Stationary Poisson Periodic Poisson Stationary Neg. Bin.
(h1; h2) (5,5) (5,5) (5,5)
(L1; L2) (6,3) (6,3) (6,3)
(f1; f2) (10,20) (10,20) (10,20)
E[ ~Dt] (2,4) (2,4) / (4,8) * (2,4)
Coeff. of Var. N/A N/A (1.4,1)
of ~Dt
Table 2.2: Parameters used for the base-case experiments. *Note: For the
periodic case, the demands change every four periods and re-
main constant for four periods.
common part, we look at the range of values between 3 and 10. The base cases
have this parameter set at 6. The three adjacent tables for any single dimen-
sion of the parameter space correspond to the three different types of general
demand characteristics mentioned earlier: stationary Poisson, periodic Poisson
and stationary negative binomial. The dimensions we considered include the
holding cost of the parts, the procurement lead time of the common part, the
mean of the demand of the more complex job type, as well as the backorder cost
of the more complex job type. Eight distinct values are considered for each of
these dimensions. With 3 general demand types, 4 dimensions of the param-
eter space, 8 distinct values for each of the dimensions, there are a total of 96
test cases. For the general demand type using negative binomial distributions,
we also varied the coefficient of variation of the more complex job. There are 8
additional test cases considered along this dimension.
We determined that the price-driven Clark-and-Scarf policy outperformed
the benchmark policy in most cases. These details are summarized in Table (2.3)
to Table (2.7) at the end of this chapter. Where the holding cost was varied, it
was changed for both the unique and the common service part. All other param-
eters took their base-case values. It was found along the holding cost dimension
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of the parameter space that the PDCS (prive-driven allocation, Clark-and-Scarf
procurement) policy outperformed the benchmark MYBS (myopic allocation,
independent procurement) policy by between 2.79% and 7.79% where a statis-
tically significant difference was observed for the case with stationary Poisson
demands. These performance gaps were between 3.18% and 8.47% for the peri-
odic Poisson case and between 3.12% and 7.27% for the negative binomial case.
Among the 24 test cases along the holding cost dimension, MYBS and PDCS had
no statistically significant performance gaps in three different instances. There
is no apparent pattern that would explain when the gap will be significant and
when it will not be.
Where procurement lead times were varied, only the lead time of the com-
mon part was changed. Two out of 24 instances in this dimension displayed no
statistically significant difference between PDCS and MYBS. Both of these in-
stances had negative binomial demand distributions but the procurement lead
times used in these instances are not at the end points of the range of values
considered. Among the rest of the test cases, PDCS outperformed MYBS by be-
tween 2.18% and 7.47% for the stationary Poisson case, by between 3.79% and
8.88% for the periodic Poisson case, and by between 4.10% and 5.26% for the
negative binomial case.
In changing the mean of the job type demand, we kept the mean of the sim-
pler job fixed while varying that of the more complex job type. The mean of the
simpler job was set at 2 while the mean of the more complex job varied between
1 and 8. For the case with stationary Poisson demands, PDCS outperformed
MYBS by between 3.73% and 6.28%. This range is between 3.15% and 7.27% for
the periodic Poisson case and between 2.04% and 6.73% for the negative bino-
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mial case. Statistically insignificant differences were observed in two instances,
one instance has its stationary Poisson mean set at 1 and the other instance has
its stationary negative binomial mean set at 3.
When we tested the impact of backorder costs, we kept the backorder cost of
the simpler job fixed while varying that of the more complex job. We kept the
backorder cost of the simpler job at 10 per backorder per period while we varied
the backorder cost of the more complex job between 10 and 27.5 per backorder
per period. In the stationary Poisson case where the backorder cost of the more
complex job was set equal to that of the simpler job at 10 and the negative bino-
mial cases where the backorder costs of the more complex job were set to 10 and
12.5, PDCS had no statistically significant difference from MYBS. Among the
other test cases, PDCS outperformed MYBS by between 4.54% and 6.15% un-
der stationary Poisson demands, by between 2.26% and 8.54% under periodic
Poisson demands and by between 2.88% and 5.26% under negative binomial
demands. Finally, when we varied the coefficient of variation between 0.6 and
1.2 under negative binomial demands, PDCS outperformed MYBS in every test
case and the performance gap ranges between 3.96% and 5.82%.
While it cannot be said in complete generality in what parameter scenarios
the PDCS policy outperformed the MYBS policy, the values of the various pa-
rameters which amplified the cost benefit of our policy agreed with our initial
intuition to some extent. There was some tendency for the gap between the total
costs incurred under the PDCS policy and the benchmarkMYBS policy to widen
as the value of the parameter considered along a given direction increased. We
exemplify this using the plot in Figure (2.2) which is based on the MYBS and
PDCS data obtained under stationary Poisson demands where the procurement
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lead time of the common part was varied.
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the percentage difference between MYBS and PDCS un-
der stationary Poisson demands where the lead time of the
common part is varied. The dotted lines indicate where the
95% confidence interval is.
In addition to PDCS, we also tested the algorithm PDCS(*) on all cases de-
rived from the “N” system. We found that there is essentially no statistical dif-
ference between the adjusted algorithm PDCS(*) and the PDCS algorithm for
the canonical “N” system.
2.8.3 Larger Problems
The PDCS (price-driven allocation, Clark-and-Scarf procurement) algorithm
scales well in solving larger problems. Given a problem with T periods where
the lengthiest lead time is L,m service parts and n job types, each deterministic
linear program that we have to solve in period 1 consists of (m+n)(T + L) deci-
sion variables and (m+n)(T+L) inventory and outstanding orders balance con-
straints. In doing the nonlinear approximation, we solve m dynamic programs
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(each with a single-dimension state space) in order to obtain the procurement
quantities. Hence, this algorithm is not affected by the curse of dimensionality
that arises in traditional dynamic programming.
In testing our algorithm on larger problems, we varied the number of service
parts and the number of job types involved. We varied the number of service
parts m between 3 and 6 and fixed the corresponding number of job types at
m   1. The bill-of-materials matrices have their two diagonals (since these ma-
trices are m by m   1) set as 1 and everything else is 0. In other words, any
two consecutive job types (in terms of job type numbers) have one overlapping
service part. Finally, we tested a few cases in which there are 6 service parts
and 15 job types involved, matching approximately the number of service parts
for which inventory needs to be managed carefully in realistic equipment over-
haul situations. Of these 6 service parts, two are “either-or” parts meaning all
job types require one of them. The rest of the bill-of-materials matrix is filled
in such a way that the 15 columns (representing the 15 job types) consist of all
possible combinations of zeros and ones except for a column with all zeros. The
number of periods was set at 32 for all cases just like before.
In these larger problems, allocation becomes more difficult to optimize due
to the complex dynamics and correlation structure involved. We found that
negative backorder costs frequently arise in these problems. It turns out that it
made a substantial difference whether we used PDCS or PDCS(*) (the version
of PDCS where all the job types with negative backorder costs are removed in
determining the order quantities). Where PDCS gave rise to results which were
either no better than or worse than those of MYBS, PDCS(*) yielded noticeable
cost advantages. Where statistically significant, the cost advantage lies some-
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where between 1 and 4%. The detailed results, together with the values of the
parameters, are included at the end of this chapter in Table (2.8) and Table (2.9).
There was one problem instance in which the MYBS policy outperformed both
PDCS and PDCS(*). Doubling the number of linear programs solved in each in-
stant decreased the gap between the results, but the MYBS policy was still bet-
ter in this example. Further investigation revealed that the PDCS(*) policy still
opted for low procurement quantities when there was not enough inventory in
the system to satisfy all outstanding orders. The objective function minimized
in determining the procurement quantity was particularly flat in these instances
between negative infinity and some small positive quantity. By treating numer-
ical differences up to the order of 10 3 as negligible, we managed to modify
PDCS(*) in a way that closed the gap completely.
Looking at the results detailed in the last section of this chapter, one may
be inclined to draw the conclusion that a price-driven allocation method has
no advantage over a myopic allocation method. However, the statistical differ-
ences observed between MYBS and PDCS/PDCS(*) need to be understood in
the context that our procurement policy takes into account the correlated de-
mands among the different service parts and, in general, orders smaller quanti-
ties than the simple independent order-up-to policy. This means that the bench-
mark procurement policy typically has higher inventory levels. Where inven-
tory is plentiful, it is less necessary to allocate on-hand inventory carefully.
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2.9 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we proposed the use of a novel algorithm in equipment overhaul
problems where the demands for service parts are coupled. This finite-horizon
problem has the same structure as that of assemble-to-order (ATO) systems.
Without assuming the form of the allocation and procurement policies, we de-
rived linear and non-linear approximations of the value function appearing in
the dynamic program formulation. The resulting algorithm provides an alter-
nate way of tackling these problems with arbitrary sizes if one does not want to
settle with simple procurement strategies that go along with a pre-determined
allocation method such as first-come-first-served. To our knowledge, this is the
first time an algorithm with a non-standard allocation rule and a correlation-
sensitive procurement strategy is put forth for a general ATO problem. The
numerical experiments we ran indicated that this algorithm is a viable alterna-
tive to consider in managing inventory in an equipment overhaul setting. Even
a 1% cost advantage translates to a large dollar amount in settings where the
equipment parts are very costly. The idea of our proposed algorithm is simple
and it also comes with nice economical interpretations.
From a computational point of view, it is worth noting that the way our algo-
rithm works allows the employment of parallel processing to reduce computa-
tional time. The many generated linear programs can be solved simultaneously,
provided that the master-client communication does not become detrimental.
When many service parts are involved, it is also possible to solve the multiple
part-type procurement problems simultaneously. From a testing standpoint, of
course it is also possible to run the iterations on different processors. Further ex-
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perimentation may be carried out to understand how our algorithm performs
in other areas of the parameter space. While the bill-of-materials tested in this
chapter were all assumed to be binary, our algorithm is not restricted at all by
this assumption. It is also an easy extension to use our algorithm in cases where
capacity constraints may be present.
From a performance standpoint, algorithms that are derived from lower-
bound approximations generate lower bounds which we may use for compar-
ison with the average cost incurred under our policy. Nonetheless, the lower
bounds obtained in this chapter are not useful because the linear approximation
of the value functions are derived using deterministic linear programs in which
procurement and allocation decision variables are set in a manner that incurs
no cost beyond the largest lead time (aside from the cost of purchasing service
parts). The lower bounds we generate are, therefore, not helpful in determining
how well our algorithm does as compared with the unknown optimal strategy.
It is worth pointing out that allocation decisions generally have short-term
impact while procurement decisions have long-term impact. This is because
an allocation decision is primarily concerned with how on-hand and on-order
inventory should be distributed among outstanding jobs, while a procurement
decision does not affect our system until a lead time later. That the deterministic
linear programs set decision variables in a manner that incurs no holding and
backorder cost beyond the maximum lead time also sheds light on why an ap-
proximation driven solely by linear programs gives no guidance on how much
to order since such decisions only impact the system beyond the maximum pro-
curement lead time.
In the work of Dogru et al. (2010) identical lead times are assumed in a sim-
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ple “W” system consisting of three service parts and two job types. Solving this
as an infinite-horizon average cost minimization problem, the value function is
bounded below by a two-stage stochastic program with recourse where the two
stages are separated by a lead time. As mentioned in the literature review sec-
tion, this lower bound is attained by a policy inspired by the two-stage stochas-
tic program. In light of this, it may be worthwhile to compare the lower bounds
we obtained with the average cost incurred over the maximum lead time if we
treat this as an infinite-horizon problem.
In real-life situations, backorder costs may not start accumulating when a
piece of equipment arrives at a job shop for repair. A time window is usually
present whose duration corresponds to the amount of the time a customer is
willing to wait. From amodeling perspective, this may be captured using a non-
linear backordering cost function for each job type (as a function of the amount
of time spent by a job in the job shop). This assumption adds many more di-
mensions to the state space we currently have. Without assuming the form of
the procurement policy, we end up, at the non-linear approximation level, with
non-standard single-part-multi-job-type problems having non-linear backorder
costs. The next two chapters will deal with inventory problems where the per-
period cost of a backorder increases with age.
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2.10 Appendix for Chapter 2 with Tables of Numerical Results
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
H MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS
- PDBS -PDCS -PDBS -PDCS -PDBS -PDCS
1 0:22%  2:98%X 0:75%X 3:18%X 0:30%X 3:12%X
2  0:08%  2:79%X 0:00%  3:87%X  0:10%  1:96% 
3  0:21%  2:36%   0:47%  3:94%X 0:18%  4:54%X
4 0:09%  5:02%X  0:12%  6:51%X 0:49%  3:72%X
5 0:28%  4:60%X  0:46%  4:71%X 0:50%X 5:26%X
6  0:20%  5:87%X 0:00%  8:47%X 0:27%  7:27%X
7  0:26%  4:96%X 0:00%  6:74%X 0:70%X 6:77%X
8  0:14%  7:79%X  0:18%  5:96%X 0:19%  2:93% 
Table 2.3: Impact of holding costs on the performance of the PDCS algo-
rithm. Listed here are the averages of our simulation results.
The holding costs of both service parts were changed together.
All other parameters took their base-case values. A check-mark
indicates a statistically significant superiority at the 95% level
and a cross indicates the opposite. A dot indicates that the dif-
ference is not statistically significant.
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Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
L MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS
- PDBS -PDCS -PDBS -PDCS -PDBS -PDCS
(3,3)  0:39%  2:18%X  0:43%  3:79%X  0:26% 
 4:10%X
(4,3)  0:46% 
 6:54%X  0:20%  5:28%X  0:13%  5:21%X
(5,3) 0:03%  4:22%X  0:45%  4:23%X 0:01%  4:21%X
(6,3) 0:28%  4:60%X  0:46%  4:71%X 0:50%X 5:26%X
(7,3)  0:05%  6:88%X 0:41%  8:88%X 0:58%X 3:47% 
(8,3)  0:03%  6:12%X 0:63%X 6:07%X 0:84%X 3:73% 
(9,3) 0:08%  5:38%X 1:32%X 7:86%X 1:21%X 4:76%X
(10,3)  0:19%  7:47%X 1:45%X 4:39%X 0:73%  4:88%X
Table 2.4: Impact of procurement lead times on the performance of the
PDCS algorithm. Listed here are the averages of our simulation
results. Only the lead time of the common part was varied. All
other parameters took their base-case values. A check-mark in-
dicates a statistically significant superiority at the 95% level and
a cross indicates the opposite. A dot indicates that the difference
is not statistically significant.
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
E[Dt] MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS
- PDBS -PDCS -PDBS -PDCS -PDBS -PDCS
(2,1)  0:37%  0:30%   0:50% 
 3:15%X  0:13%  2:04%X
(2,2)  0:19%  3:89%X  0:46% 
 5:31%X  0:03%  3:25%X
(2,3)  0:10%  5:05%X  0:36%  5:36%X 0:38%X 2:23% 
(2,4) 0:28%  4:60%X  0:46%  4:71%X 0:50%X 5:26%X
(2,5)  0:30%  6:28%X 0:28%  7:27%X 0:19%  6:24%X
(2,6) 0:21%  4:25%X 0:57%X 6:99%X 0:48%X 6:73%X
(2,7) 0:45%X 3:90%X 0:42%X 7:17%X 0:40%  6:12%X
(2,8)  0:07%  3:73%X 0:32%  6:26%X 0:54%  5:13%X
Table 2.5: Impact of demand means on the performance of the PDCS al-
gorithm. Listed here are the averages of our simulation results.
Only the means of the more complex job type (the one requir-
ing both service parts) were varied. All other parameters took
their base-case values. A check-mark indicates a statistically sig-
nificant superiority at the 95% level and a cross indicates the
opposite. A dot indicates that the difference is not statistically
significant.
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Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
F MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS MYBS
- PDBS -PDCS -PDBS -PDCS -PDBS -PDCS
(10,10)  0:08%  1:41%   0:43%  2:26%X  0:37% 
 1:39% 
(10,12.5)  0:18%  5:07%X  0:16%  5:85%X 0:05%  1:05% 
(10,15)  0:22%  5:03%X  0:38%  3:27%X  0:23%  2:88%X
(10,17.5)  0:22%  5:45%X  0:06%  4:22%X 0:25%X 3:90%X
(10,20) 0:28%  4:60%X  0:46%  4:71%X 0:50%X 5:26%X
(10,22.5) 0:16%  6:15%X 0:27%  4:55%X 0:31%  4:83%X
(10,25) 0:04%  4:54%X 0:43%X 8:54%X 1:13%X 3:72%X
(10,27.5) 0:53%X 5:34%X 0:44%  7:46%X 0:78%  4:86%X
Table 2.6: Impact of backordering costs on the performance of the PDCS
algorithm. Listed here are the averages of our simulation re-
sults. Only the backordering cost of the more complex job type
(the one requiring both service parts) was varied. All other pa-
rameters took their base-case values. A check-mark indicates a
statistically significant superiority at the 95% level and a cross
indicates the opposite. A dot indicates that the difference is not
statistically significant.
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Set 3
Coeff. of var. MYBS - PDBS MYBS - PDCS
0.6 0:16%  4:25%X
0.7  0:02%  4:67%X
0.8 0:11%  5:23%X
0.9 0:25%  3:96%X
1 0:50%X 5:26%X
1.05 0:24%  4:40%X
1.1 0:46%  5:82%X
1.15 0:52%X 5:04%X
1.2 0:43%  5:51%X
Table 2.7: Impact of coefficients of variation on the performance of the
PDCS algorithm. Listed here are the averages of our simula-
tion results. We varied the coefficient of variation of the more
complex job type (the one requiring both service parts). The co-
efficient of variation of the other job type was determined such
that the same variance-to-mean ratio was obtained for its neg-
ative binomial demand distribution. All other parameters took
their base-case values. A check-mark indicates a statistically sig-
nificant superiority at the 95% level and a cross indicates the
opposite. A dot indicates that the difference is not statistically
significant.
I J L H means
1 3 2 (2,8,6) (0.49,1.39,2.73) (9,10)
2 4 3 (8,6,1,3) (2.73,4.79,4.8,0.79) (9,10,2)
3 5 4 (6,1,3,5,8) (4.82,0.79,4.85,4.79,2.43) (9,10,2,10)
4 5 4 (8,8,6,3,4) (10,7,1,5,4) (8,5,8,8)
5 6 5 (1,3,5,8,8,2) (4.85,4.8,2,4.00,0.71,2.11) (9,10,2,10,7)
6 6 15 (1,8,7,7,3,2) (6,6,8,4,28,27) (6,8,3,3,10,5,4,4,8,8,1,3,9,10,6)
7 6 15 (5,7,6,4,7,4) (1,7,8,7,25,25) (5,3,1,4,4,8,3,6,5,4,10,10,2,9,7)
8 6 15 (6,4,2,7,7,4) (10,2,8,4,25,24) (7,3,4,4,1,3,9,9,9,3,7,5,10,6,7)
9 6 15 (2,3,8,3,5,3) (10,7,2,1,26,26) (9,5,2,1,2,10,4,4,7,9,7,9,7,9,6)
Table 2.8: Listed here are the parameters randomly generated for each of the
larger problems. I corresponds to the number of service parts involved
and J corresponds to the number of job types involved. In each of these
simulations, demands occur over 32 periods and the planning horizon
extends to the 32 +maxi2I Li-th period. The backordering costs are set
to be equal to 5~h0 R where ~h is the vector of holding costs and R is
the bill-of-materials matrix.
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MYBS - PDBS MYBS - PDCS(*)
1 0:00%  0:66% 
2 0:00%  1:98%X
3 0:00%   8:33% 

4 0:00%  2:81%X
5 0:04%  1:11%X
6 0:00%  2:21%X
7 0:02%  2:30%X
8 0:01%  3:56%X
9 0:01%  3:20%X
Table 2.9: Listed here are the averages of our simulation results for each
of the larger problems. A check-mark indicates a statistically
significant superiority at the 95% level and a cross indicates the
opposite. A dot indicates that the difference is not statistically
significant.
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CHAPTER 3
OPTIMALITY OF BASE-STOCK POLICIES UNDER AGE-DEPENDENT
BACKORDER AND HOLDING COSTS
3.1 Chapter Abstract
We study inventory control problems where the cost of a backorder or the hold-
ing cost of a unit of inventory depends on how long the backorder or the unit
of inventory has been in the system. It is expected that a standard dynamic
programming formulation of the problem will require a high-dimensional state
vector that keeps track of the backorders and inventory with different ages. In
Huh et al. (2011), it is shown that a dynamic program with a scalar state vari-
able can be set up. Subsequently, the optimality of base-stock policies is estab-
lished. In this chapter, we present our independent development of a different
dynamic program with a scalar state variable by using an alternative cost ac-
counting mechanism. Using this alternate approach, we also show that base-
stock policies are optimal. This dynamic program is suitable for computation
and it allows us to compute the optimal base-stock levels. We numerically com-
pare the optimal policy with two others: (1) a standard myopic policy where
the one-period cost function minimized coincides with that appearing in the
formulation of Huh et al. (2011), and (2) an alternate myopic policy based on
the immediate cost function in our formulation. The alternate myopic policy
performs well and is marginally better than the standard myopic policy.
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3.2 Introduction and Literature Review
We consider a single-product inventory control problem where the cost of a
backorder or the holding cost of a unit of inventory depends on how long the
backorder or the unit of inventory has been in the system. We particularly fo-
cus on the case where the per-time period backorder or inventory holding cost
increases, the longer the backorder or the unit of inventory has been in the sys-
tem. Such an age-dependent backorder cost arises in contractual repair settings
where customers impose service penalties for failing to meet promised repair
times. On the other hand, service parts that suffer deterioration with age re-
quire some restoration or price adjustment when they are finally used. The cost
of these adjustments can be viewed as an age-dependent holding cost.
As shown in Huh et al. (2011), the state space for such problems can be col-
lapsed to a single state variable and base-stock policies are optimal. In other
words, there is a base-stock level It for each time period t so that if the inven-
tory position at the beginning of time period t is below It , then it is optimal to
raise the inventory position to It . We establish the same result but using a differ-
ent approach. A standard dynamic programming formulation of the problem
is expected to use a vector state variable which keeps track of the backorders
and inventory with different ages. Our proof of optimality for base-stock poli-
cies uses two key steps to address this difficulty. First, we use a cost accounting
mechanism which computes the total expected holding and backorder cost that
we incur due to each incremental unit of inventory from the time of purchase
until this unit of inventory leaves the system. We charge this total expected
cost when we purchase the unit of inventory. This cost accounting mechanism
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allows us to formulate a dynamic program with only a scalar state variable.
Second, even under the new cost accounting scheme, the value functions in our
dynamic program may not be convex. We then shift our value functions by
adding appropriate functions to them to obtain a new dynamic program whose
value functions turn out to be convex. By using the convexity of the shifted
value functions, we prove the optimality of base-stock policies.
The results we give in this chapter have several useful theoretical and practi-
cal implications. By individually accounting for the total expected holding and
backorder cost incurred due to each unit of inventory, we formulate the prob-
lem as a dynamic program with a scalar state variable. Our work looks at the
state of the system and costs in an alternative fashion, which may be useful in
other settings. Besides its theoretical appeal, optimality of base-stock policies is
practically useful. One can characterize a base-stock policy simply by specify-
ing a single scalar at each time period. Implementing such policies in practice
is much easier than implementing those that depend on the state of the system
in a complicated fashion. Our work is also practical with our dynamic program
providing a computationally tractable tool to compute the optimal base-stock
levels. We present a short numerical illustration at the end of the chapter. Our
dynamic programming formulation naturally motivates a non-standardmyopic
policy, where we simply minimize the immediate expected cost component that
is driven by our alternative cost accounting mechanism. We compare our op-
timal policy with this alternate myopic policy as well as a myopic policy mo-
tivated by the immediate cost function found in the formulation by Huh et al.
(2011). The alternate myopic policy performs well and is marginally better than
the standard myopic policy. The results in this chapter give a complete anal-
ysis for inventory control problems with age-dependent backorder and inven-
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tory holding costs, providing theoretical characterization of the optimal policy,
building computational tools to compute the optimal policy and constructing a
heuristic myopic policy that performs well.
In addition to Huh et al. (2011), our approach in this paper has particularly
strong ties to three papers in the literature. Our alternative cost accounting
scheme is inspired by Muharremoglu and Tsitsiklis (2008), where the authors
analyze multiple-echelon inventory systems by keeping track of when each unit
of inventory is matched up with a customer order. Levi et al. (2007) use a cost
accounting mechanism that keeps track of the total expected holding and back-
order cost incurred due to each incremental unit of inventory. Their focus is on
building approximation algorithms for inventory control problemswith general
demand processes. Axsater (1990) uses a cost accounting mechanism similar to
ours to evaluate the performance of base-stock policies in an inventory distri-
bution system.
In the literature, each unit of inventory or backorder usually incurs the same
cost per time period and the cost structure in our model is nontraditional in
the sense that it considers age-dependent costs. In addition to the usual lin-
ear backorder cost which is per unit backorder per time period, Rosling (2002)
mentions two forms of backorder costs, one charging a per unit backorder cost
irrespective of the duration of the backorder and the other charging a per pe-
riod backorder cost irrespective of the magnitude of the backorder. None of
these cost structures captures our age-dependent backorder costs. Perishable
inventory systems are relevant to our work as they also consider the age aspect
of inventory. Earlier results are reviewed in Nahmias (1982) and Goyal and Giri
(2001). The recent book by Nahmias (2011) covers a variety of perishable in-
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ventory models. The difference between perishable inventory models and our
work is that inventory in our model always stays in the system until it is used
to satisfy a demand, but it incurs a progressively larger holding cost. Base-stock
policies turn out to be optimal in a variety of settings. Porteus (2002) and Zip-
kin (2000) are comprehensive references on inventory control models that admit
base-stock policies as optimal policies.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.3 describes our cost
accounting mechanism and provides a dynamic program formulation of the in-
ventory control problem with age-dependent costs. Section 3.4 establishes the
optimality of base-stock policies. Section 3.5 discusses the standard myopic pol-
icy found in the formulation of Huh et al. (2011). Section 3.6 gives a numerical
illustration and demonstrates the effectiveness of a myopic policy driven by our
cost accounting mechanism.
3.3 Problem Formulation
We control the inventory of a product, where the per-time period cost of a back-
order and the per-time period holding cost of a unit of inventory depend, re-
spectively, on how long the backorder and the unit of inventory have been in
the system. There are T time periods in the planning horizon. We use Dt to
denote the integer-valued random demand in time period t. Demands in dif-
ferent time periods are independent. We receive replenishment orders after a
lead time of L time periods. If a backorder has been in the system for i time
periods, then we incur a cost of i per time period that we retain the backorder
in the system. We assume that 1  2  : : :, that is, the per-time period cost
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of backorders is non-decreasing in the age of the backorder. Similarly, if a unit
of inventory has been in the system for i time periods, then we incur a holding
cost of hi per time period that we retain the unit of inventory in the system. We
assume that h1  h2  : : : so that the per-time period holding cost of the units
is non-decreasing in the age of the inventory. The backorder and holding cost
parameters are stationary and they depend only on how long a backorder or a
unit of inventory has been in the system. Similarly, we assume that the purchas-
ing cost is stationary and we set the unit purchasing cost to zero without loss of
generality.
The following sequence of events take place in time period t. First, we ob-
serve the inventory position. Following standard terminology, the inventory
position is given by the number of units on hand, plus the number of units
on order, minus the number of backorders. Second, we place a replenishment
order and we receive the replenishment order that was placed in time period
t   L. Third, we observe the demand in time period t and satisfy the demand
as much as possible by using the inventory on hand. If the backorders exceed
the inventory on hand, then we give priority to satisfying the older backorders
first since the unit cost of older backorders is larger. On the other hand, if the
inventory on hand exceeds the backorders, then we give priority to using the
older units of inventory first to satisfy the demand since the unit holding cost of
older units is larger. We incur the inventory holding and backorder costs based
on the ending inventory and backorders in time period t.
We are interested in finding a replenishment policy that minimizes the total
expected holding and backorder cost over the planning horizon. The demand
takes place over T time periods and we make the last inventory replenishment
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decision in time period T + 1. The last replenishment quantity is received in
time period T + L + 1. Although there is no demand between time periods
T + 1 and T + L, we can incur holding and backorder costs between these two
time periods due to the replenishment decisions made at or before time period
T + 1. Therefore, we choose to minimize the total expected cost over T + L + 1
time periods as the objective in our model. This is a standard way of addressing
the end of horizon effects in inventory control models with replenishment lead
times.
If we formulate the problem as a dynamic program by using a standard cost
accounting mechanism that keeps track of the total expected holding and back-
order cost incurred at each time period, it is expected that the state vector will
keep track of the numbers of units on hand and backorders that have been in
the system for different numbers of time periods. Such an approach will end
up with a high-dimensional state vector. To get around this difficulty, we use a
different cost accounting mechanism. In particular, each unit of inventory stays
in the system for a certain duration of time and it is used to satisfy a unit of
demand that arrives at a certain time period. Therefore, we can attribute an ex-
pected holding and backorder cost to each unit of inventory depending on how
long the unit of inventory stays in the system before it is used to satisfy a unit
of demand and how long the unit of demand in question stays in the system
before it is satisfied. Furthermore, since the holding cost of a unit of inventory
increases as the unit stays in the system longer and the cost of a backorder in-
creases as the backorder stays in the system longer, it is optimal to serve the
oldest backorder by using the oldest unit of inventory. Thus, we can use these
observations to probabilistically characterize how long a unit of inventory stays
in the system before it is used to satisfy a unit of demand and how long a unit of
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demand stays in the system before it is satisfied. We proceed to give the details
of our cost accounting mechanism.
With the assumption that the purchasing cost is constant, if the inventory
position at the beginning of time period t is negative, it is optimal to purchase
at least an adequate amount of inventory in this time period to raise the inven-
tory position to zero. This implies the optimal order-up-to level must be at least
equal to zero. In formulating the problem, however, we give ourselves the op-
tion of not ordering up to at least zero. Although the optimal order-up-to level
will never be negative when the purchasing cost is constant, this formulation
allows us to more conveniently extend our work to a multi-echelon situation
in the next chapter and to cases where the purchasing cost changes over time.
Given the option to not order up to zero, we assume that a backorder continues
to accumulate backorder charges at L+1 per period beyond L+1 periods. Note
that if the inventory position at the beginning of time period t is negative, this
negative inventory position is due to the demand that arrived in time period
t   1 as well as the outstanding backorders that we chose not to satisfy when
we ordered at t  1. As far as charging the remaining per-period backorder cost
is concerned, it is not necessary to distinguish among backorders L+ 1 periods
old and up. We use It to denote the inventory position at the beginning of time
period t before placing a replenishment order. In this case, considering the qth
unit of inventory that we purchase in time period t, if we have It + q  0, then
the qth unit of inventory that we purchase in time period t is definitely used
to satisfy a unit of demand that either arrived in time period t   1 or remained
as a backorder following the purchase decision at t   1. On the other hand, if
we have It + q > 0, then the qth unit of inventory that we purchase in time pe-
riod t is used to satisfy a unit of demand that arrives in one of the time periods
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t; t + 1; : : :. Which one of these time periods end up being the time period of
consumption is unknown at the time of purchase.
We define the random variable t(q; It) such that if the inventory position
at the beginning of time period t is It, then the qth unit of inventory that we
purchase at this time period is used to satisfy the demand that arrives in time
period t(q; It) if It + q > 0. In the case that It + q  0, we set t(q; It) = t   1
with probability 1 even though the demand satisfied by the qth unit could have
arisen in a period before t   1. The difference between using the qth unit to
satisfy a demand from t  1 and using it to satisfy a demand before t  1 is that
the demand from before t 1will have to stay in the system for more than L+1
periods. Provided that we have already charged the linear backorder cost, L+1
per period, beyond L+1 periods associated with the demand from before t  1,
there is no further difference between the two demands and we can treat them
both as if they are backorders from period t   1. It is, therefore, appropriate
mathematically to set t(q; It) = t   1 when It + q  0. When It + q > 0, we
observe that the qth unit of inventory that we purchase in time period t is used
to satisfy a unit of demand that arrives in time period  if and only if  is the first
time period such that the cumulative demand over the time periods t; t+1; : : : ; 
exceeds It + q. Therefore, we can give a characterization of the random variable
t(q; It) in terms of the demand random variables as
t(q; It) =
8>><>>:
minf : Dt +Dt+1 + : : :+D  It + qg if It + q > 0
t  1 if It + q  0.
(3.1)
Throughout this chapter, we follow the convention that DT+1 = DT+2 = : : : =
DT+L = 0 and DT+L+1 =1. In this case, we have no demand arriving between
time periods T + 1 and T + L and t(q; It) is always well-defined, satisfying
t(q; It)  T + L+ 1with probability 1. Also, we note that t(q; It) = t(q + It; 0)
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by the definition of t(q; It) in (3.1). This observation becomes useful in our
proofs.
The qth unit of inventory purchased in time period t arrives in time period
t+L. Furthermore, if the inventory position at the beginning of time period t is
It, then this qth unit of inventory is used to satisfy a unit of demand that arrives
in time period t(q; It) (or a backorder remaining at the end of t(q; It) = t   1).
Thus, if we have t(q; It) > t + L, then the qth unit of inventory stays in the
system for time periods t+L; t+L+1; : : : ; t(q; It) 1 before it is used to satisfy a
unit of demand. So, it incurs a total holding cost of h1+h2+: : :+ht(q;It) (t+L). On
the other hand, if we have t(q; It) < t+L, then the qth unit of inventory is used
to satisfy a unit of demand that arrives at a time period before t+L and this unit
of demand stays in the system for time periods t(q; It); t(q; It)+1; : : : ; t+L 1.
In this case, we can attribute a backorder cost of 1 + 2 + : : :+ (t+L) t(q;It) up
to L + 1 periods to the qth unit of inventory that we purchase in time period
t. Therefore, if the inventory position at the beginning of time period t is It,
then the qth unit of inventory that we purchase at this time period incurs a total
holding and backorder cost up to L+ 1 periods of
 t(t(q; It)) =
t(q;It) (t+L)X
i=1
hi +
(t+L) t(q;It)X
i=1
i; (3.2)
where we follow the convention that sums over empty index sets are zero. It is
useful to see that  t(n) =
Pn (t+L)
i=1 h
i +
P(t+L) n
i=1 
i is a convex function in its
argument n. In particular, we have
 t(n)   t(n  1) =
8>><>>:
 (t+L) n+1 if n  t+ L
hn (t+L) if n > t+ L
so that the convexity of  t() follows by noting that : : :  2   1  h1  h2 
: : :. Another useful observation is the identity  t(n) =  t+1(n+1), which follows
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from the definition of  t(n).
We let rt denote the inventory position in time period t after placing the
replenishment order but before observing the demand in this time period. We
formulate the problem as a dynamic program by using It as the state variable
and rt as the decision variable. In this case, the optimal policy can be found by
computing the value functions through the optimality equation
Vt(It) = min
rtIt
(
rt ItX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; It))g+ L+1[ rt]+ + EfVt+1(rt  Dt)g
)
; (3.3)
where we use []+ = maxf; 0g. Without requiring rt to be greater than [It]+
which is the optimal thing to do when the purchasing cost is constant, we must
charge ourselves L+1 per unit of outstanding baackorder that we choose not to
satisfy now. This is a per-period backorder cost beyond L+1 periods. Including
this term allows us to treat the backorders which we carry from the current
period to the next as well as the backorders which are due to the demand over
t in the same manner when we arrive at t + 1. Raising the inventory position
to rt means a purchase of rt   It units and the summation in (3.3) accounts for
the total expected holding and backorder cost up to L + 1 periods associated
with each of these units. For the boundary condition of the optimality equation,
we assume that if the inventory position at the end of the planning horizon is
negative, then a last purchase is required to exactly satisfy the backorders so
that
VT+1(IT+1) = (
1 + 2 + : : :+ L+1) [ IT+1]+: (3.4)
This terminal function ensures that all remaining backorders at T +1 are served
in period T + L+ 1 by the inventory purchased in time period T + 1.
Both the state variable It and the decision variable rt appear in the upper
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bound of a summation in the optimality equation in (3.3). This makes it difficult
to establish the convexity of the value functions. In the next section, we trans-
form the value functions appropriately to obtain convex value functions, which
ultimately allow us to establish the optimality of base-stock policies using this
alternate cost accounting mechanism.
3.4 Optimality of Base-Stock Policies
Our objective in this section is to show that a base-stock policy is optimal for the
optimality equation in (3.3). We begin by manipulating the immediate expected
cost component
Prt It
q=1 Ef t(t(q; It))g in the optimality equation. Noting that
t(q; It) = t(q + It; 0), we have
Prt It
q=1 Ef t(t(q; It))g =
Prt
q=It+1
Ef t(t(q  
It; It))g =
Prt
q=It+1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g. Considering the cases It > 0 and It  0where
rt  0 or rt < 0 separately, we can write the latter summation as
rtX
q=It+1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
rtX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g  
ItX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g if 0  It  rt
rtX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g+
0X
q=It+1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g if It  0  rt
0X
q=It+1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g  
0X
q=rt+1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g if It  rt < 0.
(3.5)
We have t(q; 0) = t   1 whenever q  0 by the definition of t(q; It) in (3.1).
Thus, the second summation in the second case on the right side above is given
by
P0
q=It+1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g = [ It]+  t(t   1). Similarly, one can see that the ex-
pression for the last case is equal to ([ It]+  [ rt]+) t(t  1). Assembling these
observations with (3.5), we can write the immediate expected cost component
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in (3.3) as
rt ItX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; It))g =
rtX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g  
[It]+X
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g
+ [ It]+  t(t  1)  [ rt]+  t(t  1): (3.6)
Noting that only the first and last terms on the right side above depends on the
decision variable rt in time period t, we can write the optimality equation in
(3.3) as
Vt(It) = min
rtIt
(
rtX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g+ [ rt]+(L+1    t(t  1))
+ EfVt+1(rt  Dt)g
)
 
[It]+X
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g+ [ It]+  t(t  1): (3.7)
The appealing aspect of the optimality equation above is that the inventory po-
sition It does not appear in the objective function of the optimization problem in
the curly braces. To obtain the desired result, we transform the value functions
by defining
Ct(It) = Vt(It) +
[It]+X
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g   [ It]+  t(t  1) (3.8)
for all t = 1; : : : ; T + 1. Using (3.8), we can write Vt+1(rt  Dt) in the optimality
equation in (3.7) as
Vt+1(rt  Dt) = Ct+1(rt  Dt)  
[rt Dt]+X
q=1
Ef t+1(t+1(q; 0))g+ [Dt   rt]+  t+1(t):
Therefore, we can equivalently write the optimality equation in (3.7) as
Ct(It) = min
rtIt
(
rtX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g+ [ rt]+(L+1    t(t  1))
+ EfCt+1(rt  Dt)g   E
8<:
[rt Dt]+X
q=1
Ef t+1(t+1(q; 0))g
9=;
+ Ef[Dt   rt]+g t+1(t)
)
: (3.9)
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Throughout the rest of the chapter, we work with (3.9) and characterize the
structure of the optimal policy by using this optimality equation. In the next
lemma, we begin by giving the boundary condition of the optimality equation
in (3.9).
Lemma 3.1. The definition of VT+1() in (3.4) and the definition of Ct() in (3.8) imply
that CT+1(IT+1) = 0.
Proof. By the definition of  t() in (3.2), we have  T+1(T ) = 1 +
2 + : : : + L+1. Thus, (3.4) and (3.8) imply that CT+1(IT+1) =
VT+1(IT+1) +
P[IT+1]+
q=1 Ef T+1(T+1(q; 0))g   [ IT+1]+ (1 + 2 + : : : + L+1) =P[IT+1]+
q=1 Ef T+1(T+1(q; 0))g. If IT+1  0, then the last summation is over an
empty index set and we obtain the desired result. Throughout the rest of this
proof, we assume that IT+1 > 0. The definition of t(q; It) in (3.1), along with
the convention that DT+1 = DT+2 = : : : = DT+L = 0 and DT+L+1 = 1, implies
that T+1(q; 0) = T + L + 1 whenever q > 0. Furthermore, by the definition
of  t() in (3.2), we have  T+1(T + L + 1) = 0. Thus, if It > 0, then we have
CT+1(IT+1) =
P[IT+1]+
q=1 Ef T+1(T+1(q; 0))g =
P[IT+1]+
q=1  T+1(T + L+ 1) = 0. 2
In the next lemma, we focus on the immediate expected cost component in
the optimality equation in (3.9) and show that this cost component is convex in
the decision variable rt.
Lemma 3.2. The immediate expected cost component
rtX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0))g+ [ rt]+(L+1    t(t  1))
  E
8<:
[rt Dt]+X
q=1
Ef t+1(t+1(q; 0))g
9=;+ Ef[Dt   rt]+g t+1(t) (3.10)
is a convex function of rt over the domain Z.
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Proof. We show that the first difference of the immediate expected cost function
with respect to rt is non-decreasing in rt. To facilitate our discussion, we con-
dition on Dt and write the conditional version of the immediate expected cost
function in (3.10) as
ft(rt; Dt) =
rtX
q=1
Ef t(t(q; 0)) jDtg+ [ rt]+(L+1    t(t  1))
 
[rt Dt]+X
q=1
Ef t+1(t+1(q; 0)) jDtg+ [Dt   rt]+  t+1(t): (3.11)
The second conditional expectation could be replaced by an unconditional one
since t+1(q; 0) is independent of Dt, but we keep the conditional expectation
for notational uniformity. If we can show that Efft(rt; Dt)   ft(rt   1; Dt)g is
non-decreasing in rt for all rt = 1; 2; : : :, then the result follows.
First, we compute ft(rt; Dt)   ft(rt   1; Dt) when rt > Dt  0. Since rt >
Dt  0, we have t(rt; 0) = minf : Dt + Dt+1 + : : : + D  rtg = minf :
Dt+1 + : : :+D  rt  Dtg = t+1(rt  Dt; 0) by the definition of t(q; It) in (3.1).
This fact could also be seen easily in Figure 3.1 which is a plot of cumulative
demand beginning at time t. This figure is included at the end of the chapter.
Therefore, if rt > Dt  0, then the distributions of t(rt; 0) and t+1(rt  
Dt; 0) conditional onDt are identical. On the other hand, using the definition of
ft(rt; Dt) in (4.54), if rt > Dt  0, then the first difference ft(rt; Dt) ft(rt 1; Dt)
is given by
ft(rt; Dt)  ft(rt   1; Dt) = Ef t(t(rt; 0)) jDtg   Ef t+1(t+1(rt  Dt; 0)) jDtg
= Ef t(t(rt; 0)) jDtg   Ef t+1(t(rt; 0)) jDtg
= Ef t(t(rt; 0))   t(t(rt; 0)  1) jDtg; (3.12)
where the second equality uses the fact that the distributions of t(rt; 0) and
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t+1(rt   Dt; 0) conditional on Dt are identical as long as rt > Dt and the third
equality uses the identity  t(n) =  t+1(n+ 1) that follows from the definition of
 t() in (3.2).
Second, we compute ft(rt; Dt)   ft(rt   1; Dt) when 0 < rt  Dt for
rt = 1; 2; : : :. Since Dt  rt  1, the definition of t(q; It) in (3.1) implies that
t(rt; 0) = t. Using the definition of ft(rt; Dt) in (4.54), if 1  rt  Dt, then the
first difference ft(rt; Dt)  ft(rt   1; Dt) is given by
ft(rt; Dt)  ft(rt   1; Dt) = Ef t(t(rt; 0)) jDtg    t+1(t)
= Ef t(t(rt; 0)) jDtg   Ef t+1(t(rt; 0)) jDtg
= Ef t(t(rt; 0))   t(t(rt; 0)  1) jDtg; (3.13)
where the second equality uses the fact that if Dt  rt  1, then t(rt; 0) = t.
Combining (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain ft(rt; Dt) ft(rt 1; Dt) = Ef t(t(rt; 0)) 
 t(t(rt; 0)   1) jDtg whenever rt > 0, in which case, taking expectations yields
Efft(rt; Dt)  ft(rt   1; Dt)g = Ef t(t(rt; 0))   t(t(rt; 0)  1)g.
The definition of t(q; It) in (3.1) implies that t(rt; 0) is stochastically increas-
ing in rt in the sense that Pft(rt; 0)  g is non-decreasing in rt for all  . Since
 t() is convex,  t(n)   t(n  1) is non-decreasing in n. In this case, by Lemma
4.7.2 in Puterman (1994), it follows that Ef t(t(rt; 0))   t(t(rt; 0)  1)g is non-
decreasing in rt whenever rt > 0.
Lastly, we need to check the first difference ft(rt)   ft(rt   1) when rt  0.
When rt  0, both of the summation terms appearing if the definition of ft are
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equal to 0. Therefore,
ft(rt)  ft(rt   1) = [ rt](L+1    t(t  1)) + Ef[Dt   rt]g t+1(t)
  [1  rt](L+1    t(t  1))  Ef[Dt   rt + 1]g t+1(t)
=  L+1 (3.14)
Note that  t(t   1) and  t+1(t) cancel out each other above. Because  L+1 =
 t(t)   t(t  1)  Ef t(t(1; 0))   t(t(1; 0)  1)g = ft(1)  ft(0), we may now
conclude that the function ft is indeed convex for all rt. 2
In the next theorem, we show the optimality of base-stock policies. Based on
the convexity of the immediate expected cost component established in Lemma
3.2, the optimality of base-stock policies follows from a style of argument that is
used often in the inventory control literature.
Theorem 3.3. The value functions fCt() : t = 1; : : : ; T + 1g computed through the
optimality equation in (3.9) are convex. Furthermore, there exists an optimal base-stock
level It  0 for each time period t so that it is optimal to raise the inventory position to
It in time period t whenever the inventory position at the beginning of this time period
is below It and it is optimal to purchase nothing in time period twhenever the inventory
position at the beginning of this time period is above It .
Proof. We show both statements in the theorem by using induction over the time
periods. The convexity of CT+1() follows by Lemma 3.1. The induction hypoth-
esis is that Ct+1() is convex. Using ft(rt) to denote the immediate expected cost
component in (3.10), the optimality equation in (3.9) is
Ct(It) = min
rtIt
n
ft(rt) + EfCt+1(rt  Dt)g
o
: (3.15)
By Lemma 3.2 and the induction assumption, the objective function of the opti-
mization problem on the right side of (3.15) is convex over the domain Z. If we
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let It be a minimizer of this objective function over the domain Z, then an opti-
mal solution to problem (3.15) is given by It if It  It and is given by It if It > It .
This shows that the optimal policy in time period t has the desired structure. In
this case, we can write the optimal objective value of problem (3.15) as Ct(It) =
ft(I

t )+EfCt+1(It  Dt)g if It  It andCt(It) = ft(It)+EfCt+1(It Dt)g if It > It .
Figure 3.2 plots Ct(It) as a function of It. In particular, the dashed line plots
ft(It) + EfCt+1(It  Dt)g over the domain It 2 Z and the solid line plots Ct(It).
We observe thatCt(It) is equal to a constant ft(It )+EfCt+1(It  Dt)g over the do-
main It 2 f: : : ; It  2; It  1; It g andCt(It) coincides with ft(It)+EfCt+1(It Dt)g
over the domain It 2 fIt +1; It +2; It +3; : : :g. Since It is a minimizer, we have
ft(It) + EfCt+1(It  Dt)g  ft(It ) + EfCt+1(It  Dt)g for all It 2 Z. These facts
are sufficient to establish that Ct() is convex and we obtain the desired result.
2
It is worthwhile to emphasize that working with the value functions fCt() :
t = 1; : : : ; T + 1g instead of fVt() : t = 1; : : : ; T + 1g appears to be crucial in
showing the optimality of base-stock policies using this alternate cost account-
ing mechanism. In particular, the function
Prt
q=1 Ef t(t(q; 0))g does not nec-
essarily have desirable convexity properties when viewed as a function of rt.
Therefore, the convexity of Ct() does not immediately yield convexity proper-
ties for Vt() through the definition in (3.8) and we are not able to provide any
convexity results for the value functions fVt() : t = 1; : : : ; T + 1g.
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3.5 The Standard and Benchmark Approach
As mentioned in the introduction, the work presented in this chapter represents
our independent development of a dynamic programwith a scalar state variable
using an alternative cost accounting mechanism. In the next section, we will
compare our policy numerically with one that is driven by an immediate cost
function derived using a standard approach in the inventory control literature.
We describe its mathematical formulation in this section. Given the state vector
of on-hand inventory and backorders with different ages, the one-period cost
function obtained is a convex function in the order-up-to level. We then move
on to the transformed cost function presented in Huh et al. (2011). Under the
assumptions of their model, this transformed cost function turns out to be the
same as the one obtained using the standard approach.
Defining Mt 1 to be the age of the oldest piece of on-hand inventory at the
end of period t 1, we let (~o1t 1; ~o2t 1; :::; ~oMt 1t 1 ) be the vector of on-hand inventory
with ages 1 through Mt 1 in period t   1 following the realization of Dt 1 and
the satisfaction of backorders. Similarly, let (~b1t 1;~b2t 1; :::;~b
L+1
t 1 ) be the vector of
outstanding backorders with ages 1 thourgh L+ 1 at this time. Note once again
that because purchasing costs are unchanging from one period to the next, the
inventory position should be raised to at least zero in every period. Because of
this, the oldest backorder at the end of a period has an age that is at most L+ 1.
At the end of time period t+L, one can see that ~o1t+L, the on-hand inventory
of age 1, is equal what remains of the quantity qt ordered at t. In general, ~o
j
t+L is
equal to the remaining portion of qt+1 j for j = 1; :::; L+ 1. For older inventory,
one can also see that ~ojt+L is what remains of ~o
j L 1
t 1 for j = L + 2; :::; L + 1 +
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Mt 1. An analogous observation can be made regarding backorders. The oldest
backorders at the end of t + L correspond to any demands arising in period t
which are still not satisfied by the end of t + L. Similarly, backorders with an
age of L correspond to unsatisfied demands from period t + 1 and so on such
that backorders with an age of 1 correspond to unsatisfied demands from period
t+ L. Using our notation, ~bjt+L is what remains of Dt+L+1 j .
Suppose that we start in period t, before receiving the order placed a lead
time ago and before demand is realized, with parameters (~o1t 1; :::; ~o
Mt 1
t 1 ) and
(qt L; :::; qt 1) where the latter represents the quantities ordered between t   L
and t   1. The following integer program with decision variables ~ojt+L; j =
1; :::; L + 1 + Mt 1 and ~b
j
t+L; j = 1; :::; L + 1 can be set up to capture the one-
period cost for t + L. The parameters It and rt correspond respectively to the
inventory position before ordering and the order-up-to level which satisfies the
condition rt  [ It]+. Because the purchasing cost is constant, we will enforce
that the order-up-to level be at least zero in this benchmark policy. Note that
rt  It gives the quantity qt ordered at t. Also, the notationDt2t1 is used to denote
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Pt2
s=t1
Ds.
min
L+1+Mt 1X
j=1
hj~ojt+L +
L+1X
j=1
j~bjt+L (3.16)
s.t. ~o1t+L  rt   It; (3.17)
~ojt+L  qt+1 j; j = 2; :::; L+ 1; (3.18)
~ojt+L  ~oj L 1t 1 ; j = L+ 2; :::; L+ 1 +Mt 1; (3.19)
L+1+Mt 1X
j=1
~ojt+L  rt  Dt+Lt ; (3.20)
~bjt+L  Dt+L+1 j; j = 1; :::; L+ 1; (3.21)
L+1X
j=1
~bjt+L  Dt+Lt   rt; (3.22)
~ojt+L  0; j = 1; :::; L+ 1 +Mt 1;
~bjt+L  0; j = 1; :::; L+ 1:
One can easily verify that this integer program is discretely convex in the pa-
rameter rt (fixing all the other parameters). First, note that as long as the pa-
rameters are all integral, the linear-program relaxation will admit an integral
solution which can be obtained using a greedy algorithm. This is because if
Dt+Lt   rt > 0, ~ojt+L = 0 necessarily and the solution to the linear program can
be obtained by “binpacking”Dt+Lt   rt backorders as ~bjt+L up to their upper lim-
its Dt+L+1 j for j = 1; :::; L + 1. We start this process with ~b1t+L because 
j is
non-decreasing in j. Similarly, if Dt+Lt   rt < 0, ~bjt+L = 0 for all j and we will
“binpack” rt   Dt+Lt units of on-hand inventory as ~ojt+L in the linear-program
solution for j = 1; :::; L + 1 + Mt 1 up to their upper limit starting with ~o1t+L.
Therefore, we will treat the optimization problem above as a linear program.
We start by fixing the values of all the parameters except for rt
and denoting the optimal value of the linear program as a func-
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tion of rt using z

rt
It; f~okt 1gMt 1k=1 ; fqsgt 1s=t L; fDsgt+Ls=t . Suppose we are
given r1t , r2t and  2 [0; 1] such that  r1t + (1   ) r2t is an inte-
ger. Suppose further that the linear program with parameter rit attains
its minimum at

f~ok;it+LgL+1+Mt 1k=1 ; f~bk;it+LgL+1k=1

. One can easily check that


f~ok;1t+LgL+1+Mt 1k=1 ; f~bk;1t+LgL+1k=1

+ (1  )

f~ok;2t+LgL+1+Mt 1k=1 ; f~bk;2t+LgL+1k=1

(not neces-
sarily integral) is feasible for the linear programwith parameter  r1t +(1 ) r2t .
The objective value attained at this point is z(r1t j:::) + (1   )z(r2t j:::). We
know that this linear program admits an optimal integral solution whose ob-
jective value is at most z(r1t j:::) + (1   )z(r2t j:::). Therefore, we can conclude
that the function z

rt
It; f~okt 1gMt 1k=1 ; fqsgt 1s=t L; fDsgt+Ls=t  is convex in rt because
z(r1t j:::)+ (1 )z(r2t j:::)  z(r1t +(1 )r2t j:::). In the next section, we numer-
ically test the optimal policy against a myopic policy driven by this standard
one-period cost function.
We conclude this section by describing the approach used inHuh et al. (2011)
where a generalized cost model involving a linear holding cost for on-hand in-
ventory at the end of each period as well as three types of backorder costs is
considered. There is a standard and linear backorder cost for each outstanding
backorder at the end of a period. In addition, there is a single fixed charge in-
curred for every period that has backorders outstanding at the end. Lastly, there
is also an age specific backorder cost like our model. For an exact comparison,
we ignore the first two components of backorder costs considered in their work,
and we assume hj = h in our setup as in Huh et al. (2011). With rt and ~b
j
t+L de-
fined as before, the one lead-time look-ahead cost function formulated in Huh
et al. (2011) is
~ft(rt) = E
"
h (rt  Dt+Lt )+ +
L+1X
j=1
j~bjt+L
#
: (3.23)
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Note that this one-lead-time look-ahead cost function is exactly the same as the
one described in the form of a linear program above. This means that the stan-
dard myopic policy we test in the next section simply makes use of this cost
function in Huh et al. (2011). Instead of deducing the convexity of this function
in the above form, Huh et al. (2011) make use of the relationship
L+1X
j=1
j~bjt+L =
L+1X
j=1
(j   j 1)
L+1X
k=j
~bkt+L where 
0 = 0 (3.24)
and
L+1X
k=j
~bkt+L =

Dt+L+1 jt   rt
+
: (3.25)
The second equivalence can be seen easily by noting that
PL+1
k=j
~bkt+L is the total
number of backorders by the end of t + L that have been around for at least j
periods. These backorders correspond to demands arising no later than period
t+ L+ 1  j which are still not satisfied by the end of t+ L. Assuming that the
per period backorder cost increases with age, i.e. j   j 1  0 for j > 1, one
can easily see that the one lead time look-ahead cost function in the form of
~ft(rt) = E
"
h (rt  Dt+Lt )+ +
L+1X
j=1
(j   j 1)

Dt+L+1 jt   rt
+#
(3.26)
is a convex function in rt.
The work of Huh et al. (2011) also deals with situations where j may not be
increasing. Quasi-convexity can be established if the probability distributions of
Dt satisfy certain assumptions. Under these conditions, one may still conclude
that base-stock policies are optimal. These results are then extended to the case
where fixed ordering costs are present and where orders need to be placed in
batches.
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3.6 Numerical Illustration
In this section, we demonstrate that computing the optimal policy through the
optimality equation in (3.9) is computationally tractable. We also compare the
myopic policy that is motivated by this optimality equation with that which is
based on the more standard cost accounting mechanism described in the previ-
ous section. We experiment with the following three benchmark methods.
Optimal policy (OPT) This benchmark method is the optimal policy obtained by
solving the optimality equation in (3.9). The most problematic aspect of solving
the optimality equation in (3.9) is computing the distribution of the random
variable t(q; 0). To address this difficulty, we generate 10,000 sample paths
of the demand random variables D1; : : : ; DT+L+1. For each sample path, we
compute the realization of t(q; 0) for all t = 1; : : : ; T + L + 1, q = 0; : : : ; q
by using (3.1), where q is a generous upper bound on the inventory position
in any time period. By using the 10,000 realizations for t(q; 0), we obtain
an empirical distribution for this random variable and use this empirical dis-
tribution to compute the expectation Ef t(t(q; 0))g. Once we have an em-
pirical distribution for t(q; 0), we can compute and store the cost component
Ef t(t(q; 0))g for all t = 1; : : : ; t + L + 1, q = 0; : : : ; q by using (3.2). The re-
maining expectations in the optimality equation in (3.9) are straightforward to
compute since they involve only the random variable Dt. Therefore, the term
E
nP[rt Dt]+
q=1 Ef t+1(t+1(q; 0))g
o
in (3.9) is computed first by obtaining a table
of values for Ef t(t(q; 0))g using the empircal distribution for t(q; 0), and then
by taking the outer expectation with respect to Dt.
Myopic policy based on the optimality equation (MYO) This benchmark method is a
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myopic policy that uses the immediate expected cost component in the optimal-
ity equation in (3.9). In particular, if we let ~It be a minimizer of the immediate
expected cost component in (3.10) over the domain Z, then MYO uses ~It as the
base-stock level in time period t. We intuitively expect MYO to perform well
since this benchmark method makes its purchasing decisions by accounting for
the total expected holding and backorder cost that we can attribute to each unit
of inventory until the unit of inventory is consumed by a unit of demand. In
particular, if the unit of inventory is likely to stay in the system for a long pe-
riod of time, then MYO takes this possibility into consideration.
Myopic policy based on standard cost accounting (STA) This one-period cost func-
tion associated with this policy is described in detail in the previous section.
Again, this benchmark method is based on the observation that the replenish-
ment order placed in time period t is received in time period t+L, which implies
that the purchasing decision in time period t does not affect the costs incurred
in time periods t; t + 1; : : : ; t + L   1. In this case, STA makes the purchasing
decision in time period t to minimize the expected holding and backorder cost
incurred in time period t + L. This benchmark method is myopic in the sense
that it does not consider the cost implications of the purchasing decision made
in time period t on time periods beyond t+ L. It is, again, a standard approach
in the inventory control literature to construct a myopic policy by considering
the impact of the current purchasing decision only on the expected cost incurred
a lead time into the future. As described in the previous section, this is also the
myopic policy one obtains using the formulation presented in Huh et al. (2011).
In our test problems, there are T = 50 time periods in the planning horizon.
The holding cost is always equal to 1 so that hi = 1. We experiment with three
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different forms for the backorder costs. In the first form, we have i = 1 +
0:2 (i   1). In the second form, we have i = 1:2i. In the third form, we have
i = 2 + 2 (i   1). A backorder never stays in the system for more than 20 time
periods in our test problems. For i = 1; : : : ; 20, it is useful to observe that the
backorder costs under the first form are smallest and the backorder costs under
the third form are largest. We use L = 5 or L = 10 as the replenishment lead
time. We work with two different demand profiles. The demand in time period
t has always Poisson distribution with parameter t, but the demand profiles
differ in how we generate t. In the first demand profile, which we refer to as
profile “a,” t is sampled from the uniform distribution between 3 and 8. We
sample a different value of t for all t = 1; : : : ; T once and fix them at their
sampled values. In the second demand profile, which we refer to as profile
“b,” we have t = 5 + sin(t=25). The first profile corresponds to a case where
the demand is relatively stationary, but the second profile provides a seasonal
demand pattern.
Table 3.1 shows our numerical results. The first column in this table shows
the characteristics of the test problems by using the triplet f; L;Dg 2 f1; 2; 3g
f5; 10gfa; bg, where  is the form for the backorder costs with 1, 2 and 3 being
the three forms for the backorder costs, L is the replenishment lead time, andD
is the demand profile with a and b being the two demand profiles. The second,
third and fourth columns show the total expected costs incurred by OPT, MYO
and STA, respectively. We estimate these total expected costs by simulating
the performance of the three benchmark methods over 500 sample paths. The
fifth and sixth columns show the percent gap between the total expected costs
incurred by OPT and the remaining two benchmark methods, respectively. This
column also includes a check, “X,” to indicate a statistically significant gap at
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the 95% level.
In all of our test problems, computing the optimal policy takes a few sec-
onds. Comparing the performances of OPT and MYO in Table 3.1, we observe
that MYO performs quite well, providing total expected costs within 2.05% of
the optimal. The larger performance gaps between OPT and MYO generally
correspond to the test problems with longer replenishment lead times. From
an intuitive perspective, this trend is expected since longer lead times render
the system more inflexible in terms of catching up with unexpected backorders.
There does not appear to be a consistent effect of the backorder costs or the
stationarity of the demand on the performance of MYO. On the other hand, the
performance gaps between OPT and STA tend to be somewhat larger than those
between OPT and MYO. Although both MYO and STA are myopic greedy poli-
cies, MYO takes into account the possibility of an inventory unit staying in the
system for a long time when it computes the total expected holding and backo-
rder cost associated with a procured unit. This explains the marginal advantage
of MYO over STA. However, as we can see, MYO and STA both perform rea-
sonably well in all cases.
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Figure 3.1: Cumulative demand starting at time t. It can be seen easily
from this diagram that t(rt; 0)
d
= t+1(rt   Dt; 0) for rt > 0
conditioning on Dt.
  +    − 

 
*
Figure 3.2: The functions Ct() and ft() + EfCt+1(  Dt)g.
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Problem Tot. Exp. Cost OPT vs.
(;L;D) OPT MYO STA MYO STA
(1, 5, a) 237 239 241 0.94 X 1.72 X
(1, 5, b) 239 241 244 0.84 X 1.75 X
(1, 10, a) 371 376 379 1.35 X 2.13 X
(1, 10, b) 360 368 370 2.05 X 2.72 X
(2, 5, a) 271 273 274 0.70 X 1.15 X
(2, 5, b) 263 265 267 0.93 X 1.42 X
(2, 10, a) 411 415 420 1.00 X 2.10 X
(2, 10, b) 397 402 406 1.29 X 2.20 X
(3, 5, a) 367 369 372 0.50 X 1.29 X
(3, 5, b) 349 350 354 0.53 X 1.58 X
(3, 10, a) 578 583 594 0.93 X 2.74 X
(3, 10, b) 538 542 549 0.88 X 2.06 X
Table 3.1: Total expected costs incurred by OPT, MYO and STA.
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CHAPTER 4
INVENTORY DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMSWITH AGING BACKORDERS
4.1 Chapter Abstract
We extend the results obtained in Chapter 3 to finite-horizon, two-echelon in-
ventory distribution problems with aging backorders. The distribution system
consists of a central warehouse which supplies a fixed number of downstream
retailers by ordering its inventory from an external supplier with unlimited sup-
ply. Holding costs are charged linearly in the amount of on-hand inventory at
the end of each period but the total backorder cost increases with the age of
a demand in a convex manner. We formulate a dynamic program to obtain
approximate order-up-to levels for the various locations in the distribution net-
work using a cost mechanism that computes the expected backorder and hold-
ing cost associated with an ordered unit at the time of procurement. This dy-
namic program uses an immediate cost function which is a lower bound rather
than an exact expression of the immediate cost function for the original system.
Its state vector depends only on the echelon inventory positions of the various
locations in the distribution network as well as the echelon net inventory and
on-order inventory of the central warehouse. We further decompose this ap-
proximate dynamic program using the Clark-and-Scarf approach into multiple
single-location inventory problems with aging backorders, each of which can
then be solved using the method from Chapter 3. This decomposition provides
a lower bound for expected cost in general. We present the results of our nu-
merical study at the end of the chapter.
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4.2 Introduction
In this chapter, we study a finite-horizon, two-echelon inventory distribution
problem with aging backorders. This is an extension of the single-location in-
ventory problem with aging backorders presented in the previous chapter. In
an inventory distribution system, a central warehouse orders its inventory from
an external supplier. The central warehouse in turn ships its inventory to a fixed
number of downstream retailers. All the locations in the distribution network
have procurement lead times. The following diagram illustrates a simple distri-
bution system with three retailers and a central warehouse.
External
Supplier  


0 2
1
3
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 
 
 
 
 
@
@
@
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Figure 4.1: A distribution system with three retailers and a central ware-
house.
In operating this system over a finite horizon, a linear holding cost is charged
at the end of each period at each of the locations. Demands are realized only at
the retailers and unfulfilled demands accumulate increasing per-period backo-
rder costs. As mentioned in the previous chapter, increasing per-period backo-
rder costs may arise in contractual repair settings where clients impose service
penalties for failures to meet promised repair times.
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For procurement, we propose using an order-up-to policy at the central
warehouse. In particular, we compute a desired stock level for each time period
such that if the echelon inventory position of the central warehouse (a notion
we will define precisely in the next section) is below this desired level, we or-
der a quantity that is equal to the difference between this desired level and the
echelon inventory position. For the allocation of inventory among the retailers,
we propose using a simple minimization problem which can be solved easily as
outlined in detail in later sections.
In solving a single-location inventory problem with aging backorders, Huh
et al. (2011) and we, in the previous chapter, independently propose two differ-
ent cost accounting mechanisms, both of which collapse the state space in the
exact dynamic program formulation into a single dimension. Huh et al. (2011)
apply an interesting equivalence relationship to the traditional immediate cost
function totalling the holding and backorder cost incurred at the end of a period
to transform it into a sum of convex functions of the inventory position; the pre-
vious chapter uses a matching cost-accounting mechanism that computes the
total expected holding and backorder cost associated with ordered units at the
time of procurement. This mechanism turns out to depend only on the inven-
tory position. Both of these approaches depend crucially for equivalence on the
optimality of the first-come-first served allocation policy in a single-location in-
ventory problem where the per-period per-unit backorder cost increases with
age.
The solvability of the single-location problem with aging backorders using
simply the inventory position as the state variable leads one to hope for an ex-
act dynamic program formulation of the analogous distribution problem with a
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state vector which depends on the retailers only through their echelon inventory
positions. However, because the first-come-first served allocation of inventory
ordered by the central warehouse is not necessarily optimal, extra dimensions
are needed in the state space and neither of the two approaches for the single-
location problem can be applied directly. To get around this, we formulate a dy-
namic program which uses a modified version of the matching cost-accounting
mechanism proposed in Chapter 3. This dynamic program provides a lower
bound for the exact cost function and has a state vector that depends on the
retailers only through their echelon inventory positions. We call this modified
matching cost-accounting mechanism the aggregate-matching cost-accounting
mechanism which we will describe in detail in later sections. After setting up
this so called lower-bound dynamic program, we show that it can be be de-
composed using the approach in Clark and Scarf (1960). We show that this
decomposition generally provides a lower bound for the lower-bound dynamic
program.
As mentioned earlier, single-location inventory systems with aging backo-
rders are studied in Huh et al. (2011) and the previous chapter. We refer the
reader to the introduction section of the previous chapter for other works in
the literature that consider non-linear backorder costs. Provided that the first-
come-first-served allocation of inventory remains optimal, the results presented
in Huh et al. (2011) and the previous chapter can both be extended to a se-
rial system consisting of a fixed number of locations arranged in tandem. This
chapter contributes to the literature by proposing a computationally tractable
algorithm which approximately solves a distribution inventory problem with
aging backorders where the first-come-first-served allocation of ordered inven-
tory may not be optimal. The lower bound obtained using the algorithm can
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be used to measure the performance of our operating policy. The algorithm
we propose is based on the aggregate matching of ordered units with future
demands. This matching approach was first introduced by other works in the
literature included in the introduction section of Chapter 3.
The inventory distribution problem with non-aging inventory and backo-
rders has been well studied in the literature. The holding and backorder costs
incurred at the end of a period are typically assumed to be linear in the amount
of on-hand inventory and backorders regardless of how long they have been in
the system. A computationally tractable method for finding the exact solution is
not known for the distribution system even in this case. Several representative
works from this literature are particularly relevant to the results presented in
this chapter. Clark and Scarf (1960) establish a decomposition technique for a
general inventory systemwhere each location is supplied by a unique upstream
location. This decomposition technique separates the problem into multiple
single-location problems with a single-dimensional state space each of which
can be solved easily via backward recursion. This decomposition gives a lower
bound for the value function of the dynamic program for the entire system. The
work of Eppen and Schrage (1981) deals with a version of the problemwhere the
costs are identical for the different retailers and the demands are independent,
stationary and normal. The central warehouse is not allowed to hold any stock
and the focus of their work is on getting an appropriate order-up-to quantity in
each period for the central warehouse and on establishing an allocation policy
that equates the stock-out probability at each of the retailers. The formulation
presented in Federgruen and Zipkin (1984) resembles that in Clark and Scarf
(1960) and the non-negativity constraints on the order quantities of the retailers
are relaxed to obtain an operating policy driven by a lower-bound approxima-
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tion. This result is further refined in Kunnumkal and Topaloglu (2008) where
Lagrangian multipliers are introduced for the non-negative order constraints
and an optimization procedure is performed over these multipliers to obtain a
tighter lower bound.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we start
by setting up the exact dynamic program. After that, we define some notation
for our aggregate-matching cost-accounting mechanism. We then formulate the
lower-bound dynamic program which has a state vector which depends on the
retailers only through their echelon inventory positions. We go on to show
that this dynamic program indeed provides a lower bound for the exact for-
mulation. In section 4.4, we outline the Clark-and-Scarf approach which can be
used to decompose the lower-bound dynamic program by defining the single-
dimensional central warehouse and retailer problems. In section 4.5, we present
the results of our numerical study.
4.3 The Exact and Lower-Bound Dynamic Program Formula-
tions
We start by formulating the exact problem in this section. We then develop the
aggregate-matching cost-accounting mechanism and the cost functions that will
be used in an alternate dynamic program formulation. That this alternate dy-
namic program formulation gives a lower bound for the exact formulation will
be discussed. We conclude this section by transforming the lower-bound dy-
namic program formulation so that we may apply the Clark-and-Scarf decom-
position approach (Clark and Scarf (1960)) to approximately solve the problem.
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4.3.1 The Exact Dynamic Program Formulation
We consider a two-echelon inventory distribution systemwith aging backorders
over a finite horizon from period 1 to period T . A central warehouse replenishes
its inventory by ordering from an external supplier. The central warehouse in
turn supplies J downstream retailers. We label the central warehouse as loca-
tion 0 and the retailers as location 1 through location J . Demands occur at the
downstream retailers in every period up to period T . We use Djt to denote the
random demand that occurs in period t at retailer j where 1  j  J . We useD0t
to denote the total demand at the J retailers in time period t where 1  t  T .
In other words, D0t =
P
1jJ D
j
t for 1  t  T .
All the locations in the distribution network have a constant procurement
lead time. We use Lj to denote the constant procurement lead time for location
j where 0  j  J . An order placed by location j in period t arrives at location
j in period t + Lj . With no more demands after period T , we allow the central
warehouse to place a final order on the external supplier at the beginning of T+1
so that all remaining backorders at each retailer j are satisfied no later than the
end of period T +L0+Lj+1. The retailers are allowed to order from the central
warehouse until T + L0 + 1 which is when the last order placed by the central
warehouse at T +1 arrives. Before period T +L0+1, the central warehouse may
not have enough inventory to satisfy all the orders of the retailers.
We minimize the total cost incurred in the system up to the end of T + L0 +
Lj + 1 for retailers j = 1 through j = J and up to the end of T + L0 + 1 for the
central warehouse. In each period, we need to decide how much inventory gets
shipped from the external supplier to the central warehouse, and how much
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inventory gets shipped from the central warehouse to each of the retailers.
The following sequence of events takes place in period t. First, the quan-
tity ordered a lead time ago arrives at each of the locations. Then, we decide
on the order quantity for this period at each of the locations. Note specifically
that while the order quantity placed on the external supplier is not limited, the
central warehouse cannot ship more than it has. Therefore, there is a constraint
on the total order placed on the central warehouse. After making these deci-
sions, the unknown demand is realized at each of the retailers. Holding costs
are charged at all the locations based on the amount of on-hand inventory at
this point. Age-dependent backorder costs are also charged at all the retailers
based on the number of remaining backorders of different ages.
At the end of each period until T+L0+Lj+1 for the retailers and T+L0+1 for
the central warehouse, we let hj be the per-period per-unit holding cost incurred
at location j where 0  j  J . Additionally, we let ji , 1  j  J , i  1, be the
per-period backorder cost incurred for a backorder of age i at location j. In other
words, a demand at location j at time twhich gets satisfied in period t+s incurs
a total backorder cost of
Ps
i=1 
j
i . We use the notation 
j
s to denote
Ps
i=1 
j
i . We
assume in our distribution problem that ji  ji+1 for all i  1 where 1 
j  J . That is, the per-period backorder cost increases with age. Note that
this implies the optimality of the first-come-first-served allocation of inventory
received by a retailer to outstanding orders. As for the unit cost of procurement,
by assuming that the unit purchasing cost stays constant over time, we set it to
be zero without any loss of generality.
We now define the state variables, the decision variables and some addi-
tional parameters which we will use to set up an exact dynamic program. We
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let zt = (z0t ; z1t ; :::; zJt ) be the vector of echelon net inventory at the beginning
of period t for locations 0 through J . The echelon net inventory of retailer j is
defined to be the on-hand inventory minus the total number of backorders at re-
tailer j. The echelon net inventory of the central warehouse is defined to be the
on-hand inventory of the central warehouse plus the total on-order inventory to
the retailers plus the total echelon net inventories of the retailers.
Furthermore, we let Qt = fqjsgt Lj+1st 1;0jJ be the matrix of on-order
inventory at the beginning of period twhere qjs denotes the quantity ordered by
location j at time s which is due to arrive at s + Lj . We also define for conve-
nience the notion of echelon inventory position, Ijt , for each of the retailers and
the central warehouse. Echelon inventory position is echelon net inventory plus
total on order for that echelon. Specifically, we define Ijt = z
j
t +
P
t Lj+1st 1 q
j
s .
Finally, we let Bt = fbsjtg1jJ;1sM be the matrix of unsatisfied backorders
at the beginning of period t where bsjt denotes the number of backorders of age
s remaining at retailer j. The parameter M signifies the maximum age and we
can set it to be T+L0+max1jJfLjg assuming that we start with no backorders
at the beginning of period 1.
For decision variables, we let q0t be the procurement quantity of the central
warehouse for 1  t  T + 1 and we let qjt be the shipment quantities to retailer
j for 1  T +L0+1. We require qjt  0 for all j and t. We let rjt be the order-up-to
echelon inventory position at j in period t such that qjt = r
j
t   Ijt . The decision
variables rjt where 0  j  J allow us to characterize the decisions in period t
in an alternate way.
To compute the on-hand inventory at the central warehouse at the end of
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period t, we subtract the total echelon inventory positions of the retailers from
the echelon net inventory of the central warehouse. While the decision variables
rjt where 1  j  J have an immediate impact on the on-hand inventory at the
central warehouse at the end of period t, the decision variable r0t does not affect
the on-hand inventory at the central warehouse until period t+L0. If we look at
the sum of all expected holding cost incurred at the central warehouse between
period t and period t+ L0, we see that it is equal to
t+L0 1X
s=t
h0E
 
z0t +
s L0X
u=t L0+1
q0s  
s 1X
u=t
D0u  
X
1jJ
rjs
!
+ h0E
 
r0t  
t+L0 1X
u=t
D0u  
X
1jJ
rjt+L0
!
: (4.1)
As for the holding cost incurred at the retailers, we see that the decision
variables rjt where 1  j  J affect the on-hand inventory of the retailers only
through the net inventory, rjt  
Pt+Lj
s=t D
j
s, at the end of period t+Lj . Combining
the terms that depend on the decisions to be made in the current period, we get
the following holding cost component of the immediate cost function to be used
in the exact formulation:
 
X
1jJ
h0r
j
t + h0E
 
r0t  
t+L0 1X
s=t
D0s
!
+
X
1jJ
Ehj(rjt  
t+LjX
s=t
Djs)
+: (4.2)
As for the backorder costs incurred at the retailers, once we arrive at period t,
we no longer have control over the charges incurred between the end of period
t and the end of t + Lj   1 at retailer j. The decision variables rtj affects the
backorder costs incurred only through the backorders we have at the end of t+
Lj , bsj;t+Lj+1 where 1  s  M . Because the per-period backorder cost increases
with age, the oldest backorders at a retailer always get fulfilled first and we
can characterize the expected backorder costs incurred at the end of t + Lj at
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the retailers via
P
1jJ
PM
s=1 
j
sb
s
j;t+Lj+1
where bsj;t+Lj+1 is equal to the optimal
solution in:
min
X
1jJ
MX
s=1
jsb
s
j;t+Lj+1
(4.3)
s.t. bsj;t+Lj+1  Dt+Lj+1 s; s = 1; :::; Lj + 1; j = 1; :::; J;
bsj;t+Lj+1  b
s Lj 1
jt ; s = Lj + 2; :::;M; j = 1; :::; J;
MX
s=1
bsj;t+Lj+1 
t+LjX
u=t
Dju   rjt ; j = 1; :::; J;
bsj;t+Lj+1  0; s = 1; :::;M; j = 1; :::; J:
This mathematical program is easy to solve. If
Pt+Lj
u=t D
j
u   rjt  0, there will be
backorders at the end of t+ Lj at retailer j and they must be the ones that have
been backordered for the least amount of time.
We are now ready to formulate the exact distribution problem with aging
backorders. For period 1  t  T + L0 + 1:
Exact Distribution Problem with Aging Backorders:
V Exactt (zt; Bt; Qt) = min
rtIt;P
1jJ r
j
tz0t
(
 
X
1jJ
h0r
j
t + 1ftT+1gh0E
 
r0t  
t+L0 1X
s=t
D0s
!
+
X
1jJ
Ehj(rjt  
t+LjX
s=t
Djs)
+ + E
X
1jJ
MX
s=1
jsb
s
j;t+Lj+1
+ V Exactt+1 (zt+1; Bt+1; Qt+1)
)
(4.4)
where the backorders, bsjt, are goverened by (4.3). Note that the constraint rt  It
ensures that we are always ordering non-negative quantities. The constraintP
1jJ r
j
t  z0t ensures that we do not ship more than what we have at the
central warehouse to the retailers. Also, with T + 1 being the last period in
which the central warehouse can place an order, we will force r0T+1 to be equal
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to [ I0T+1]+ and we will force r0t to be equal to I0t for all t > T + 1. The indicator
function 1ftT+1g is included so that we are only minimizing the holding cost at
the central warehouse up to the end of T + L0 + 1. The boundary condition for
this dynamic program is VT+L0+2 = 0.
In order to apply the Clark-and-Scarf decomposition, we must be able to
formulate a dynamic program whose state space depends on the retailers only
through their echelon inventory positions. This means that the state vector can-
not distinguish among backorders of different ages. Formulation (4.4) does not
have this property. In the next subsection, we outline a modified version of the
matching cost-accounting mechanismwe used in Chapter 3 which will allow us
to formulate a dynamic program that has this property.
4.3.2 The Aggregate-Matching Cost-Accounting Mechanism
Wewill apply the exact-matching cost-accountingmechanism used in Chapter 3
for the single-location problemwith aging backorders at the level of the retailers
in the distribution problem. As discussed in Chapter 3, this exact-matching
cost-accounting mechanism allows us to collapse the state space into the single-
dimensional inventory position. It assumes that beyond Lj + 1 periods, the
per-period per-backorder cost stays constant at jLj+1 at retailer j. In the single-
location problem, this does not cause any problem because no backorder should
exist for larger than the single-location replenishment time plus one, Lj + 1. In
the distribution system, that is no longer the case because of the additional lead
time, L0, required to replenish the central warehouse. Consider the retailer in
isolation, no problems are caused if we assume that js is constant for s  Lj+1.
However, if js continues to increase beyond i = Lj + 1, there are some residual
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non-linear backorder costs that should be charged for backorders that stay for
more than Lj+1 periods at retailer j. We consider the inclusion of these residual
costs at the level of the central warehouse.
In particular, suppose a unit of inventory is ordered at time t by the cen-
tral warehouse to bring the echelon inventory position up to a certain level.
This level of echelon inventory position is equal to the total excess inventory we
have in the entire distribution system after the unit is ordered. If the aggregate
demand at the retailers starting at t clears this excess inventory before the unit
arrives at the central warehouse at t+L0, we know for certain that an outstand-
ing backorder at some retailer j at the time the excess gets cleared will have to
wait until at least period t+L0+Lj to be fulfilled. We call the time at which this
clearance occurs the aggregate matching time.
The reason we cannot charge the exact expected residual non-linear back-
order cost is that the first-come-first-served allocation of inventory ordered by
the central warehouse is not necessarily optimal. We do not know which back-
order among all the retailers at the aggregate matching time should eventually
be fulfilled by this ordered unit. In fact, it could be the case that this ordered
unit would eventually be matched up with a demand that has not even be re-
alized yet. Its ultimate matching will likely depend on how demands unfold
over the future periods. Probabilistically, we can describe easily when the ag-
gregate matching occurs. Consequently, we will develop a lower-bound cost-
accounting mechanism based on the aggregate matching time. We will call
this cost-accounting mechanism for the distribution network as a whole the
aggregate-matching cost-accounting mechanism.
We now define the stopping-time random variables to use in the aggregate-
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matching cost-accounting mechanism. For locations 0 through J , we define the
random variable jt (qj; I
j
t ) as
jt (qj; I
j
t ) =
8>><>>:
minf : Djt +Djt+1 + : : :+Dj  Ijt + qjg if Ijt + qj > 0,
t  1 if Ijt + qj  0.
(4.5)
For retailers 1 through J , jt (qj; I
j
t ) may be interpreted as the arrival time of
the demand which gets matched with the qj-unit ordered by retailer j at time
t assuming that the starting echelon inventory position is Ijt after receiving the
order placed a lead time ago. This is completely analogous to the analysis pre-
sented in Chapter 3. We refer to jt as the matching time at retailer j. Note that
if Ijt + qj  0, we set jt (qj; Ijt ) to be equal to t  1 even though the matching de-
mand could have arrived earlier than t 1. Additional backorder costs incurred
beyond Lj +1 periods by demands arriving before period t  1 are charged in a
different manner as we will soon describe.
For location 0, the central warehouse, the q0-th ordered unit brings the eche-
lon inventory position to I0t + q0 and 0t (q0; I0t ) should be interpreted as the time
at which the excess I0t + q0 is cleared by aggregate retailer demands. This is
the aggregate matching time. When I0t + q0 < 0 and 0t (q0; I0t ) = t   1, there
already exists a shortage in the distribution network and there is not enough in-
ventory in the system even to cover all the existing backorders. In our decision
problem, we will enforce the constraint that the quantity ordered by the central
warehouse at time t is at least equal to [ I0t ]+. This can be done because there is
no limit on how much can be ordered from the external supplier.
We make the assumption that demands occur up to period T and that total
cost is incurred in the system up to the end of T +L0+Lj+1 for the retailers and
up to the end of T + L0 + 1 for the central warehouse. We use the conventions
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DjT+1 = D
j
T+2 = ::: = D
j
T+L0+Lj
= 0 and DjT+L0+Lj+1 = 1 for 0  j  J to
ensure that jt (qj; I
j
t ) is well defined for all j. (Note that for j = 0, we have the
convention D0T+1 = D
0
T+2 = ::: = D
0
T+2L0
= 0 and D0T+2L0+1 = 1. Also, using
these conventions, jt (qj; 0) = T +L0+Lj+1 if qj > 0 for T < t  T +L0+Lj+1
and 0  j  J .)
We now define the cost functions used to formulate the alternate dynamic
program whose state space depends only on the retailers through their echelon
inventory positions. For the ordering decisions made by retailers 1 through J
at time t, we define the following cost function to capture the total holding and
backorder cost up to Lj + 1 periods associated with the qj-th unit of inventory
ordered by retailer j at time twhen the echelon inventory position is Ijt :
 jt(
j
t (qj; I
j
t )) = hj
 
jt (qj; I
j
t )  (t+ Lj)
+
+
(t+Lj) jt (qj ;It)X
i=1
ji : (4.6)
With the matching demand arriving at jt (qj; I
j
t ) and the procured unit arriving
at the retailer at t + Lj , the procured unit will stay as on-hand inventory for
(jt (qj; I
j
t ) (t+Lj))+ periods and thematching demandwill exist as a backorder
for (t+Lj  jt (qj; Ijt ))+ periods at the retailer. We use the convention that a sum
over an empty index set is equal to 0. Note that the function  jt() is convex in
its argument because
 jt(n)   jt(n  1) =
8>><>>:
 j(t+Lj) n+1 if n  t+ Lj
hj if n > t+ Lj
and ji is assumed to be non-decreasing in i.
Define rjt to be the order-up-to echelon inventory position at retailer j for
period t. Whenever we cannot set rtj to be larger than or equal to 0, ( rtj)+
backorders remain unmatched with any units ordered by the retailer. These
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backorders will have to wait in the system for more than Lj + 1 periods. The
backorder cost up to Lj + 1 periods for these backorders will be charged when
the corresponding units are ordered in later periods. For the time being, we
add the cost jLj+1( rtj)+ to capture a portion of the per-period backorder cost
beyond Lj + 1 periods for these backorders. This may be only a portion of the
per-period per-backorder cost beyond Lj + 1 periods because the per-period
backorder cost incurred in the i-th period where i > Lj + 1 is equal to 
j
i which
may be strictly larger than jLj+1. (A lower bound for the residual portion will be
incorporated into a cost function which depends on the procurement decision at
the central warehouse discussed later.) Summing it all up, we add to the time-t
immediate cost function of our lower-bound dynamic program the following:
X
1jJ
0@rjt IjtX
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; Ijt ))g+ jLj+1[ rjt ]+:
1A (4.7)
Note that the expression above only depends on the decision variables rtj and
the state variables Ijt for 1  j  J .
For the residual portion of the backorder cost beyond Lj + 1 periods which
have not already been captured by the expression above, we define the follow-
ing cost function
	jt(
0
t (q0; I
0
t )) =
t+L0+Lj 0t (q0;I0t )X
i=Lj+2
h
ji   jLj+1
i
: (4.8)
As discussed earlier, the aggregate matching time 0t (q0; I0t ) should be inter-
preted as the time at which the excess inventory I0t +q0 gets cleared by aggregate
retailer demands. The function 	jt(0t (q0; I0t )) captures the exact residual back-
order cost that should be charged if (and only if) the q0-th unit ordered by the
central warehouse will be matched with a demand at retailer j that arises in
period 0t (q0; I0t ).
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A graphical illustration of this function is given in Figure (4.2). Note that if
t+L0+Lj-1 t+L0+Lj-2 t+L0 t+L0-1
Total for
waiting for
L0+Lj+1
periods
The function ψt
j for
L0=4, Lj=3 and L0+Lj=7
t+L0-2 t+L0-3 t t-1
ψt
j =Residual Non-
Linear BO cost
Total for
waiting for
Lj+1
periods
Slope = π
Lj+1
} π
Lj+1
Cumulative Non-
Linear BO Cost
Lj
Cumulative
BO cost
Cumulative BO Cost Assuming
Linearity Beyond Lj +1 periods
Time of Aggregate Matching for
Ordered Units by the CW at time t
j
j
Figure 4.2: A plot showing 	jt() for L0 = 4, Lj = 3, and L0 + Lj = 7.
The cross on the time axis indicates when orders placed by the
central warehouse at twill arrive at the central warehouse.
ji stays constant at 
j
Lj+1
for i  Lj + 1, the function 	jt() is equal to 0. The
function 	jt is defined to capture the total per-period backorder cost in excess of
jLj+1 beyond Lj + 1 periods. With
	jt(n) 	jt(n  1) =
8>><>>:
jLj+1   j(t+L0+Lj) n+1 if n < t+ L0,
0 if n  t+ Lj ,
we see that the function 	jt() is convex.
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Whenever the aggregate matching time, 0t , of a unit ordered at t is less than
t+L0 1, we know that a backorder at time 0t at some retailer j will have to wait
until at least period t + L0 + Lj to be fulfilled. Without knowing which retailer
and which demand this unit will get matched with, we define the aggregate
residual backorder cost function, 	Ct , as the convex minorant of the individual
retailer residual backorder cost functions
	Ct (
0
t (q0; I
0
t ))
def
= conv min1jJf	jt(0t (q0; I0t ))g (4.9)
which we will charge as a lower bound for the exact residual non-linear backo-
rder cost incurred for demands that have to wait for more than Lj + 1 periods
at the retailers.
This subsection outlined the aggregate-matching cost-accounting mecha-
nism as well as the special cost functions which we will use to capture the
holding and backorder costs incurred at the retailers in the alternate dynamic
program formulation. The next subsection states this alternate dynamic pro-
gram formulation gives a lower bound for the exact formulation.
4.3.3 The Lower-Bound Dynamic Program Formulation
Combining the cost expressions (4.7) and (4.9) from the previous subsection
with expression (4.2) which exactly captures the holding cost incurred at the
central warehouse, we now define the lower-bound dynamic program formula-
tion as follows:
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Lower-Bound Formulation for the Dist. Problem with Aging Backorders:
V LBt (It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t ) = min
rtIt
( X
1jJ
0@rjt IjtX
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; Ijt ))g+ jLj+1[ rjt ]+
1A
+
r0t I0tX
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; I0t ))g+ 1ftT+1gh0E
"
r0t  
t+L0 1X
s=t
D0s
#
 
X
1jJ
h0r
j
t + EfV LBt+1(rt  Dt; z0t+1; Q0t+1)g
such that r0t  [I0t ]+and
X
1jJ
rjt  z0t
)
: (4.10)
Here, It corresponds to the vector of echelon inventory positions. Also, z0t and
Q0t correspond to the echelon net inventory at the central warehouse and the
vector of on-order inventory to the central warehouse respectively. Note that
z0t+1 = z
0
t + q
0
t+1 L0   D0t where q0t+1 L0 is the quantity ordered by the central
warehouse at t + 1   L0 which is part of the vector Q0t . The vector Q0t+1 is also
easily obtained fromQ0t by removing the quantity q0t+1 L0 and appending r
0
t I0t ,
which is the quantity ordered by the central warehouse at time t. Observe that
the state space for the lower-bound dynamic program is much smaller than that
for the exact dynamic program given in (4.4).
As in the exact formulation, we allow the central warehouse to place its last
order at time T + 1 and we force this order quantity to be equal to [ I0T+1]+. We
force all subsequent order quantities of the central warehouse to be zero. The in-
dicator function 1ftT+1g is included so that we are only minimizing the holding
cost at the central warehouse up to the end of T + L0 + 1. Because we are mini-
mizing the cost incurred at retailer j up to the end of T+L0+Lj+1which is when
the last potential backorder gets fulfilled, the appropriate terminal condition for
this lower-bound dynamic program is V LBT+L0+1 =
P
1jJ 
j
Lj+1
[ IjT+L0+1]+.
In order to reduce the dimension of the state space of the exact formulation,
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we used the aggregate-matching cost-accounting mechanism and used a cost-
function which is only a lower bound of the exact cost function. We state the
lower-bound result formally with
Lemma 4.1. V LBt (It; z0t ; Q0t ) as described by (4.10) and V Exactt (zt; Bt; Qt) as described
by (4.4) satisfy V LBt (It; z0t ; Q0t )  V Exactt (zt; Bt; Qt). Here zt = (z0t ; z1t ; :::; zJt ) is the
vector of echelon net inventory and It = (I0t ; I1t ; :::; IJt ) is the vector of echelon inven-
tory positions. Also, Qt = fqjsgt Lj+1st 1;0jJ is the matrix of on-order inventory
where qjs denotes the quantity ordered by location j at time s. The state vector Q0t con-
sists of fq0sgt L0+1st 1. Finally, Bt = fbsjtg1jJ;1sM is the matrix of unsatisfied
backorders at the beginning of period t where bsjt denotes the number of backorders of
age s remaining at retailer j. The parameter M signifies the maximum age. The state
variables are related by Ijt = z
j
t +
Pt 1
s=t Lj+1 q
j
s .
Note that the dimension of the state space for V LBt is a lot smaller than that of
V Exactt . We do not distinguish the backorders of different ages in the state space
for V LBt .
The proof of this lemma is included in the Appendix of this chapter and it
makes use of a sample-path argument. The lower bound results from the use of
the convex minorant cost function (4.9) in the lower-bound dynamic program
not knowing which retailer a unit will eventually get sent to if its aggregate
matching time is before its arrival at the central warehouse.
We conclude this subsection by making a transformation identical to that
presented in section 3.4 of Chapter 3. The transformation leads to a dynamic
program formulation in which the immediate cost functions are convex. Recog-
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nize first of all that jt (qj; I
j
t ) is equal to 
j
t (qj + I
j
t ; 0) by definition and that
rjt IjtX
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; Ijt ))g =
rjtX
qj=I
j
t+1
Ef jt(jt (qj   Ijt ; Ijt ))g =
rjtX
qj=I
j
t+1
Ef jt(jt (qj; 0))g
while
r0t I0tX
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; I0t ))g =
r0tX
q0=I0t+1
Ef	0t (0t (q0   I0t ; I0t ))g =
r0tX
q0=I0t+1
Ef 0t (0t (q0; 0))g:
Applying property (3.5) for
Prjt Ijt
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; Ijt ))g and
Pr0t I0t
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; I0t ))g
respectively and using the fact that jt (qj; 0) = t  1whenever qj  0, we will be
able to rewrite the above expressions as
rjt IjtX
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; Ijt ))g =
rjtX
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; 0))g  
[Ijt ]
+X
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; 0))g
+ [ Ijt ]+  jt(t  1)  [ rjt ]+  jt(t  1) (4.11)
and
r0t I0tX
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; I0t ))g =
r0tX
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; 0))g  
[I0t ]
+X
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; 0))g
+ [ I0t ]+	Ct (t  1)  [ r0t ]+	Ct (t  1); (4.12)
respectively. With the constraint r0t  [I0t ]+ imposed in the lower-bound dy-
namic program (the central warehouse must always order its echelon inven-
tory position up to at least zero to cover all backorders already existing), we
remove  [ r0t ]+	Ct (t   1) from the second expression above because r0t  0.
These expressions help remove terms that consist of a summation from qj = 1
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to qj = (r
j
t  Djt ) in the objective function defining V LBt . Using the following
Transformation for the Lower-Bound Dynamic Program:
Ct(It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t ) = V
LB
t (It; z
t
0; Q
t
0) +
[I0t ]
+X
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; 0))g   [ I0t ]+	Ct (t  1)
+
X
1jJ
[Ijt ]
+X
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; 0))g  
X
1jJ
[ Ijt ]+ jt(t  1); (4.13)
we may use instead the following transformed lower-bound dynamic program:
Ct(It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t ) = min
rtIt
( X
1jJ
0@ rjtX
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; 0))g+ (jLj+1    jt(t  1))[ rjt ]+
  E
8<:
[rjt Djt ]+X
qj=1
Ef jt+1(jt+1(qj; 0))g
9=;+ Ef[Djt   rjt ]+g jt+1(t)
1A
+
r0tX
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; 0))g  
8<:
[r0t D0t ]+X
q0=1
Ef 0t+1(0t+1(q0; 0))g
9=;
+Ef[D0t   r0t ]+g	Ct+1(t) + h0E
"
r0t  
t+L0 1X
s=t
D0s
#
 
X
1jJ
hjr
j
t + EfCt+1(rt   ~Dt; z0t+1; Q0t+1)g
such that r0t  [I0t ]+and
X
1jJ
rjt  z0t
)
: (4.14)
The terminal condition after this transformation turns out to beCT+L0+1 = 0. We
show this in Lemma 4.4 included in the appendix for this chapter. From here, we
work with the transformed lower-bound dynamic program (4.14). The transfor-
mation turns out to be crucial, as discussed in the context of the single-location
problem with aging backorders in Chapter 3. It permits us to obtain immediate
cost functions that are convex after applying a decomposition technique which
we will describe in the next section.
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4.4 The Clark-and-Scarf Decomposition
In this section, we use the Clark-and-Scarf decomposition approach to break
the lower-bound dynamic program (4.14) into multiple single-location prob-
lems which are easy to solve. In general, this decomposition gives rise to a
lower bound. We start by compressing the notation in (4.14). Define Ljt(r
j
t ) as
Ljt(r
j
t ) =
rjtX
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; 0))g+ (Lj+1j    jt(t  1))[ rjt ]+ (4.15)
 E
8<:
[rjt Djt ]+X
qj=1
Ef jt+1(jt+1(qj; 0))g
9=;
+Ef[Djt   rjt ]+g jt+1(t)  hjrjt (4.16)
for 1  j  J and as
L0t (r
0
t ) =
r0tX
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; 0))g   E
8<:
[r0t D0t ]+X
q0=1
Ef	Ct+1(0t+1(q0; 0))g
9=;
+Ef[D0t   r0t ]+g	Ct+1(t) + h0E
"
r0t  
t+L0 1X
s=t
D0s
#
(4.17)
for j = 0. Having done this, we may now more succinctly write (4.14) as
Ct(It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t ) = min
rtIt
( X
1jJ
Ljt(r
j
t ) + L
0
t (r
0
t ) + EfCt+1(rt   ~Dt; z0t+1; Q0t+1)
such that r0t  [I0t ]+and
X
1jJ
rjt  z0t
)
: (4.18)
We show in Lemma 4.5 in the Appendix of this chapter that Lj() is convex for
0  j  J .
We now define the Clark-and-Scarf decomposition of (4.18) as
~Ct(It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t ) =
t+L0 1X
s=t
Es(z0t +
s L0X
u=t+1 L0
q0u  
s 1X
u=t
D0u) +
JX
j=0
Cjt (I
j
t ) (4.19)
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where
Cjt (I
j
t ) = min
rjtIjt

Ljt(r
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(r
j
t  Djt )
	
(4.20)
with
CjT+L0+1(I
j
t ) = 0 (4.21)
for the retailers 1 through J , and
t(z
0
t ) = minP
1jJ r
j
tz0t
(
JX
j=1

Ljt(r
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(r
j
t  Djt )
 Ljt(rjt ) + ECjt+1(rjt  Djt )
	)
(4.22)
where rjt is the unconstrained minimizer of problem (4.20). The central-
warehouse problem can now be defined as
C0t (I
0
t ) = min
r0t[I0t ]+
(
L0t (r
0
t ) + Et+L0(r0t  
t+L0 1X
u=t
D0u) + EC0t+1(r0t  D0t )
)
(4.23)
with the terminal condition
C0T+1(I
0
T+1) = 0: (4.24)
The solutions to (4.20) through (4.24) have the form of base-stock policies. We
state this result in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. The control problemsCjt for 0  j  J described by (4.20) to (4.24) have
base-stock solutions. In other words, there exists an echelon inventory position level rjt
for each t and 0  j  J such that if the echelon inventory position at location j at the
beginning of time t, Ijt , is below this level, it is optimal to order up to r
j
t . Otherwise, it
is optimal to do nothing.
Proof: Because the functions Ljt , 1  j  J are convex, by Lemma 4.5, it follows
by induction that the functions Cjt , 1  j  J are convex. Consequently, the
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minimization of Ljt(r
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(r
j
t  Djt ) is easily done over the domain rjt  Ijt
for 1  j  J . The unconstrained minimizer rjt of Ljt(rjt ) + ECjt+1(rjt   Djt ) for
1  j  J may also be obtained to define the function t, whose convexity
easily follows from that of Ljt and C
j
t+1 for 1  j  J , as well as the fact that rjt
is the unconstrained minimizer of Ljt(r
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(r
j
t   Djt ). Together with the
convexity of L0t , the convexity oft makes the immediate cost function defining
C0t convex. By induction, one can then show that C0t is convex also for all t.
Therefore, the solutions to (4.20) through (4.24) all have the form of base-stock
policies. 2
In operating our distribution system, we may solve the following problem
at time t to obtain the order-up-to level at the central warehouse and also the
allocation quantities for the retailers:
min
rtIt
( X
1jJ
Ljt(r
j
t ) + L
0
t (r
0
t ) + Ef ~Ct+1(rt   ~Dt; z0t+1; Q0t+1)g
such that r0t  [I0t ]+and
X
1jJ
rjt  z0t
)
: (4.25)
This problem is equivalent to
min
rtIt
( X
1jJ
Ljt(r
j
t ) + L
0
t (r
0
t ) +
JX
j=0
EfCjt+1(rjt  Djt )g
+ Et+L0(r0t  
t+L0 1X
u=t
D0u) +
t+L0 1X
s=t+1
Es(z0t +
s L0X
u=t+1 L0
q0u  
s 1X
u=t
D0u)
such that r0t  [I0t ]+and
X
1jJ
rjt  z0t
)
(4.26)
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which is separable into
min
r0t[I0t ]+
(
L0t (r
0
t ) + Et+L0(r0t  
t+L0 1X
u=t
D0u) + EC0t+1(r0t  D0t )
)
+ min
rjtIjt ;1jJP
1jJ r
j
tz0t
( X
1jJ
"
Ljt(r
j
t ) +
JX
j=1
EfCjt+1(rjt  Djt )g
#)
+
t+L0 1X
s=t+1
Es
 
z0t +
s L0X
u=t+1 L0
q0u  
s 1X
u=t
D0u
!
: (4.27)
Note that the retailer problems defined in (4.20) needs to be solved first in or-
der to obtain the functions t which are needed to obtain the replenishment
quantities for the central warehouse.
We now show that this decomposition generally provides a lower bound for
the value function in (4.18):
Proposition 4.3. ~Ct(It; z0t ; Q0t )  Ct(It; z0t ; Q0t ).
Proof: We show this result using induction. For t = T + L0 + 1, ~Ct(It; z0t ; Q0t ) =
Ct(It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t ) = 0 and the result is trivially true. Now assume as the induction
hypothesis that the result holds for t+ 1, we get:
Ct(It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t )  min
rtIt
r0t[I0t ]+
( X
1jJ
Ljt (r
j
t ) + L
0
t (r
0
t ) + Ef ~Ct+1(rt   ~Dt; z0t+1; Q0t+1)g
such that
X
1jJ
rjt  z0t
)
= min
rtIt
( X
1jJ
Ljt (r
j
t ) + L
0
t (r
0
t ) +
JX
j=0
EfCjt+1(rjt  Djt )g
+Et+L0(r0t  
t+L0 1X
u=t
D0u) +
t+L0 1X
s=t+1
Es(z0t +
s L0X
u=t+1 L0
q0u  
s 1X
u=t
D0u)
such that r0t  [I0t ]+and
X
1jJ
rjt  z0t
)
:
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Taking out the constant, we can separate the optimization problem into one
involving r0t and one involving r
j
t , 1  j  J . In particular, we get
Ct(It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t )  min
r0t[I0t ]+
(
L0t (r
0
t ) + Et+L0(r0t  
t+L0 1X
u=t
D0u) + EC0t+1(r0t  D0t )
)
+ min
rjtIjt ;1jJP
1jJ r
j
tz0t
( X
1jJ
h
Ljt (r
j
t ) + EfCjt+1(rjt  Djt )g
i)
+
t+L0 1X
s=t+1
Es
0@z0t + s L0X
u=t+1 L0
q0u  
s 1X
u=t
D0u
1A
=
t+L0 1X
s=t+1
Es
0@z0t + s L0X
u=t+1 L0
q0u  
s 1X
u=t
D0u
1A+ C0t (I0t )
+ min
rjtIjt ;1jJP
1jJ r
j
tz0t
( X
1jJ
h
Ljt (r
j
t ) + EfCjt+1(rjt  Djt )g
i)
We will show that the last term in the last line above is lower-bounded by
t(z
0
t )+
P
1jJ C
j
t (I
j
t ) in Lemma 4.6 included in the Appendix for this chapter.
Recognizing this, we can conclude that Ct(It; z0t ; Q0t )  ~Ct(It; z0t ; Q0t ): 2
In the next section, we compare the performance of the operating policy
driven by this decomposition with the lower bound obtained using the result of
Proposition (4.3). Comparing the gap between the average performance of this
policy and the lower bound obtained using Proposition (4.3) gives us a sense of
how well we are doing relative to the unknown optimal policy.
4.5 Numerical Results
We present the numerical results obtained using our proposed policy (CS)
which applies Clark-and-Scarf’s decomposition as described by (4.27). We com-
pare (CS) with three other benchmark policies which are described below.
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Myopic policy based on the aggregate-matching cost-accounting mechanism (MYO) In
this benchmark policy, we make use of (4.27) but we replace Cjt+1 with 0 where
they appear. The penalty function is defined using (4.22) but with rjt replaced
by the unconstrainedminimizer of the immediate cost component, Ljt(r
j
t ), of the
retailer problem given in (4.20). This policy is myopic in the sense that we con-
sider only the total expected cost incurred by the units we procure in this time
period. We neglect the effect of our decisions on the starting echelon inventory
positions in the next period which impact the total expected cost incurred by
units we procure in the next time period.
Myopic policy based on standard cost accounting (STA) We consider the effect of the
decisions made in period t on the standard one-period expected cost incurred
at the end of period t + L0 at the central warehouse and at the end of period
t + Lj at retailer j for 1  j  J . In particular, for retailer j, we charge the one-
period cost E

hj

rjt  
Pt+Lj
s=t D
j
s
+
+
PM
i=1(
j
i ^ jLj+1)~bi;jt+Lj

where ~bi;jt+Lj is the
number of backorders of age i left at retailer j at the end of period t + Lj . Note
that for backorders of ages older than Lj + 1, we charge the per-period cost of
jLj+1 at the end of period t+Lj at the level of the retailers. The residual charges
will be considered in the one-period cost function for the central warehouse. As
described in section 3.5, we can rewrite the term
PM
i=1(
j
i ^ jLj+1)~bi;jt+Lj as
MX
i=1
(ji ^ jLj+1)~bi;jt+Lj =
LjX
i=1
(ji   ji 1)
MX
k=i
~bk;jt+Lj + (
j
Lj+1
  jLj)
MX
k=Lj+1
~bk;jt+Lj
(4.28)
where j0 = 0 and
MX
k=i
~bk;jt+Lj =
0@t+Lj+1 iX
s=t
Djs   rjt
1A+ (4.29)
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for 1  i  Lj + 1. For the central warehouse, in addition to a lower bound for
the expected residual charges incurred for backorders older than Lj + 1 periods
at the end of t + L0 + Lj at retailer j for 1  j  J which result from demands
occurring between t and t + L0   1, we also include the expected holding cost
incurred at the central warehouse at the end of t + L0. A lower-bound for the
residual backorder charges incurred at t+L0+Lj for 1  j  J can be obtained
by observing that
X
1jJ
L0+Lj+1X
i=Lj+2
(ji   jLj+1)~bi;jt+L0+Lj (4.30)
=
X
1jJ
L0+Lj+1X
i=Lj+2
(ji   ji 1)
L0+Lj+1X
k=i
~bk;jt+L0+Lj (4.31)

L0X
i=1
min
1jJ
(jLj+1+i   jLj+1)
X
1jJ
L0+Lj+1X
k=i+Lj+1
~bk;jt+L0+Lj (4.32)
=
L0X
i=1
min
1jJ
(jLj+1+i   jLj+1)
 
t+L0 iX
s=t
D0s   r0t
!+
(4.33)
Putting it together, we use the following one-period cost in period t under stan-
dard cost accounting:
L0X
i=1
min
1jJ
(jLj+1+i   jLj+i)E
 
t+L0 iX
s=t
D0s   r0t
!+
+ Eh0
 
r0t  
t+L0 1X
s=t
D0s   hjrtj
!
+
X
1jJ
E
24hj
0@rjt   t+LjX
s=t
Djs
1A+ + Lj+1X
i=1
(ji   ji 1)
0@t+Lj+1 iX
s=t
Djs   rjt
1A+35 : (4.34)
The myopic policy based on standard cost accounting makes use of this one-
period function. Note that this is the one-period cost function one expects to get
extending the results of Huh et al. (2011) to a two-echelon inventory distribution
system with aging backorders.
Heuristic policy with 	Ct () replaced by a convex combination of 	jt(); 1  j  J
(HEU) In this benchmark policy, instead of using the convex minorant func-
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tion 	Ct () in the definition of L0t () which appears in (4.17), we use a weighted
average of the functions 	jt(). Recall that the function 	jt(t0(q0; 0)) captures a
lower bound for the non-linear residual backorder charges incurred for some
backorder at retailer j should the echelon inventory position brought up to by
the q0-th unit ordered by the central warehouse gets cleared by the aggregate
demand at the retailers starting at time t before the q0-th unit arrives at the cen-
tral warehouse. In order to get an overall lower bound, we can only use the
convex minorant of the functions 	jt() since we do not knowwhich retailer this
backorder will be at at the time of purchase. In (HEU), we use an average of the
functions 	jt() weighted by estimates of the likelihood of this backorder being
at retailer j. In particular, we use as the weights
P(t+L0 2)^T
s=(t 1)_1 E[D
j
s]P
1jJ
P(t+L0 2)^T
s=(t 1)_1 E[D
j
s]
so that
the retailers with higher demand averages between t  1 and t+ L0   2 (the set
of values of 0t that make 	
j
t non-zero) have higher weights. Note that by doing
this, we can no longer show that our decomposition is an overall lower bound.
In all of our test problems, the time horizon consists of 50 periods with non-
zero Poisson demands at the retailers. In all test cases, there are two retailers and
a central warehouse. The per-period per-unit holding cost is 0.2 at the central
warehouse and 1 at the two retailers. We consider three different combinations
of procurement lead times for the central warehouse and the retailers. In the first
case, the procurement lead times of the central warehouse and the 2 retailers are
all equal to 5. In the second case, we change the procurement lead time of the
central warehouse to 10 and in the last case, we fix the procurement lead time
of the central warehouse at 10 while changing the procurement lead times of
the retailers to 1. We consider three types of base-case demand profiles. In base-
case demand profile “a”, the expected demands for these 50 periods are equal to
5 + sin(t=25) for 1  t  50. In base-case demand profile “b”, we generate the
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means for these 50 periods using a uniform distribution on f3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8g. We
generate them only once, at the beginning of a test problem, and they remain
fixed thereafter. In base-case demand profile “c”, the demand is stationary with
mean 5 at the retailer.
For backorder costs, we consider three different base cases of increasing per-
period backorder costs. In base case 1, ij = 2 + 2(i   1) so the per-period
backorder cost increases in a linear fashion for both retailers. In base case 2,
we use ij = (1:5)i so that the per-period backorder cost increases exponentially
for both retailers. In the last case, we consider a constant per-period backorder
cost of ij = 10. This last case is included so that we see the gap between the
lower bound and the average performance of Clark-and-Scarf’s decomposition
under the ordinary set-upwith no aging backorders in an inventory distribution
system.
We consider 5 different types of problems. In the first type of problem, which
we call (D;D); (; ), the two retailers are completely identical and they both
have the base-case demand profiles and the base-case backorder cost structures.
The second type of problem, which we call (D;D); (; 2), the two retailers have
identical demand profiles but one retailer has twice the per-period backorder
costs described by the base-case. In problem (D; 2D); (; ), the expected per-
period demands of one of the retailers are equal to two times those described
in the base-case. In problem (D; 2D); (2; ), the retailer with dominating per-
period backorder costs has lower expected per-period demands. Finally, we
consider cases where the retailer with dominating per-period backorder costs
has higher expected per-period demands in problem (D; 2D); (; 2). Motivat-
ing these 5 different problem types is the fact that	Ct is exactly half of	
j
t for one
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of the retailers in the case that one retailer has twice the per-period backorder
costs. Depending on the demands expected at this retailer, the lower-bound
for the residual backorder costs charged at the central warehouse could signif-
icantly underestimate those incurred in actuality at the retailers for backorders
older than Lj+1 periods. We want to see howwell (CS) performs relative to the
lower-bound in these cases.
The results of our numerical study are included in the first appendix of this
chapter. The results for each of the five problem types are included in Tables
(4.1) through (4.5). The first column gives the parameters used for each test case.
The first entry of the 4-tuple corresponds to the base demand profile used. The
second entry of the 4-tuple gives the procurement lead time of the central ware-
house and the third entry gives the identical procurement lead times of the two
retailers. The last entry gives the base increasing per-period backorder costs.
The column LB gives the lower bound computed using the result of Proposition
(4.3). The last four columns illustrate the percentage differences between (CS)
and LB, as well as those between (STA), (MYO), (HEU) and (CS) respectively.
A checkmark (X) is included for those cases where the percentage difference is
not statistically different from 0, at the 95% confidence level.
Note that (HEU) in general provides no advantages over (CS) for all five
problem types including the one in which more demands are expected to come
from the retailer with higher per-period backorder costs, where one might ex-
pect (HEU) to perform better. We point out that in all the test cases considered,
our proposed (CS) policy is never more than 3.5% greater than the LB. Even ex-
tending the procurement lead time of the central warehouse from 5 to 10 while
keeping those of the retailers at 5 does not seem to have a dramatic effect on the
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performance of the (CS) policy. This also seems to be the case when we keep the
lead time of the central warehouse at 10 while changing those of the retailers
to 1 such that a lot of the residual costs incurred at the retailers are charged at
the central warehouse via the convex minorant function. This is what we ob-
serve for all the problem types, even in the case where the retailer with higher
per-period backorder costs also has higher expected demands.
It is also worth pointing out that the incorporation of increasing per-period
costs does not seem to significantly deteriorate the performance of Clark-and-
Scarf’s decomposition in our numerical study since the gaps observed in test
cases where the per-period costs do not increase (type 3 under  in the tables)
are not very different in size compared with those test cases where the per-
period costs do increase (type 1 and type 2 under ).
Our numerical study shows the (CS) policy performs well for the test cases
we considered. We cannot, however, conclude that the (CS) policy will always
exhibit this kind of performance. This is in view of situations where Clark-
and-Scarf decomposition performs poorly (large percentage gap between the
average cost incurred by (CS) and the lower bound) even under the standard
assumption of non-increasing per-period backorder costs. One can see, for ex-
ample, the numerical study in Kunnumkal and Topaloglu (2008). Nonethe-
less, Clark-and-Scarf’s decomposition still provides us with a viable alternative
which can be used to deal with inventory distribution systems with aging back-
orders in a computationally tractable manner.
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4.6 Appendix for Chapter 4 with Tables of Numerical Results
Problem Type (D;D); (; )
Problem Tot. Exp. Cost STA MYO HEU
(D;LCW; Lret.;) STA MYO CS HEU LB CS-LB(%) - CS(%)
(a,5,5,1) 908 908 885 885 859 2.97 3.15 3.12 0.00 X
(a,5,5,2) 794 794 771 771 749 2.88 3.37 3.38 0.00 X
(a,5,5,3) 1335 1336 1308 1308 1274 2.72 2.55 2.63 0.00 X
(b,5,5,1) 874 874 850 850 828 2.73 3.24 3.30 0.00 X
(b,5,5,2) 749 749 729 729 721 1.14X 3.14 3.07 0.00 X
(b,5,5,3) 1280 1280 1246 1246 1235 0.92X 3.23 3.23 0.00 X
(c,5,5,1) 872 871 849 849 830 2.29 3.22 3.03 0.00 X
(c,5,5,2) 751 751 731 731 726 0.63X 3.12 3.09 0.00 X
(c,5,5,3) 1285 1285 1251 1251 1243 0.65X 3.24 3.22 0.00 X
(a,10,5,1) 1068 1068 1014 1014 984 2.99 6.47 6.47 0.00 X
(a,10,5,2) 938 937 890 890 868 2.59 6.21 6.01 0.00 X
(a,10,5,3) 1540 1541 1472 1472 1427 3.16 5.73 5.75 0.00 X
(a,10,1,1) 609 612 575 575 574 0.18X 6.26 6.93 0.00 X
(a,10,1,2) 541 544 511 511 510 0.20X 6.49 7.06 0.00 X
(a,10,1,3) 947 948 895 895 892 0.42X 6.43 6.44 0.00 X
Table 4.1: Total expected costs incurred by STA, MYO, CS and HEU for problem type
(D;D); (; ) where the two retailers are identical.
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Problem Type (D;D); (; 2)
Problem Tot. Exp. Cost STA MYO HEU
(D;LCW; Lret.;) STA MYO CS HEU LB CS-LB(%) - CS(%)
(a,5,5,1) 990 990 969 969 951 1.97 2.73 2.73 0.00 X
(a,5,5,2,) 878 878 857 857 841 1.95 2.88 2.92 -0.02 X
(a,5,5,3) 1430 1431 1398 1398 1369 2.10 2.97 3.09 0.00 X
(b,5,5,1) 961 961 937 937 930 0.74X 3.08 3.03 0.00 X
(b,5,5,2) 847 846 829 829 823 0.70X 2.73 2.61 0.00 X
(b,5,5,3) 1383 1386 1351 1351 1338 0.99X 2.98 3.19 0.00 X
(c,5,5,1) 973 973 950 949 935 1.54 3.01 3.04 0.00 X
(c,5,5,2) 856 856 833 832 827 0.73X 3.21 3.29 -0.02 X
(c,5,5,3) 1400 1401 1362 1362 1344 1.31X 3.44 3.56 0.00 X
(a,10,5,1) 1127 1133 1072 1071 1056 1.47X 6.19 6.79 -0.01 X
(a,10,5,2) 1001 1001 949 950 942 0.80X 6.10 6.13 0.09
(a,10,5,3) 1574 1574 1501 1501 1476 1.71 5.99 5.97 0.00 X
(a,10,1,1) 648 647 614 614 617 -0.43X 5.91 5.89 0.08 X
(a,10,1,2) 573 573 550 550 552 -0.37X 4.61 4.59 0.20
(a,10,1,3) 955 955 917 917 921 -0.50X 4.65 4.65 0.00 X
Table 4.2: Total expected costs incurred by STA, MYO, CS and HEU for problem type
(D;D); (; 2) where one retailer has twice the per-period backorder cost as
the other retailer.
Problem Type (D; 2D); (; )
Problem Tot. Exp. Cost STA MYO HEU
(D;LCW; Lret.;) STA MYO CS HEU LB CS-LB(%) - CS(%)
(a,5,5,1) 1055 1055 1022 1022 1014 0.73X 3.68 3.68 0.00 X
(a,5,5,2,) 926 923 895 895 889 0.69X 3.82 3.43 0.00 X
(a,5,5,3) 1600 1600 1549 1549 1537 0.79X 3.73 3.77 0.00 X
(b,5,5,1) 1022 1023 999 999 981 1.81 2.86 2.95 0.00 X
(b,5,5,2) 899 899 876 876 860 1.84 2.94 2.92 0.00 X
(b,5,5,3) 1553 1551 1513 1513 1484 1.95 3.20 3.00 0.00 X
(c,5,5,1) 1037 1036 1008 1008 985 2.25 3.38 3.30 0.00 X
(c,5,5,2) 910 910 887 887 862 2.95 2.97 3.01 0.00 X
(c,5,5,3) 1568 1573 1533 1533 1490 2.88 2.88 3.27 0.00 X
(a,10,5,1) 1194 1195 1142 1142 1133 0.81X 5.48 5.65 0.00 X
(a,10,5,2) 1063 1064 1012 1012 1003 0.91X 5.77 6.00 0.00 X
(a,10,5,3) 1738 1741 1658 1658 1658 -0.02X 5.75 5.89 0.00 X
(a,10,1,1) 723 728 686 686 678 1.20X 6.07 6.80 0.00 X
(a,10,1,2) 653 654 619 619 614 0.79X 6.13 6.25 0.00 X
(a,10,1,3) 1125 1125 1060 1060 1050 0.94X 6.71 6.72 0.00 X
Table 4.3: Total expected costs incurred by STA, MYO, CS and HEU for problem type
(D; 2D); (; )where one retailer has twice the per-period expected demand as
the other retailer.
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Problem Type (D; 2D); (2; )
Problem Tot. Exp. Cost STA MYO HEU
(D;LCW; Lret.;) STA MYO CS HEU LB CS-LB(%) - CS(%)
(a,5,5,1) 1096 1098 1072 1072 1065 0.65X 2.72 2.88 0.00 X
(a,5,5,2,) 969 969 948 948 944 0.42X 2.62 2.59 0.01 X
(a,5,5,3) 1602 1601 1562 1562 1554 0.54X 3.13 3.09 0.00 X
(b,5,5,1) 1118 1116 1095 1095 1083 1.12X 2.63 2.46 0.00 X
(b,5,5,2) 1003 1002 980 980 960 2.10 2.59 2.50 0.00 X
(b,5,5,3) 1657 1658 1619 1619 1587 2.05 2.91 2.93 0.00 X
(c,5,5,1) 1138 1138 1112 1112 1085 2.54 2.87 2.88 -0.02
(c,5,5,2) 1007 1008 984 984 966 1.88 2.82 2.87 -0.02 X
(c,5,5,3) 1657 1657 1617 1617 1595 1.36X 3.08 3.12 0.00 X
(a,10,5,1) 1341 1341 1281 1281 1267 1.15X 5.65 5.62 -0.01 X
(a,10,5,2) 1179 1180 1130 1129 1119 0.91X 5.31 5.40 0.00 X
(a,10,5,3) 1901 1900 1822 1822 1800 1.23X 5.41 5.35 0.00 X
(a,10,1,1) 805 809 764 764 758 0.87X 5.74 6.35 0.07
(a,10,1,2) 727 731 687 687 680 1.14X 6.05 6.66 0.09
(a,10,1,3) 1217 1217 1157 1157 1145 1.07X 5.81 5.83 0.00 X
Table 4.4: Total expected costs incurred by STA, MYO, CS and HEU for problem type
(D; 2D); (2; )where the retailer with dominating per-period backorder costs
has lower expected per-period demands.
Problem Type (D; 2D); (; 2)
Problem Tot. Exp. Cost STA MYO HEU
(D;LCW; Lret.;) STA MYO CS HEU LB CS-LB(%) - CS(%)
(a,5,5,1) 1172 1174 1145 1145 1124 1.90 3.10 3.24 -0.02 X
(a,5,5,2,) 1046 1046 1018 1017 1001 1.69 3.19 3.21 -0.01 X
(a,5,5,3) 1682 1682 1638 1638 1608 1.87 3.51 3.50 0.00 X
(b,5,5,1) 1168 1167 1143 1143 1126 1.51 2.96 2.89 -0.02 X
(b,5,5,2) 1051 1052 1029 1028 1007 2.13 2.67 2.77 -0.03 X
(b,5,5,3) 1695 1696 1665 1665 1630 2.12 2.79 2.82 0.00 X
(c,5,5,1) 1180 1182 1154 1154 1128 2.33 2.88 3.00 -0.01 X
(c,5,5,2) 1045 1044 1015 1015 1006 0.91X 3.32 3.25 -0.01 X
(c,5,5,3) 1689 1689 1646 1646 1630 0.96X 3.29 3.32 0.00 X
(a,10,5,1) 1390 1390 1332 1331 1316 1.16X 5.50 5.49 -0.01 X
(a,10,5,2) 1247 1247 1191 1190 1181 0.85X 5.75 5.75 0.06 X
(a,10,5,3) 1940 1940 1864 1864 1845 1.07X 5.27 5.23 0.00 X
(a,10,1,1) 841 841 798 797 787 1.32X 6.09 6.10 0.07 X
(a,10,1,2) 760 760 719 718 707 1.64X 6.36 6.38 0.12 X
(a,10,1,3) 1239 1239 1179 1179 1167 0.95X 5.88 5.87 0.00 X
Table 4.5: Total expected costs incurred by STA, MYO, CS and HEU for problem type
(D; 2D); (; 2)where the retailer with dominating per-period backorder costs
also has two times the expected per-period demands.
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4.7 Appendix for Chapter 4 with Omitted Results
We include the omitted proofs from Chapter 4 in this appendix.
Lemma 4.1. V LBt (It; z0t ; Q0t ) as described by (4.10) and V Exactt (zt; Bt; Qt) as described
by (4.4) satisfy V LBt (It; z0t ; Q0t )  V Exactt (zt; Bt; Qt). Here zt = (z0t ; z1t ; :::; zJt ) is the
vector of echelon net inventory and It = (I0t ; I1t ; :::; IJt ) is the vector of echelon inven-
tory positions. Also, Qt = fqjsgt Lj+1st 1;0jJ is the matrix of on-order inventory
where qjs denotes the quantity ordered by location j at time s. The state vector Q0t con-
sists of fq0sgt L0+1st 1. Finally, Bt = fbsjtg1jJ;1sM is the matrix of unsatisfied
backorders at the beginning of period t where bsjt denotes the number of backorders of
age s remaining at retailer j. The parameter M signifies the maximum age. The state
variables are related by Ijt = z
j
t +
Pt 1
s=t Lj+1 q
j
s .
Proof of Lemma 4.1:
We start by restating the definitions of V Exactt (zt; Bt; Qt) and V LBt (It; z0t ; Q0t ). By
(4.10),
V LBt (It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t ) = min
rtIt;
r0t[I0t ]+;P
1jJ r
j
tz0t
( X
1jJ
0@rjt IjtX
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; Ijt ))g+ jLj+1[ rjt ]+
1A
+
r0t I0tX
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; I0t ))g+ 1ftT+1gh0E
"
r0t  
t+L0 1X
s=t
D0s
#
 
X
1jJ
h0r
j
t + EfV LBt+1(rt  Dt; z0t+1; Q0t+1)g
)
;
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and by (4.4),
V Exactt (zt; Bt; Qt) = min
rtIt;P
1jJ r
j
tz0t
(
 
X
1jJ
h0r
j
t + 1ftT+1gh0E
 
r0t  
t+L0 1X
s=t
D0s
!
+
X
1jJ
Ehj(rjt  
t+LjX
s=t
Djs)
+ +E
X
1jJ
MX
s=1
jsb
s
j;t+Lj+1
+ V Exactt+1 (zt+1; Bt+1; Qt+1)
)
:
The boundary condition for (4.4) is V ExactT+L0+2 = 0 and the boundary condition for
(4.10) is V LBT+L0+1(It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t ) =
P
1jJ 
j
Lj+1
[ IjT+L0+1]+.
Recall the definitions
 jt() = hj(   (t+ Lj))+ +
t+Lj X
i=1
ji (4.35)
and
	Ct () = conv min1jJ
8<:
t+L0+Lj X
i=Lj+2
h
ji   jLj+1
i9=; : (4.36)
Furthermore, the stopping-time random variable jt (qj; I
j
t ) is as defined in (4.5).
We seek to show that V LBt  V Exactt . We begin by comparing their immediate
cost functions. Ignoring the terms that are identical for both functions, we have
remaining in the immediate cost function for V LBt
X
1jJ
0@rjt IjtX
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; Ijt ))g+ jLj+1[ rjt ]+
1A+ r0t I0tX
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; I0t ))g; (4.37)
and remaining in the immediate cost function for V Exactt
X
1jJ
Ehj(rjt  
t+LjX
s=t
Djs)
+ + E
X
1jJ
MX
s=1
jsb
s
j;t+Lj+1
: (4.38)
We show the result of the lemma for t = 1 without loss of generality. We
proceed by using a sample-path argument which assumes that the demands are
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known in advance. The sample-path argument further assumes that the order
quantities and the matchings between demands and inventory are given by the
solution to V Exactt (which is also feasible for V LBt ) and are known in advance. We
define the following to use in the rest of our proof:
 Let b^sjt be the backorders due to Djt which get satisfied at the age of s.
 Let xjt ; 0  j  J , be the on-hand inventory at location j at time t after
receiving the order placed at t  Lj , before the new procurement decision
is made and before demand for period t is realized.
 Let Qjt , be the set of all units successfully ordered by location j at time t.
(Every unit in these sets has a unique identifier k. We will be using such
qualifier as k 2 Qjt .)
 Let k be the arrival time of the demand that gets matched with unit k
under the matching rule given by the solution to V Exactt .
 Let k be the retailer at which thematching demand for unit k occurs under
the matching rule given by the solution to V Exactt .
Using the above definitions, the sum of (4.38) over t = 1 to t = T + L0 + 1
along each sample path is equal to:
X
1jJ
TX
t=1
MX
s=1
jsb^
s
jt +
X
1jJ
T+L0+Lj+1X
t=Lj+1
hj(x
j
t  Djt )+: (4.39)
It is clear that charging the total backorder cost for a demand incrementally for
each period it remains as a backorder, as in (4.38), is the same as charging this
total cost in its entirety when the demand is realized, as in (4.39), as long as
the system has no backorders at the beginning of period 1. Otherwise, (4.39) is
a lower bound since we are ignoring the costs associated with backorders that
exist in the system at the beginning of period 1.
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As for the sum of (4.37) over t = 1 to t = T +L0 + 1 under the matching rule
given by the solution to V LBt , it is upper bounded by
X
1jJ
T+L0+1X
t=1
8><>:
X
k2Qjt
 jt (k) + 
j
Lj+1
[ rjt ]+
9>=>;+
T+1X
u=1
X
k2Q0u
	Cu (k _ (u  1))
=
X
1jJ
T+1+L0X
u=1
8<:X
k2Qju
j
(Lj+u [k_(u 1)])+ + hj (k   (u+ Lj))
+
+jLj+1[ rju]+
)
+
T+1X
u=1
X
k2Q0u
	Cu (k _ (u  1)): (4.40)
Note that if a unit ordered by the central warehouse at time t has t 1  0t  t+
L0 2 as defined in (4.5) such that	Ct (0t ) is non-zero as defined in (4.8) and (4.9),
a backorder existing at one of the retailers at time 0t , whose arrival time is less
than or equal to 0t , will need to wait for a unit ordered by the central warehouse
at u  t. The matching unit will incorporate a cost of	Cu (k_(u 1))  	Ct (0t ) in
V LBt since u  t and k  0t . Expression (4.40) is also an upper bound because k
is given by the optimal solution to V Exactt , despite being feasible for the problem
defined by V LBt .
It remains to show that (4.40) is less than or equal to (4.39). We start by
showing that X
1jJ
TX
t=1
MX
s=1
jsb^
s
jt

X
1jJ
T+1+L0X
u=1
0@X
k2Qju
j(Lj+u [k_(u 1)])+ + 
j
Lj+1
[ rju]+
1A
+
T+1X
u=1
X
k2Q0u
	Cu (k _ (u  1))
Because b^sjt is the total of number of backorders due to Dt that get satisfied at
time t + s at the age of s, their inventory units must have been ordered by the
retailer at time t + s   Lj . In other words, b^sjt =
P
k2Qjt+s Lj
1fk=tg. We sum
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over all the units ordered in period t + s   Lj whose matching demand occurs
in period t. Substituting this in, we get that:
X
1jJ
TX
t=1
MX
s=1
jsb^
s
t =
X
1jJ
TX
t=1
MX
s=1
X
k2Qjt+s Lj
js1fk=tg (4.41)
=
X
1jJ
TX
t=1
 
Lj+1X
s=1
X
k2Qjt+s Lj
js1fk=tg (4.42)
+
MX
s=Lj+2
X
k2Qjt+s Lj
js1fk=tg
!
: (4.43)
We analyze (4.42) and (4.43) separately. We start with (4.42) and rewrite it as
X
1jJ
TX
t=1
t+1X
u=t+1 Lj
X
k2Qju
jLj t+u1fk=tg
=
X
1jJ
T+1X
u=1
X
k2Qju
u 1+LjX
t=u 1
jLj t+u1fk=tg
=
X
1jJ
T+1X
u=1
X
k2Qju
j(Lj (k u))+1fku 1g: (4.44)
The first line follows using the substitution u = t+ s Lj . The equality that fol-
lows is obtained by switching the order of summation. The last equality follows
easily by explicitly evaluating the inner-most summation.
We now turn to (4.43). Note that if k 2 Qjt+s Lj , the same unit k may also
belong to some setQ0u where u  t+s Lj L0. (It could also be that this unit is
already in the system at the beginning of period 1.) We lower bound this term by
focusing exclusively on those units which are in Q0t+s Lj L0 . Furthermore, we
change the upper limit of the summation over s to s = L0 + Lj + 1which is less
than or equal to M . Both of these relaxations are related to the assumption we
make in charging a lower-bound for the residual backorder costs at the central
warehouse in setting up the immediate cost function found in the lower-bound
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dynamic program. Therefore, we can lower bound (4.43) using
X
1jJ
TX
t=1
MX
s=Lj+2
X
k2Qjt+s Lj
js1fk=tg

X
1jJ
TX
t=1
L0+Lj+1X
s=Lj+2
X
k2Q0t+s L0 Lj
js1fk=t;k=jg (4.45)

X
1jJ
T+1X
u=1
X
k2Q0u
jL0+Lj (k u)1fu 1ku+L0 2;k=jg: (4.46)
Note that after we switch from Qjt+s Lj to Q0t+s L0 Lj , we need to add to the
indicator function the condition k = j which tells us which retailer unit k gets
sent to. The second inequality is obtained using the same steps that took us
from expression (4.42) to expression (4.44).
We make another adjustment to expressions (4.44) and (4.46) by adding
X
1jJ
T+1X
u=1
X
k2Q0u

jLj+1 + (u+ L0   1  k)jLj+1

1fku+L0 2;k=jg (4.47)
to expression (4.44) and subtracting it from expression (4.46). If an ordered unit
k with k = j is in Q0u where k  u + L0   2 and its matching demand in-
curs a total backorder cost of jL0+Lj (k u) when k arrives at retailer j, then we
know that k is in the set Qju+L0 because k must arrive at retailer j in period
u + L0 + Lj in order for its matching demand to incur a total backorer cost of
jL0+Lj (k u). Therefore, to expression (4.44), we can add the equivalent expres-
sion
P
1jJ
PT+1+L0
u=1+L0
P
k2Qju

jLj+1 + (u  1  k)jLj+1

1fku 2g. Doing this,
we get
X
1jJ
(
T+1+L0X
u=1
X
k2Qju
j(Lj (k u))+1fku 1g
+
T+1+L0X
u=1+L0
X
k2Qju

jLj+1 + (u  1  k)jLj+1

1fku 2g
)
(4.48)
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for (4.44). Note that we have changed the upper limit in the outer-most sum-
mation in the first term from T + 1 to T + 1+ L0. This is a valid change because
for values of u satisfying T + 1 < u  T + 1 + L0, k 2 Qju and k  u   1 > T
imply that k = T + L0 + Lj + 1 since DT+1 = DT+2 = ::: = DT+L0+Lj = 0
and DT+L0+Lj+1 = 1. For all these values of u, k  u   1 ensures that
(Lj (k u))+ = (Lj (T+L0+Lj+1)+u)+  (Lj (T+L0+Lj+1)+T+1+L0)+ =
0. Secondly, note that each summand in the second term above corresponds
to the backorder cost associated with an item ordered in period u at retailer j
whose matching demand arose at a time strictly before u   1. If we only want
to keep track of the echelon inventory position at location j, there is no way to
distinguish backorders of different ages that have been around the system for
more than Lj + 1 periods. Note, however, that the backorder costs in this term
are linearized beyond Lj + 1 periods. This allows us to charge 
j
Lj+1
when we
order a unit k at time twhose matching unit arrived at t 1 or before. The back-
order costs beyond Lj + 1 periods are incorporated by charging L1+1 per unit
of negative inventory position after a procurement decision is made in every
period. Therefore, after the addition of (4.47), expression (4.48) can be written
as
X
1jJ
T+1+L0X
u=1
0@X
k2Qju
j(Lj+u [k_(u 1)])+ + 
j
Lj+1
[ rju]+
1A : (4.49)
As for (4.46), the subtraction of (4.47) results in
X
1jJ
T+1X
u=1
X
k2Q0u
	ju(k)1fku+L0 2;k=jg (4.50)

T+1X
u=1
X
k2Q0u
	Cu (k _ (u  1)) (4.51)
by recognizing that

j(L0+Lj (k u))  
h
jLj+1 + (u+ L0   1  k)jLj+1
i
=
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	ju(k) for k  u+ L0   2 by definition (4.8). We have now shown thatX
1jJ
TX
t=1
MX
s=1
jsb^
s
jt

X
1jJ
T+1+L0X
u=1
0@X
k2Qju
j(Lj+u [k_(u 1)])+ + 
j
Lj+1
[ rju]+
1A
+
T+1X
u=1
X
k2Q0u
	Cu (k _ (u  1)):
We now move on to the total holding cost term in (4.39):
X
1jJ
T+L0+Lj+1X
t=Lj+1
hj(x
j
t  Djt )+: (4.52)
Recognize first of all that the on-hand inventory at the end of t at retailer j,
(xjt  Djt )+, can also be expressed as
Pt Lj
s=1
P
k2Qjs 1fkt+1g. Using similar tricks,
we can rewrite this expression as
X
1jJ
T+L0+LjX
t=Lj+1
t LjX
s=1
X
k2Qjs
hj1fkt+1g
=
X
1jJ
T+L0X
s=1
X
k2Qjs
T+L0+LjX
t=s+Lj
hj1fkt+1g
=
X
1jJ
T+L0+1X
s=1
X
k2Qjs
hj (k   (s+ Lj))+ : (4.53)
Again, the first line above follows by noting that the on-hand inventory at re-
tailer j at the end of t corresponds to all orders placed at or before t  Lj which
still has not been used up by its matching demand (i.e. k  t + 1 for this unit
k). The first equality follows by switching the order of summation. The last line
follows simply by counting the number of non-zero terms under the inner-most
summation. Note that we have also increased the upper limit of the outermost
summation by 1 in the last line. This is a valid change because if s = T + L0 + 1
and k 2 Qjs, the expression (k   (s+ Lj))+ = (k   (T + L0 + 1 + Lj))+ = 0.
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This concludes the proof that our aggregate-matching cost-accountingmech-
anism gives rise to a lower-bound dynamic program. 2
Lemma 4.4. The definition of VT+L0+1 as
P
1jJ 
j
Lj+1
[ IjT+L0+1]+ and the defini-
tion of Ct in (4.13) imply that CT+L0+1 = 0.
Proof: The transformation that defines Ct is:
Ct(It; z
0
t ; Q
0
t ) = Vt(It; z
t
0; Q
t
0) +
[I0t ]
+X
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; 0))g   [ I0t ]+	Ct (t  1)
+
X
1jJ
[Ijt ]
+X
qj=1
Ef jt(jt (qj; 0))g  
X
1jJ
[ Ijt ]+ jt(t  1):
As discussed in the chapter, in period T + 1, we require the order-up-to level of
the central warehouse to be no less than 0. Because there are no more demands
after period T , I0t will stay non-negative until period T^ = T +L0 +1. Therefore,
[ I0
T^
]+ = 0 and we have
CT^ (IT^ ; z
0
T^
; Q0
T^
) =
X
1jJ
jLj+1[ IjT^ ]+ +
[I0
T^
]+X
q0=1
Ef	C
T^
(0
T^
(q0; 0))g
+
X
1jJ
[Ij
T^
]+X
qj=1
Ef j
T^
(j
T^
(qj; 0))g  
X
1jJ
[ Ij
T^
]+ j
T^
(T^   1):
nothing that VT+L0+1 =
P
1jJ 
j
Lj+1
[ IjT+L0+1]+.
With the conventions DjT+1 = D
j
T+2 = ::: = D
j
T+L0+Lj
= 0 and DjT+L0+Lj+1 =
1, we have j
T^
(qj; 0) = T + L0 + Lj + 1 for qj > 0 and 0  j  J . Because of
this, Ef	C
T^
(0
T^
(q0; 0))g = Ef	CT+L0+1(T + 2L0 + 1)g = 0 and Ef jT^ (
j
T^
(qj; 0))g =
Ef jT+L0+1(T + L0 + Lj + 1)g = 0 where q0 > 0 and qj > 0 using the definitions
in (4.6) and (4.8). Finally, note that  j
T^
(T^   1) = jLj+1. Because of this, the first
term and last term cancel each other giving CT^ = CT+L0+1 = 0. 2
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Lemma 4.5. As defined in (4.17) and (4.16), the immediate cost function Ljt is convex
over the Z for 1  j  J and convex over f0; 1; 2; :::g for j = 0.
Proof: We refer the reader to the proof of Lemma 3.2 to see that Ljt is convex over
Z for 1  j  J . For L0t (r0t ), we use a proof analogous to the proof of Lemma
3.2. We start by conditioning on D0t and writing the conditional version of L0t
without the linear term in r0t :
~L0t (r
0
t ; D
0
t ) = L
0
t (r
0
t ; D
0
t )  h0E
"
r0t  
t+L0 1X
s=t
D0s
#
=
r0tX
q0=1
Ef	Ct (0t (q0; 0)) jD0t g  
[r0t D0t ]+X
q0=1
Ef	Ct+1(0t+1(q0; 0)) jD0t g
+ [D0t   r0t ]+	Ct+1(t): (4.54)
First, we compute ~L0t (r0t ; D0t )   ~L0t (r0t   1; D0t ) when r0t > D0t  0. Since r0t >
D0t  0, we have 0t (r0t ; 0) = minf : D0t + D0t+1 + : : : + D0  r0t g = minf :
D0t+1 + : : : + D
0
  r0t   D0t g = 0t+1(r0t   D0t ; 0) by the definition of 0t (q0; It) in
(4.5).
Therefore, if r0t > D0t  0, the distributions of 0t (r0t ; 0) and 0t+1(r0t   D0t ; 0)
conditional onD0t are identical. Using this fact, we get the following first differ-
ence for r0t > D0t :
~L0t (r
0
t ; D
0
t )  ~L0t (r0t   1; D0t ) = Ef	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)) jD0t g   Ef	Ct+1(t+1(r0t  D0t ; 0)) jD0t g
= Ef	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)) jD0t g   Ef	Ct+1(0t (r0t ; 0)) jD0t g
= Ef	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)) 	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)  1) jD0t g; (4.55)
where the second equality uses the fact that the distributions of 0t (r0t ; 0) and
t+1(r
0
t  D0t ; 0) conditional on D0t are identical as long as r0t > D0t and the third
equality uses the identity 	Ct (n) = 	Ct+1(n + 1) that follows from the definition
of 	Ct () in (4.9) and that of 	jt() in (4.8).
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Second, we compute ~L0t (r0t ; D0t )   ~L0t (r0t   1; D0t ) when 0 < r0t  D0t for
r0t = 1; 2; : : :. Since D0t  r0t  1, the definition of 0t (q0; It) in (4.5) implies
that 0t (r0t ; 0) = t. Using the definition of ~L0t (r0t ; D0t ) in (4.54), if 1  r0t  D0t , then
the first difference ~L0t (r0t ; D0t )  ~L0t (r0t   1; D0t ) is given by
~L0t (r
0
t ; D
0
t )  ~L0t (r0t   1; D0t ) = Ef	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)) jD0t g  	Ct+1(t)
= Ef	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)) jD0t g   Ef	Ct+1(0t (r0t ; 0)) jD0t g
= Ef	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)) 	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)  1) jD0t g; (4.56)
where the second equality uses the fact that if D0t  r0t  1, then 0t (r0t ; 0) =
t. Combining (4.55) and (4.56), we obtain ~L0t (r0t ; D0t )   ~L0t (r0t   1; D0t ) =
Ef	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0))   	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)   1) jD0t g whenever r0t > 0, in which case, tak-
ing expectations yields Ef~L0t (r0t ; D0t )   ~L0t (r0t   1; D0t )g = Ef	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0))  
	Ct (
0
t (r
0
t ; 0)  1)g.
The definition of 0t (q0; It) in (4.5) implies that 0t (r0t ; 0) is stochastically in-
creasing in r0t in the sense that Pf0t (r0t ; 0)  g is non-decreasing in r0t for all  .
Since 	Ct () is convex, 	Ct (n) 	Ct (n  1) is non-decreasing in n. In this case, by
Lemma 4.7.2 in Puterman (1994), it follows that Ef	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0)) 	Ct (0t (r0t ; 0) 
1)g is non-decreasing in r0t whenever r0t > 0. That ~L0t (r0t ) and L0t (r0t ) differ only
by a linear term in r0t implies that L0t is convex over f0; 1; 2; :::g. 2
Lemma 4.6.
min
rjtIjt ;1jJP
1jJ r
j
tz0t
( X
1jJ

Ljt(r
j
t ) + EfCjt+1(rjt  Djt )g
)  t(z0t ) + X
1jJ
Cjt (I
j
t )
Proof: This proof is based on the proof of Lemma 8 found in Kunnumkal and
Topaloglu (2008). Notice all the terms on the right hand side are defined by a
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minimization problem. Recall that
Cjt (I
j
t ) = min
rjtIjt

Ljt(r
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(r
j
t  Djt )
	
(4.57)
and
t(z
0
t ) = minP
1jJ r
j
tz0t
(
JX
j=1

Ljt(r
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(r
j
t  Djt )
 Ljt(rjt ) + ECjt+1(rjt  Djt )
	)
(4.58)
where rjt is the unconstrained minimizer for problem (4.57). Suppose that the
optimal solution for the problem on the left hand side of the inequality in the
lemma is given by r^jt for 1  J , we proceed by constructing feasible solutions
for the minimization problems that define the right hand side. In particular,
consider the feasible solution ~rjt = r
j
t ^ r^jt for the minimization problem which
defines t. (We know that this solution is feasible because r^
j
t , 1  j  J satisfy
the constraint
P
1jJ r^
j
t  z0t as the optimal solution for the problem on the left
hand side of the inequality given in the lemma and ~rjt  r^jt for 1  j  J .) The
feasibility of ~rjt implies that
t(z
0
t ) 
(
JX
j=1

Ljt(~r
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(~r
j
t  Djt )  Ljt(rjt ) + ECjt+1(rjt  Djt )
	)
=
(
JX
j=1
1fr^jtrjt g

Ljt(r^
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(r^
j
t  Djt )
 Ljt(rjt ) + ECjt+1(rjt  Djt )
	)
: (4.59)
The equality follows by noting that ~rjt = r
j
t if r^
j
t > r
j
t . Otherwise, we have
~rjt = r^
j
t if r^
j
t  rjt .
On the other hand, problem (4.57) is solved by rjt if I
j
t  r^jt  rjt . Otherwise,
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r^jt  Ijt is a feasible solution and hence,
Cjt (I
j
t )  1fr^jtrjt g

Ljt(r
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(r
j
t  Djt )
	
+1fr^jt>rjt g

Ljt(r^
j
t ) + EC
j
t+1(r^
j
t  Djt )
	
: (4.60)
Adding the right-hand side of (4.59) to the right-hand side of (4.60) summed
over 1  j  J , we getP1jJ Ljt(r^jt ) + EfCjt+1(r^jt  Djt )g which is precisely
the left-hand side of the inequality in the lemma. 2
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